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Introduction n 

Almostt all human beings wonder why things are the way they are. The scientific method 
iss the process by which scientists, collectively and over time, endeavour to construct an 
accuratee (that is. reliable, consistent and non-arbitrary) representation of the world[1]. 
Physicistss have been very successful in applying this method to the physical world 
aroundd us. When it comes to the basic constituents of matter and the forces acting 
betweenn them a theory emerged in the past decades, called the Standard Model, that is 
ablee to successfully describe the physics at a length scale of 10_ 16 in terms of a limited, 
butt still unsatisfactory large, number of fundamental parameters. The theory of the 
elementaryy constituents of matter is intimately linked to cosmological questions and in 
particularr to the evolution of our universe after its creation. 

Onee of the still unsolved questions is why our universe consist of matter while anti-
matterr is very rare.. It is common scientific knowledge that a particle and its anti-
particlee can annihilate and for instance produce two photons, and reversely a particle 
anti-particlee pair can materialise out of photons. Just after the big bang a dynamic 
equilibriumm between these reactions kept the number of particles, anti-particles and 
photonss equal. About 10 8 s after the big bang the temperature of the universe dropped 
beloww the threshold for the particle anti-particle pair reaction, i.e. the energy of the 
photonss ceased to be sufficient to generate a particle anti-particle pair. Therefore, 
particless and anti-particles disappeared by annihilation into photons. 

Att present practically no free anti-particles are observed. Furthermore, there is an 
overwhelmingg abundance of photons {about 1 billion photons for each matter particle). 
Inn 1967 the Russian physicist Andrei Sakharov listed three necessary requirements for 
anyy theory that attempts to explain this remarkable fact[2]. One of these requirements is 
violationn of the CP symmetry. The combined Charge and Parity operation transforms 
aa particle state into a anti-particle state. Hence, in case the laws of nature are not 
invariantt under the CP operation particles behave differently from anti-particles. 

CPCP violation was first observed[3] in the decay of neutral kaons in 1964. Measure-
mentss shows this asymmetry to be at a per mille level (e = 2.3  10~3)[4]. The Standard 
Modell  incorporates CP violation by the complex phase in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawaa (CKM) matrix, which links the weak eigenstates of quarks to the mass eigen-
states.. This parametrisation does, however, not provide a deeper understanding of the 
originn of the asymmetry, nor does it explain the magnitude of the matter anti-matter 
asymmetryy in the universe. One of the remaining challenges of high energy physics is 
too find an explanation for CP violation. 

Thee parametrisation does predict CP-violating effects to occur for B mesons. Fur-
thermore,, due to the interference between the mixing and decay amplitudes in the 
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decayy of neutral B mesons the CP asymmetries are expected to be large. Recent 
experiments[5,, 6] indeed show a large CP asymmetry in the decay of Bd; sin 2j3 ~ 0.78. 
CPCP violation is expected in many more B decays. These are, however, expected to have 
smalll  branching ratios (1CT4 — 10~5). Therefore, also taking into account experimental 
(i.e.. trigger, reconstruction and tagging) inefficiencies, a copious source of B mesons is 
needed.. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the new proton-proton collider at CERN, 
producess B mesons at a high rate. 

Thee LHCb-detector is designed to study CP violation in the B meson system at the 
LHC.. It aims to study B physics with unprecedented statistics. By making precision 
measurementss on many different B meson decay channels, LHCb wil l be able to test the 
internall  consistency of the Standard Model, and look for physics beyond the model. 

Thee subject of this thesis is the reconstruction of particle trajectories in the LHCb 
experiment.. The thesis contains three components: 

 a study on the design of the outer tracker, one of the LHCb detector sub-systems 
thatt measures the charged particle trajectories, 

 a study of the reconstruction of the particle trajectories from the detector mea-
surements, , 

 a study on the implications of the track reconstruction efficiency and resolution 
onn the measurements of CP violation in B decays. 

Thee outline of this thesis is as follows. 
Chapterr 1 gives an overview of CP violation and how it is incorporated in the 

Standardd Model. Aspects of the neutral B meson system are described. 
Chapterr 2 provides an introduction to the LHCb experiment. It starts with a de-

scriptionn of the LHC, i.e. the accelerator at which the LHCb detector is situated. Al l 
LHCbb sub-detector components are shortly described, with a particular emphasis on 
thee tracking system as it is the main subject of this thesis. The chapter concludes with 
ann outline of the LHCb trigger system. 

Chapterr 3 describes the underlying physics processes of the operation of the LHCb 
outerr tracker straw detector. Furthermore, the selection of the drift gas and the detector 
materiall  is discussed. Four prototype outer tracker modules are presented. 

Chapterr 4 is devoted to the outer tracker prototype tests in a particle beam at CERN. 
Afterr describing the experimental setup and the software, the analysis and results are 
presented.. These measurements were used to design the final outer tracker modules as 
describedd in chapter 2. 

Chapterr 5 describes the procedure to fit trajectories through the measurements of 
thee LHCb tracking detectors. The obtained track parameter resolutions are presented. 

Chapterr 6 starts with an overview of the expected particle fluxes and the detector 
occupanciess in the LHCb experiment. A possible solution to the pattern recognition 
taskk involved in reconstructing the particle trajectories is presented. The chapter is 
concludedd by presenting the performance of these pattern recognition algorithms. 

Chapterr 7 summarises the overall performance of the LHCb tracking system using 
twoo benchmark decay modes. A discussion is given of the (in)efficiency in the event re-
constructionn due to the pattern recognition algorithms of chapter 6. The expected event 
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yieldss in a year of data-taking are presented and compared with an earlier, less detailed, 
studyy presented in the LHCb technical proposal[7]. An estimate of the resolutions on 
measuringg some CP violating parameters is presented. Finally, a brief outlook is given 
onn possible pattern recognition algorithm improvements and on a recently started study 
re-optimisingg the LHCb detector. 
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Chapterr 1 

Theoreticall  context 

InIn this thesis a study of the track reconstruction in the LHCb detector is described. The 
LHCbb detector is optimised for the measurement of B meson production and decay at 
thee LHC, in particular the observation and measurement of CP asymmetries in specific 
BB meson decays. In this chapter the theoretical context for these measurements is dis-
cussed.. It is, however, not intended to give a full theoretical description of CP violation 
inn neutral B meson decays. For more detailed descriptions the reader is referred to 
excellentt publications and textbooks[7, 8, 9, 10]. 

Sectionn 1.1 describes the concept of CP violation. Section 1.2 explains how CP vio-
lationn is incorporated in the Standard Model. Section 1.3 describes the neutral B meson 
system.. Section 1.4 discusses two B decay channels which for the LHCb experiment are 
usedd as benchmark channels for track reconstruction. Section 1.5 describes production 
characteristicss of B mesons at the LHC. 

1.11 CP violation 

Thee violation of CP symmetry implies that the laws of nature are not invariant under 
thee combined Charge and Parity transformation. Parity P is the inversion of space 
coordinatess (exchange of left and right handedness). Charge conjugation C changes the 
signn of the "internal" quantum numbers such as charge and baryon number. 

Forr a long time physics was assumed to be invariant under the parity transformation, 
i.e.. the mirror image of any physical process obeys the same physical laws as the original 
process.. However, in 1957 an experiment [11] showed that the electrons emitted in the 
betaa decay of  mCo are predominantly produced in the direction opposite to the spin of 
thee cobalt nucleus. The mirror image of an electron decay opposite to the spin direction 
iss a decay along the spin direction. After the alignment of the spins the observation of 
aa top/down asymmetry in the experiment immediately implies the violation of parity. 

Later,, it was observed that in the decay 7r+ —> /x+i/p the neutrino always emerges 
leftt handed. Again, parity is violated as the mirror process, i.e. with the neutrino 
rightt handed, does not occur. However, the charge conjugate of the mirror process, i.e. 
7T""  —> (jTvtl with the anti-neutrino right handed, was observed. Therefore, it seemed 
thatt the symmetry is restored under the combined operation of C and P. 
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fermion n 

lepton n 

quark k 

family y 
II  II III 
ee ft T 

vvee v  ̂ vT 

n e t t 
dd s b 

q/e q/e 

-1 1 
0 0 

2/3 3 
-1/3 3 

Tablee 1.1: The three families of elementary fermions in the Standard Model, i.e. the 
leptonss and quarks. 

However,, in 1964 also CP symmetry was demonstrated to be violated in the decay 
off  neutral kaons[3]. An interesting aspect of neutral kaons is the ability for a K° to 
transformm into the anti-particle K° and vice versa (see section 1.3 for the similar un-
derlyingg mechanism for neutral B mesons in the Standard Model). It turned out that 
thee particles observed in nature (the mass eigenstates) are not A'0 and A^0, but linear 
combinationss of these states. Two states are observed with quite distinct lifetimes; Ks 

withh T = 0.89 x 10- 10 s and KL with r = 5.2 x 10"8 s. The experiment in 1964 showed 
thee KL to be composed of the CP = — 1 eigenstate K2 with a small admixture of the 
CPCP = +1 eigenstate Ku i.e. 

\KL)\KL) = -7=L={\K 1)+€\K2)) . (1.1) 

Experimentallyy e is found to be (2.271  0.017) x 10~3[4] demonstrating violation of 
CPCP symmetry in the mixing of K° and K°. The next section shows how CP violation 
iss incorporated in the standard model. 

1.22 CP violation in the Standard Model 

Thee Standard Model provides an accurate theoretical framework for the description of 
thee interactions between the fundamental constituents of matter. Matter is thought to 
bee made out of two types of fundamental fermions (spin | particles): quarks and leptons. 
Interactionss are described by the exchange of spin 1 bosons. The interactions described 
byy the Standard Model are the electromagnetic-, weak- and strong-force. Gravitation, 
thee fourth fundamental interaction, is not incorporated in the model. 

Thee fundamental fermions of the Standard Model are divided into three families with 
similarr properties but increasing mass. Each family contains a lepton with an associated 
lepton-neutrinoo as well as an up- and down- type quark (see table 1.1). Together with the 
correspondingg anti-particles the Standard Model incorporates 24 fundamental fermions1. 
Wi t hh the recent[12] direct observation of the tau neutrino all fermions of the Standard 
Modell  are experimentally observed. 

Quantumm Electro Dynamics (QED) gives the quantum field description of electro-
magneticc interactions between charged fermions. The corresponding electromagnetic 

1Eachh quark can in addition occur in three colour states. 
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currentt is mediated by the exchange of photons. In the sixties Glashow, Weinberg and 
Salamm [13, 14, 15] developed a theory combining the electromagnetic and weak inter-
actions.. They predicted the existence of three mediators of the weak interaction, i.e. 
thee Z, W+ and W~. These massive bosons were found in 1983[16, 17]. The theory of 
thee strong interactions, Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD), describes an interaction 
thatt acts only between quarks. The strong interaction is mediated by 8 gauge bosons 
collectivelyy called gluons. 

Thee charged current weak interaction (mediated by the exchange of W  bosons) is 
knownn to maximally violate P. The violation is explained by the sum of a vector and 
axial-vectorr in the hadronic charged current of this interaction2, i.e. it has the form: 

j «« = (ü,c,t)7«(l-7&)VcKM l * J , (1.2) 

wheree 7U are the Dirac matrices, 1 — 75 the projection operator to left handed states 
andd VCKM the 3 x 3 unitary Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix[18, 19] 

// Kd Vus Kb \ 
VCKMM = Kd Vcs Vch . (1.3) 

VV Kd Ks Kb / 

Thee CKM matrix relates the flavour eigenstates of the down type quarks (d, s, b) to the 
weakk interaction eigenstates (d',s',b'), i.e. 

II  * I = VCKM I a I . (1.4) 

Thee elements of VCKM express the relative strength of the couplings between the up and 
downn type quarks. The requirement of unitarity of the matrix, i.e. VCKM  V^KM = 1, 
introducess constraints between the elements. In general three real parameters and six 
phasess can be defined for a unitary 3 x 3 matrix. Five can however be removed by 
appropriatee re-phasing of the quark fields without changing the physically observable 
quantities.. A popular parametrisation is due to Wolfenstein[20] expressed in powers of 
thee sine of the Cabibbo angle[18] A = 0.222  0.002[4]: 

// l - A 2 / 2 A A\3{p-ir})\ 
KK MM  = -A 1 - A2/2 ^A2 )+0 (A4) , (1.5) 

\AX\AX33{l-p-irt){l-p-irt)  -AX2 1 / 

withh A, p and 77 real numbers. The phase, i.e. the imaginary component if],  is the source 
off  CP violation in the Standard Model. 

Thee unitarity relation of the CKM matrix that is most relevant for B mesons decays 

E ^ ^ ^ K d ^^ + Kd^b + KdKb^o , (1.6) 

22AA vector changes sign under the parity operation whereas an axial vector does not. 
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VV V 
vv v* / « ^ - ^ t d v t b 
vudvubb ' 

" c d ^ c b b 

Figuree 1.1: The unitarity triangle with the angles a, ji  and 7. 

Thee three complex quantities VidV  ̂ form a triangle in the complex plane as shown in 
hguree 1.1. The angles of this unitarity triangle are defined by: 

arg g 

:""  :r:,~Wi] 
arg g 

KdKb b 

Recently,, the experiments BaBar and Belle made direct measurements of the angle j3 
usingg Bd meson decays. The BaBar result is[5]: 

sin2/?? = ) . (1.8) 

Thee Belle result is [6]: 

sinn 2/3 = 0.82 ) . (1.9) 

Thee area of the unitarity triangle is a measure of the amount of CP violation, i.e. in 
casee no CP violation would exist the triangle would collapse into a line[21]. The BaBar 
andd Belle results thus show the existence of CP violation in B meson decays. 

Inn order to test if the Standard Model provides the full explanation of the observed 
CPCP violation additional measurements are required. If the sides and angles of the 
unitarityy triangle(s) are independently measured the triangle becomes over-constrained. 
LHCbb aims to test the internal consistency of the Standard Model by making precision 
measurementss on many different B meson decay channels. 
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bb  v i b w V 

Figuree 1.2: Feynman box diagrams for neutral B°-B° oscillations. The index i rep-
resentss one of the up-type quarks u, c, t. The index j represents a d or s 
quarkk making up the B  ̂ respectively Bs meson. 

1.33 Neutral B mesons 

Neutrall  B meson decays are interesting to study CP violation for several reasons: 

•• Due to the large b quark mass, Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET)[22] provides 
aa framework to calculate hadronic effects. Hence the theoretical uncertainties in 
thesee calculations are much smaller than for the kaon system. 

•• Due to the existence of B° - B° oscillations, two interfering amplitudes (i.e. the 
directt decay B° —> ƒ and the decay via mixing B° —> B —> ƒ) with possibly 
differentt phases contribute to the decay of a neutral B meson. Because these 
amplitudess are expected to be of the same order the CP asymmetry is expected 
too be large. 

Inn this section the physics of the neutral B meson system is described. The symbols B° 
andd B° are used to represent the particle and anti-particle states of both B  ̂ as B°. 

B°B° - B° oscillations (mixing) occur in the Standard Model through the exchange 
off two W bosons via the box diagrams shown in figure 1.2. The dominant diagrams 
aree the ones that exchange two top quarks (i.e. i = t). This is due to the high top 
quarkk mass (compared to charm and up quarks) and because the diagrams are Cabibbo 
favoured[23]. . 

Thee time dependent wave function for neutral B mesons can be written as the 
superposition: : 

<H(t)<H(t)  = a{t)\B°) + b(t)\B°) . (1.10) 

Thee time evolution of this system is described by the Schrödinger equation: 

d<5/d<5/ ( 
dtdt V 2 

(1.11) ) 

withh M and F the 2 x 2 mass and decay matrices. Normalising and diagonalising 
HH results in the two mass eigenstates Bi and BH expressed in terms of the flavour 
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eigenstatess B° and B°: 

BL)BL) = - T = = ( p | 5 0 ) + ? | £ ° > ) VfVf  + 
BH)BH) = - = = = ( p | B ° > - g | B 0 ) ) . (1.12) 

v9T T 
Theyy have a simple exponential evolution in time, i.e 

\B\BLL{t)){t))  =  c-(rL/2+tA/L)f | B L ( 0 ) ) 

\B\BHH(t))(t)) = e-{r" /2+iMH)t\BH(0)) . (1.13) 

Itt then follows that the evolution of an initially (t = 0) pure B° (or B°) is given by: 

|£ j h y 8(0>> = 5+(*)|B°> + (<//p)fl-(0|ö°> 

| ^ h y s ( f )>> = (p /9 ) f f - ( t ) |B°>+f l + (0 | ^°> • (1-14) 

with h 
(t)(t) = - (e-(r/72+iwut  e-(r„/2+iMH) tj ( 1 1 5 ) 

Whatt is measured experimentally are the decay rates of particles into final states. 
Thee time-dependent rates for initially pure B° and B° states decaying into final state 
ƒƒ at time t are given by: 

^(0^ | ( / i ^ h y s( t )> | 22 = !4fl 
2 2 

-- / + ( * ) - / - ( t ) ) , (1.16) 

wheree T is the average decay width of the two mass eigenstates, and with Aj = (f\B°), 
i.e.. the instantaneous decay amplitude for a flavour eigenstate B° into final state ƒ. 
Thee functions I+(t)  and I-(t) are given by: 

Arr  Ar 
II++ (t)(t) = (1 + |A|2)cosh — * - 2 R e ( A ) s i n h — t 

I_(t)I_(t) = (1 - |A|2)cosAm* -2Im(A)s inAm< , (1.17) 

withh A r and Am the mass and decay width differences of the mass eigenstates. The 
complexx parameter A is given by: 

AA = * £ , (1.18) 
pAf pAf 

withh A/ = (f\B0S}, i.e. the instantaneous decay amplitude B° —> ƒ. 
Thee above equations hold in general for all neutral B decays. The components of the 

decayy rate formulae express the time dependence due to the oscillations. The specifics 
forr a certain decay, i.e. the difference in decay amplitudes, is expressed in the single 
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parameterr A. A similar set of equations for the time-dependent rates R/(t) and Rj{t) 
off the B° and B° states decaying into final state ƒ is obtained by replacing A f —• Aj•, 
A// —> /I ƒ and interchanging p and q in equations 1.16-1.18. The parameter A then 

transformss into A = £ -~£. 
qq A j 

CPCP violation is studied by measuring the decay-rate asymmetry between particles 
andd anti-particles. In the time dependent decay-rate asymmetries 

AAff{t){t)  = 
Rf(t)-RRf(t)-Rff(t) (t) 
RRff(t)(t) + Rf(t) 

Rf{t)Rf{t) - RAt) AA>u>u = mrm (U9) 

acceptancee effects of the detector are cancelled since the asymmetries are built from 
identicall particles. In case the final state is a CP eigenstate ƒ = ƒ and the rate 
asymmetriess A/(t) and Aj(t) are identical. This asymmetry is a CP asymmetry and 
cann directly be used to demonstrate CP violation. If in addition the decay is dominated 
byy a single CKM phase and under the assumption3 \q/p\ = 1 the parameter |A| — 1. 
Combiningg equation 1.16 and 1.17 into equation 1.19, and assuming A r = 0, the CP 
asymmetryy simplifies to: 

AAccp{t)p{t) = -lm(X) sin Amt . (1.20) 

Thee term sin(Amt) expresses the B°—B° oscillations, the amplitude Im(A) is the amount 
off CP violation. 

Ar^o o 

1.44 B decays in LHCb 

Manyy different decay modes of the B  ̂ and Bs exist. However, most of the decay modes 
interestingg for the study of CP violation have small branching ratios. Therefore, an effi
cientt reconstruction of these decays is essential. As is discussed in section 2.4 the selec
tionn of generic B decay events in LHCb is done at trigger level 1. To select the interesting 
BB meson decays from the large B sample, the full B decay needs to be reconstructed. 
Hence,, all stable decay products need to be efficiently and precisely reconstructed by 
thee tracking system. In this thesis the reconstruction of two benchmark decay modes is 
investigated.. Selected are a decay into two final state particles, i.e. B  ̂ —• 7r+7r~ and a 
decayy into four particles, i.e. Bs —• DfKT followed by Df —• K+K 7T . 

1 .4 . 11 Bd - > 7T + 7T-

Thee decay Bd —• 7r+n~ is interesting because the final state is a CP eigenstate. The 
decayy rate asymmetries Aj{t) and A/(t) in equation 1.19 are therefore CP asymmetries. 
Assumingg the b —> ü + W(ud) tree diagram in figure 1.3 (left) is the dominant Feynman 

3Thiss is expected to be a very good approximation for neutral B mesons. 
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V u d d 

U U 

7IH H 

w w 
bb u 

- = - ** * 4 — 

Figuree 1.3: The tree(left) and penguin(right) Feynman diagrams for the decay 
BdBd —* TT+TT~ . The index i represents one of the up-type quarks u, c, t. 

diagramm contributing to this decay and using A = \X\el,p it can be shown that <p = 2a 
andd hence Im(A) = sin2cv. Therefore (using equation 1.20), the CP asymmetry is given 
by: : 

A„<A„<  = ~ sin la sin Amt . (1-21) 

Thiss channel can thus be used to measure the angle a of the unitarity triangle4. 
Thee Bd meson has an average lifetime of 1.56 x 10~12 s. It will travel on average about 

onee cm (seen from the LHCb lab-frame) before it decays (see figure 1.4). The decay is 
thereforee characterised by a displaced vertex made up by two oppositely charged tracks 
(pions).. The resulting momentum vector points to the primary vertex. The existence 
off a B meson decay vertex a few mm apart from the primary interaction vertex is a 
generall characteristic of B events. The LHCb experiment relies on the existence of these 
secondaryy vertices to trigger on B events (see trigger section 2.4). 

1.4.22 Bs -> DfK* 

Anotherr relevant channel is the decay of a Bs meson into a Ds meson and a kaon. 
Bothh decays Bs —> DjK+ and that of Bs —> D^K~ are possible. The leading order 
Feynmann diagram for the channel Bs -+ D~K+ is indicated in the left plot of figure 1.5. 
Thee decay is determined by the b —> c + W(us) transition. The channel Bs —> D+K~ 
proceedss through the right diagram in figure 1.5, i.e. via a b —* ü + W(cs) transition. 
Thee conjugate diagrams hold for the decay of the Bs. 

Thee rate asymmetries AD-K+(t)  and AD+K- (t) are expected to be large. From these 

4Inn case the penguin diagram of figure 1.3 (right) contributes significantly (which seems to be the 
case[24])) the approximation leading to equation 1.20 does not hold. It can be shown that the CP 
asymmetryy is then given by: 

AnnAnn = a cos Amt+ b sin Amt , (1-22) 

wheree a and b depend on the ratio of the contribution of the penguin and tree diagrams and on the 
strongg phase difference between these diagrams[7]. 
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Bdd decay lengt h (cm) 

Figur ee 1.4: The simulated decay length of the Bd meson in Bd —» n+n events. 

B< < 

Figur ee 1.5: Feynman diagrams of the decay of a Bs into a Ds K+ and into a DfK 
pair. . 
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Figur ee 1.6: The kinematics of the decay Bs —> Ds K+. 

ratee asymmetries |A| and <j>  can be extracted. It can be shown[7] that: 

4>4> = arg A = —7' + A 

4>4> = 8Jg\ =  7 ' + A , (1.23) 

wheree the weak angle 7' = 7 —2Ó7. The angle $7 is a small phase in the Bs mixing and 7 
iss defined in equation 1.7. A is the strong-phase difference between the t - > c + W(us) 
andd b —*  u + W(cs) transition diagrams. By measuring both time dependent decay 
asymmetriess the angle 7' can thus be extracted. 

BBss mesons have an average lifetime of 1.6 x 10"12 s, and will, similarly to Bd, travel 
inn the LHCb lab-frame typically 1 cm. The Ds has a lifetime (0.46 x 10"12 s) and will 
travell a few mm. In this thesis the decay of the Ds into KK-K is discussed0. The decay 
iss kinematically characterised by two oppositely charged kaons with an additional pion 
formingg a vertex displaced from the primary vertex. The resulting momentum vector 
pointss to the Bs decay vertex, which is made of this Ds together with an additional 
kaonn (see figure 1.6). 

1.55 B meson product ion 

Thee calculation of the B meson production cross sections in proton-proton collisions 
att the LHC are complicated due to non perturbative QCD effects as well as the fact 
thatt protons are composite particles. Heavy flavour production in a hadron collider is 

5Thee branching ratio for the Ds decay into these particles is about 5 %. Most other decays can not 
bee fully reconstructed because they contain neutrinos and neutral particles. 
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Figur ee 1.7: Feynman diagrams of the dominant first order production mechanisms of 
heavyy quarks at the LHC. 

usuallyy described by splitting the interaction in a hard (high momentum transfer) part 
andd in a soft part. The hard part describes the strong interaction of constituent partons 
formingg heavy flavour quarks in terms of elementary processes such as the diagrams 
shownn in figure 1.7. Calculations of the cross section for heavy flavour production 
havee been performed to next-to-leading order precision (see e.g. [8] and references 
therein).. The calculations are quantitatively in good agreement with experimental data 
forr t quarks. However, for the lighter 6 quarks large discrepancies between calculations 
andd measurements are observed. Large uncertainties exist due to higher order effects. As 
inn reference[7] it is assumed that the cross section for inelastic proton-proton collisions 
iss 80 mb, the 66 cross section is taken to be 0.5 mb. 

Inn the strong interaction 6 quarks will always be produced in 66—pairs. Figure 1.8 
showss the relation between the polar angle (i.e. the angle with respect to the beam 
axis)) of a B meson and B meson produced in the same B event as obtained with the 
eventt generator PYTHIA[25]. The figure shows that the polar angle of the 6 quark and 
thatt of the 6 quark have a strong positive correlation. In addition, the figure shows that 
thee B meson production is peaked at small (~ O rad) and high(~ -n rad) 6, i.e. along 
thee beam. The fact that both B mesons are produced in the same forward region has 
ledd to the single arm forward geometry of the LHCb detector (see section 2.2). As can 
bee seen from figure 1.9 the LHCb angular acceptance of 10 mrad to 250 mrad covers a 
largee fraction of the phase-space of produced B mesons. 

Inn LHCb we are interested in studying specific B meson decays and hence in the 
efficientt reconstruction of the stable decay products of these mesons. In addition to the 
BB mesons many other particles are produced in the proton-proton collision. The tracks 
fromm the underlying event, i.e. all produced particles not directly associated with the 
B,B, need in principle6 not to be reconstructed. Figure 1.10 shows the primary charged 
particlee multiplicity within the LHCb acceptance for B —> 7r+7r~ events. In addition, the 
figurefigure shows the primary particle multiplicity for minimum bias7 inelastic interactions. 

6Thee current RICH (global) pattern recognition algorithm assumes most particles traversing the 
detectorr volume to be efficiently reconstructed. 

7AA minimum bias event is an event obtained with a random trigger, i.e. no selection(bias) on the 
typee of interaction is applied. 
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Figur ee 1.8: Simulated correlation between the polar angle 9 of a B meson and of a 
BB meson simultaneously produced in a single event. 
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Figur ee 1.9: Simulated pseudo-rapidity distribution (77 = — log(tan(ö/2))) for B mesons 
producedd at the LHC. The lines indicate the LHCb detector geometrical 
acceptance. . 
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Figur ee 1.10: The simulated primary charged partiele multiplicity in the LHCb geomet
ricc acceptance for B —> 7r+7r~ events and inelastic interactions. 

Thesee distributions show that the particle multiplicities for B events are expected to be 
higherr than for minimum bias inelastic interactions. 
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Chapterr 2 

Thee LHCb experiment 

Thiss chapter gives an overview of the experimental aspects of the LHCb experiment. 
LHCbb will be situated at one of the interaction points of the new accelerator facility, 
thee Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [26], at CERN. Section 2.1 gives a description of the 
mainn properties of the LHC accelerator. The LHCb detector and the various type of 
detectionn systems are described in section 2.2. A detailed description of the LHCb main 
trackingg system, a vital ingredient for the reconstruction of the particle trajectories, is 
givenn in section 2.3. In section 2.4 the LHCb trigger scheme is discussed. 

2.11 The Large Hadron Collider 

Afterr 11 years of running in November 2000 CERN's main accelerator facility LEP[27] 
wass closed to be replaced by a new generation accelerator; the Large Hadron Collider 
(LHC).. The LHC is a circular collider of 26.66 km circumference colliding two proton 
beamss rotating in opposite directions with a centre of mass energy of y/s = 14 TeV. 
Thee high energy and luminosity of the LHC allow the study of new fields of physics. 

Too reach the high centre of mass collision energy in the LHC a chain of accelerators 
iss used. Existing accelerators at CERN will be upgraded[26] to reach the performance 
requiredd for the LHC. The chain starts with a linear proton accelerator (Linac) acceler
atingg bunches of 10n particles to an energy of 50 MeV. These bunches will be boosted 
too 1.4 GeV by the PS Booster (PSB) and transmitted to the Proton Synchrotron (PS). 
Thee PS accelerates the protons further to 26 GeV and injects them into the Super 
Protonn Synchrotron (SPS). The SPS accelerates the bunches to 450 GeV and finally 
injectss them clockwise and counter-clockwise into the LHC-ring. A total of about seven 
minutess is needed to fill both LHC rings. When the rings are filled the LHC further 
acceleratess the protons to an energy of 7 TeV. See figure 2.1 for a schematic layout of 
thee accelerator chain. 

Thee cross sections of the interesting physics processes at the LHC energy are typically 
smalll (range ö(pb)-(9(nb) [8]). Therefore, to gather enough statistics to be sensitive 
too these phenomena collisions with a high luminosity are required. The luminosity in 
termss of machine parameters is given by: 

£=£=  2 \J1F , (2.1) 
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Figuree 2.1: Schematic layout of the accelerator complex at CERN. Shown is the ac
celeratorr chain supplying the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) of protons. It 
consistss of the 50 MeV proton linac, the 1.4 GeV PS booster(PSB), the 
266 GeV PS and the SPS injecting the protons at 450 GeV into the LHC. 
Alsoo shown are the locations along the LHC of the four experiments Alice, 
ATLAS,, CMS and LHCb. 
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Tablee 2.1: LHC parameters[26] at the nominal design luminosity of 1034cm 2s l. 

wheree Ni and N2 are the average number of protons per bunch for the two beams, 
kkbb the number of filled bunches, ƒ the revolution frequency, 7 the relativistic factor 
1 / \AA — /52, £"„ the normalised transverse emittance, j3*  the value of thee betatron function 
att the interaction point, and F a factor taking into account that the two beams cross 
underr an angle of 200 yurad [26]. The betatron function describes transverse oscillations 
thee particles make around their central orbit. It is determined by the arrangement of 
quadrupoles.. At the interaction point the beam is focused, which is expressed by a 
smalll betatron value at the vertex. With the nominal values listed in table 2.1, the 
LHCC design luminosity of 10 3 4cm _ 2s _ 1 is obtained. 

Afterr the beams have been filled the number of particles will decrease due to in
teractionss and other beam losses. The expected luminosity lifetime is 10 h. The total 
integratedd luminosity per year (107 s) is 1041cm~2. 

Bunchess are spaced by 25 ns, corresponding to 3564 bunches in the ring and a bunch 
crossingg rate of 40 MHz. However, due to a non-integer ratio of the PS, SPS and LHC 
revolutionn frequencies not all bunches are filled therefore "bunch-trains" separated by 
aa group of empty bunches will circulate in the rings. Along the ring there will be 
fourr interaction regions occupied by the main LHC experiments Alice[28], ATLAS[29], 
CMS[30]] and LHCb[7]. LHCb will be situated 100 meter under the surface in the cavern 
calledd "pit8" (IP8). At the LHCb interaction region 73 % of the beam crossings will 
actuallyy contain protons in both bunches. The start of the LHC is scheduled for the 
yearr 2007[31]. 

Att the design luminosity of 1034cm~2s_1 on average 27 proton-proton interactions 
willl occur per beam crossing. These interactions will take place in an interaction region, 
whichh has a size of 5.3 cm (— la ) along the beam direction. Therefore, a multiple 
off primary interactions with possible associated secondary vertices will take place that 
cann not be separated in time. Matching secondary decay-vert ices to the corresponding 
primaryy interaction vertices, both at trigger time and off-line, can therefore often not 
bee done unambiguously. This is the reason why LHCb, which is designed to study the 
productionn of B particles and their subsequent decay, has chosen to run at a lower 
luminosity.. In addition a dedicated trigger (the "pile-up veto" [32]) will reject multiple 
interactionss at the lowest trigger level (level 0). 
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Figuree 2.2: The probability distributions for empty, single, double, triple and multiple 
interactionss per beam crossing, as a function of the luminosity. 

AA lower luminosity in comparison to the other interaction points can be achieved by 
increasingg the betatron value (3* of the beam. At LHCb (3* can be varied from 0.5 m up 
too 12 m[26]. 

Figuree 2.2 shows the expected probability for zero, single, double, triple or more 
interactionss per beam crossing as a function of the luminosity, assuming a 80 mb in
elasticc proton-proton cross section (see section 1.5). It shows the maximum single event 
probabilityy to be obtained for a luminosity of 4 x 1032cm~2s_1 . This, however, is not the 
optimall luminosity from the point of view of maximising the number of single B meson 
eventss selected by the LHCb trigger. An optimisation study[32], taking into account the 
triggerr efficiency for single B event bunch crossings as a function of luminosity, shows 
thiss maximum to be achieved for a luminosity of 3 x 10 3 2cm _ 2s - 1 . The single B event 
ratee distribution is, however, rather fiat in the range 2 — 5 x 103 2cm_ 2s_ 1 . 

Anotherr advantage of a low luminosity is a relatively low particle rate in the detec
tors.. Hence, the radiation damage will be less a problem and detector occupancies will 
bee relatively low. Taking all above points into account, the nominal luminosity of the 
LHCbb experiment is chosen to be 2 x 1032cm"2s_1[7]. The detectors are designed to 
withstandd a maximum luminosity of 5 x 1032cm"2s_1 . At the nominal luminosity, after 
applyingg the pile-up veto, the event rate is approximately 10 MHz, with more than 90 % 
containingg a single interaction. Assuming a bb production cross section of 0.5 mb, this 
representss 5.6 x 1011 bb pairs per year (107 s) occurring in single interactions[33]. 
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Figuree 2.3: Cross sections of the LHCb detector. The top figure is the cross section 
off the detector in the bending plane of the magnet, i.e. the top view. 
Thee bottom figure is the cross section of the detector in the non-bending 
plane,, i.e. the side view. All detector sub-systems of the spectrometer are 
indicated. . 
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2.22 The LHCb detector 
Thee fact that both B hadrons are predominantly produced in the same forward cone 
(seee section 1.5) is exploited in the layout of the LHCb detector. The LHCb detector 
iss a single arm forward spectrometer with a polar angular coverage from 10 mrad to 
300(250)) mrad in the horizontal(vertical) plane. The asymmetry between the horizontal 
andd vertical plane is determined by a large dipole magnet with the main component in 
thee vertical direction. In figure 2.3 the layout of the LHCb spectrometer is shown. The 
topp figure shows the cross section of the detector in the bending plane (of the magnet), 
i.e.. the top view. The bottom figure shows the cross section of the detector in the 
non-bendingg plane, i.e. the side view. LHCb uses a right-handed coordinate system 
withh y pointing upwards, x horizontal and pointing to the outside of the LHC-ring and 
thee 2-axis along the beam. The proton-proton collisions take place around 2 — 0 located 
att the left side in the figures. 

Thee vertex detector is built around the proton interaction region. It is used to 
measuree the particle trajectories close to the interaction point in order to precisely 
separatee primary and secondary vertices. Directly after the vertex detector RICH-1 (a 
Ringg Imaging CHerenkov detector) is located. It is used for particle identification of low 
momentumm tracks. The main tracking system is partly placed in the dipole magnet. It is 
usedd to reconstruct the trajectories of charged particles and to measure their momenta. 
Followingg the tracking system is RICH-2. It allows the identification of the particle 
typee of high momentum tracks. The electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters provide 
measurementss of the energy of electrons, photons and hadrons. These measurements 
aree used at trigger level to identify high pt particles. The muon system is used to trigger 
onn muons in the event. The beam-pipe has a conical shape and is made out of an 
aluminium-berylliumm alloy. 

Thee following sections outline the main aspects of the detector sub-systems. The 
vertexx detector system is described in section 2.2.1, the RICH detectors in section 2.2.2, 
thee calorimeters in section 2.2.3, and the muon detector in section 2.2.4. The main 
trackingg system, consisting of the outer tracker, the inner tracker and the dipole-magnet, 
iss described in more detail in section 2.3. 

2.2.11 Vertex detector system 

Thee LHCb vertex locator (VELO) consists of 25 stations of silicon strip detectors placed 
perpendicularr to the beam. The VELO measures the particle trajectories close to the 
interactionn region. The high resolution of the coordinate measurements of the track 
allowss the reconstruction and separation of the primary interaction vertex from the 
secondaryy decay vertices of B mesons. To realize this high precision the detector must 
bee placed as close as possible to the interaction point. This is achieved by placing the 
wholee vertex detector inside a secondary vacuum. Each station is split in an upper and 
lowerr half. This enables the retraction of the detectors by 3.0 cm from their operation 
positionn to allow a safe injection and acceleration of a new l'fill" of proton bunches in 
thee LHC. The sensors are encapsulated in a thin aluminium box. This is to provide 
adequatee wake field suppression, to shield the detectors from excessive RF pick-up noise 
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Figuree 2.4: View of one half of the LHCb vertex detector. Shown are the 25 detection 
stationss with their basic support structure. Also shown is the aluminium 
boxx used to provide wake field suppression and minimise RF pick-up noise 
inn the detectors [34]. 

andd to separate the primary vacuum from the secondary vacuum[35]. See figure 2.4 for 
aa technical drawing of one half of the vertex detector system. 

Eachh upper or lower station contains two half-disc detectors separated by 2 mm. 
Onee disc has radial strips measuring the 4> coordinate, the other disc has circular strips 
measuringg r (see figure 2.5). The discs have a radial coverage from 8 mm to 42 mm and 
aree 300/im thick. Both the R and <j>  detectors are divided in an inner and outer region. 
Thee strip to strip distance (pitch) in the inner region of the R detectors is 40 /jm. In 
thee outer region the pitch is gradually increased to a maximum pitch of 92 /im at a 
radiuss of 42 mm. The minimum strip pitch in the <j>  detector is 37 fim increasing up to 
aa maximum 98 ^m in the outer region of the silicon wafer. The system has a total of 
2048000 channels. A detailed description of the LHCb vertex detector system is given in 
thee VELO technical design report [34]. 

Thee vertex detector provides information at several stages in the trigger. Two dedi
catedd silicon stations, placed at the opposite side of the interaction region as the LHCb 
spectrometer,, are used in the Level-0 trigger to reject events with multiple proton-proton 
interactions.. The remaining VELO detectors are used in the Level-1 trigger to select 
BB events by detecting displaced secondary vertices. The higher trigger levels (2 and 
3)) use the full vertex detector information to reconstruct and precisely measure a full 
decayy chain. The LHCb trigger scheme is described in more detail in section 2.4. 
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Figuree 2.5: Schematic layout of the R and <f>  vertex detector half discs. The R detector 
hass circular strips, the <j>  detector radial strips tilted under an angle of 
200 degrees in the inner region and -10 degrees in the outer region[34]. 

2.2.22 RICH detectors 

LHCbb uses two Ring Imaging CHerenkov (RICH) detectors. RICH-1 is placed directly 
downstreamm of the vertex detector and before the main tracking system. RICH-2 is 
positionedd after the tracking stations and in front of the calorimeters (see figure 2.3). 
RICHH detectors measure the Cherenkov angle[36] of light emitted when a charged par
ticlee traverses a medium with a velocity higher than the speed of light in that medium. 
Thesee measurements are used, together with the momentum measurements by the main 
trackingg system, to perform particle identification of charged tracks. 

Thee operation principle of the RICH detectors is based on the Cherenkov effect [36]. 
Whenn a charge track traverses a medium with a velocity v higher than the speed of 
lightt in that medium electromagnetic radiation is emitted along the trajectory. This 
Cherenkovv radiation is emitted under a unique angle 6C with respect to the particle 
direction,, i.e. 

cos9cos9cc = — , (2.2) 
vn vn 

wheree n is the refractive index of the medium. Particles can therefore be identified when 
theirr momentum and the opening angle of the Cherenkov radiation cone are known. The 
Ringg Imaging CHerenkov (RICH) detector of LHCb measures 6C by focusing the emitted 
lightt with a spherical mirror on a plane of photo- detectors. The photons emitted along 
thee trajectory of the traversing particles will then form a ring on the photo-detector 
plane,, with the radius proportional to 8C. Figure 2.6 shows the angle 9C as a function of 
momentumm for TT and K mesons for CF4 as the radiator medium. 

Distinguishingg pions from kaons is essential for increasing the signal to background 
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Figuree 2.6: Cherenkov angle 8C as a function of momentum for pions and kaons in the 
CF4CF4 (n = 1.0005) radiator medium. 

ratioo of various important CP-violating B decays (e.g. for the decays Bs —> DfKT 

off section 1.4.2). The LHCb RICH detectors have to provide identification of charged 
particless over a wide momentum range, i.e. from 1 GeV/c up to a momentum of about 
1500 GeV/c. In order to achieve this, several radiator materials with different refractive 
indicess are used. Figure 2.7 shows the layout of the two RICH detectors, RICH-1 and 
RICH-2. . 

RICH-11 is used to perform particle identification of "low" momentum tracks over 
thee full LHCb angular acceptance, i.e from 10 to 300 mrad (250 mrad) in the horizontal 
(vertical)) plane. There are two radiators in RICH-1. The first radiator is a 5 cm thick 
aerogell layer with a refractive index n = 1.03. It provides pion-kaon separation up to 
aboutt 10 GeV/c. The second radiator in RICH-1 is a volume filled with C^Fm gas 
providingg 85 cm path length with refractive index n = 1.0014. 

Thee RICH-2 detector is used to perform particle identification of high momentum 
tracks.. This requires a lower refractive index, but a longer path length for the particles 
too traverse to collect sufficient Cherenkov photons. It has a reduced outer angular 
acceptancee of 120 mrad (100 mrad) in the horizontal (vertical) plane. This is possible 
becausee most high momentum tracks are produced under small angles as can be seen 
fromm figure 2.8. RICH-2 contains CFA gas providing 167 cm path length with refractive 
indexx n = 1.0005. 

Thee information from both RICH detectors has to be correlated with the tracking and 
momentumm information from the main tracking system to provide particle identification. 
Thee angular resolution of the reconstructed Cherenkov angle has several contributions. 
Thee error due to the reconstructed track parameters (especially the angle of the track) 
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Figuree 2.7: Schematic layout of both RICH detectors. The left drawing shows a top 
vieww of RICH-1. Illustrated is the focusing on the photo-detectors of 
Cherenkovv light created along a track passing through the detector vol
umes.. For a straight track, the light produced in the two radiators (Aero
gell and C4F10) has a different angle, but results in two Cherenkov rings 
onn the photo-detector plane with the same centre[37]. The right draw
ingg shows the top view of RICH-2. The flat mirrors deflect the light on 
photo-detectorss that are placed outside of the LHCb acceptance. 
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Figuree 2.8: The average charged track momentum as a function of the production 
anglee 9. 

iss required to contribute only a small fraction to the total resolution of the Cherenkov 
angle.. Studies show[37, 38] the reconstructed track angle resolutions (see chapter 5) to 
bee indeed sufficiently small. 

Figuree 2.9 gives for true pions the separation, in units of the standard deviation a, 
betweenn the pion and kaon hypothesis. A better than 3 a separation between kaons and 
pionss is achieved for momenta between 2 and 100 GeV/c. For a detailed description of 
thee LHCb RICH detector system see the RICH technical design report [37]. 

2.2.33 Calorimeters 

Thee LHCb calorimetry consists of an electromagnetic calorimeter(ECAL) and a hadron 
calorimeter(HCAL).. The complete system is positioned downstream of RICH-2, directly 
behindd (z = 12.3 m) the first muon station Ml extending up to z — 15.0 m where the 
otherr muon stations start. The HCAL is positioned directly after the ECAL. Two special 
detectionn layers, the SPD and PS, are placed in front of the ECAL for charged particle 
andd pre-shower detection. The calorimeters provide a measurement of the energy and 
thee impact position of particles. These measurements are used at trigger level to identify 
hadrons,, electrons and photons. In particular the calorimeter measurements are used 
too trigger on high pt hadrons and electrons originating from a B decay (see section 2.4 
forr the LHCb trigger system). 

Thee LHCb calorimeters are sampling calorimeters, i.e. they are constructed out of a 
sequencee of layers of passive absorbing material alternated by active detection layers. An 
incidentt particle is stopped in the calorimeters by a cascade of decays and interactions 
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Figur ee 2.9: Number of a separation between the pion and kaon hypothesis for true 
pionss as a function of momentum[37]. The top figure shows a logarithmic 
momentumm scale. The Bottom figure a linear momentum scale. The dotted 
linee indicates the 3<r level. 
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Figur ee 2.10: a) The assembly of a single ECAL "Shashlik" module from layers of lead 
andd scintillator, b) The assembled module with inserted WLS-fibres. [39] 

intoo progressively lower energy particles. This is called a shower. The signal produced 
inn the active layers is a measure for the total amount of deposited energy. As active 
materiall scintillating plastics interwoven by wavelength-shifting(WLS) fibres are used. 
Thesee fibres collect the light emitted in the scintillators and transfer it onto photo-
multiplierr tubes. The passive absorption material is different for the two calorimeters. 

Thee pad/pre-shower detector consists of a 15 mm thick layer of scintillator pads(SPD), 
aa 12 mm lead radiator plate corresponding to about 2 radiation lengths(AT0) followed by 
anotherr 15 mm thick scintillator pad layer(PS). The SPD is used to detect charged par
ticles1.. The lead layer will likely cause electromagnetic particles (photons, electrons and 
positrons)) to radiate causing an early shower that can be detected by the pre-shower(PS) 
layer.. This is used for the identification of photons. 

Thee electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) has a "Shashlik" geometry. It is built 
fromm individual modules of 66 alternating layers of 2 mm thick lead and 4 mm thick 
scintillatingg tiles, corresponding to a total depth of 25 X0 (see figure 2.10). The main use 
off the ECAL is the measurement of electromagnetic showers allowing, in combination 

11 Neutral particles will not cause scintillators to fire. As neutral particles (like e.g. photons from 
7r°'s)) will decay further downstream in the calorimeter system (causing charged particles that will be 
detected),, the SPD layer can be used to distinguish charged from neutral particles. 
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withh SPD and PS, the discrimination of electrons, photons and 7r°{—• 27)'s, and a 
measurementt of their energy- The energy resolution is <y(E)/E = 10%/y/ÊQ) 1.5% with 
EE in GeV. 

Thee hadron calorimeter (HCAL) has a scintillating-tile geometry, with the tiles run
ningg parallel to the beam axis. The HCAL is made out of two halves each consisting 
off 26 stacked-up modules. A module is made out of 8 submodules. A submodule is 
constructedd out of 26 identical 20 mm thick scintillator/steel sampling structures. One 
singlee HCAL module is 1.6 m long and weighs 9.5 tons corresponding to a depth of 7.3 in
teractionn lengths (A7). The energy resolution of the HCAL is o{E)jE = 8 0 % / \ / £ ® 5 % . 

Forr a detailed description of the LHCb calorimeters see the calorimeter technical 
designn report [39]. 

2.2.44 Muon detector 

Thee LHCb muon detector system is positioned at the far downstream end of the detector 
(seee figure 2.3). It is used to trigger and, off-line, to identify muons relying on their 
penetrativee power (compared to electrons/positrons and hadrons). The muon system 
consistss of four detection stations M2-M5 after the calorimeters and one station Ml just 
beforee the pre-shower detector. The stations M2-M5 are interleaved with 0.8 m thick 
steell plates. These muon shields together with the shielding of the ECAL and HCAL 
givess a total absorber-thickness of 20 A/. 

Thee chamber technology of the stations is determined by the expected particle rate. 
Resistivee plate chambers (RPC)[40] are used in the outer regions of stations M4 and 
M5,, where the particle rate is below 1 kHz cm"2 ~ 48 % of the total area. Multi-
wiree proportional chambers (MWPC)[41, 42] are used for the coverage of (~ 52 %) the 
remainingg area. The technology for the inner part of station Ml (less than 1 % of total 
area),, where rates of up to 400 kHz cm~2 are expected, is still to be selected. The total 
muonn system has about 26000 readout channels. For a detailed description of the LHCb 
muonn system see the muon system technical design report [43]. 

2.33 LHCb main tracking system 

Thee reconstruction of particle trajectories in LHCb is the topic of this thesis. This 
sectionn gives an overview of the LHCb main tracking detectors i.e. the outer tracker 
andd the inner tracker. The description corresponds to the detector as presented in the 
LHCbb outer tracker technical design report[44]. It is commonly referred to as LHCb-
classicclassic22.. The studies presented in this thesis have led to this design, in particular to 
thatt of the outer tracker3. 

Thee main task of the LHCb tracking system is the efficient reconstruction of charged 
trackss in the spectrometer. The reconstructed particle trajectory is used to link the 

2Recentlyy new studies have started to reduce the amount of material in the detector (see section 7.6). 
Thee new design is referred to as LHCb-Hght. 

3Thee inner tracker detector design is still being studied, and subject to changes. The detector 
presentedd in section 2.3.2 is the status of the detector at the time of the outer tracker technical design 
reportt [44]. 
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measurementss of the VELO, RICH-1 and RICH-2, the calorimeters and the muon system 
too the same particle. The measured deflection of the particle by the magnetic field gives 
thee particle momentum. 

Thee system consists of nine stations of tracking chambers (T1-T9) located between 
thee vertex detector and RICH-2. The main function of the individual stations is as 
followss (see figure 2.3 for the positioning of the stations). 

•• Station Tl provides a link between the main tracking system and the vertex de
tector.. Furthermore, it is used, together with station T2, to provide a precise 
predictionn of the track direction through RICH-1. Station T2 is also vital in the 
precisee measurement of the track momentum. 

•• Stations T3, T4 and T5 are used for "following" the track through the magnetic 
field.field. These station are not directly required for the momentum measurement in 
thee track fit. They are however valuable for the pattern recognition by allowing 
thee matching of the track measurements before and after the magnet. Station T3 
iss also used in the downstream tracking to link the low-field region and the region 
wheree there is a magnetic field. 

•• Stations T6, T7, T8 and T9 are used for finding tracks. They provide an initial 
trackk seed for the reconstruction algorithm. In this low-field region particles ap
proximatelyy follow straight line trajectories making track finding relatively easy. 
Inn addition these stations provide the track link towards the detector systems 
downstreamm of the tracking system. Tracking information is in particular needed 
forr the pattern recognition algorithms in RICH-2. 

Figuree 2.11 shows the charged particle rate in a (x, y)-plane in the magnet. Close 
too the beam the rate is high. Furthermore, due to the bending of charged particles 
inn the magnetic field the particles are more spread along the x-axis. To cover the full 
acceptancee two detector technologies are used. The regions of high track density (small 
r)r)  are covered by an inner tracker based on silicon technology. The inner tracker has 
aa "cross-shaped" geometry. It is further described in section 2.3.2. The outer tracker 
coverss the remaining part of the angular acceptance. The stations have dimensions 
increasingg from 141 cm x 116 cm in T2 till 582 cm x 481 cm in T9. Station Tl contains 
onlyy inner tracker modules. The outer tracker is further described in section 2.3.3. 

Eachh station consists of four detection planes, each measuring a 2-D point on the 
track.. The most precise measurements are required in the bending plane {x,z) since 
thesee provide the momentum measurement. Therefore, the wire/strip orientation of the 
detectorss is vertical (X-layer) or under a stereo-angle of ° with respect to the vertical 
(U-layer(U-layer and V-layer). 

2.3.11 Magnet 

LHCbb uses a conventional dipole magnet, placed relatively close to the interaction region 
inn order to keep the size affordable. The aperture of the magnet corresponds to the LHCb 
acceptancee of 300 mrad horizontally and 250 mrad vertically. This leads to an aperture 
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Figuree 2.11: Charged particle rate in the (x, y)-plane at z=480 cm. 

off 260 cm x 220 cm at the lower z position of the magnet increasing to 420 cm x 350 cm 
att the high z side. A magnetic shield, just behind RICH-1, protects this detector against 
thee stray field of the magnet. 

Thee magnetic field has the main component along the vertical axis (By) and has the 
maximumm field strength at the edges of the acceptance. The top plot in figure 2.12 shows 
thee field components Bx, By and Bz as a function of z at the line x = y = 0. One sees 
thatt the vertical component of the field increases after the magnetic shielding, rising to 
~~ 1.0 T at z = 5 m and decreasing below 0.1 T above z ~ 9 m . The total field integral is 
approximatelyy 4 Tm. The bottom plot in figure 2.12 shows the field components along 
aa line originating a,tx = y = z = 0 under an angle 6X = 9y = 100 mrad. It shows a 
significantt Bz component. Figure 2.13 shows the vertical component of the magnetic 
fieldfield in a (x, y)-plane in the magnet. One sees that the field is stronger near the magnet 
poles. . 

Thee non uniformity of the magnetic field integral has a maximum of about 5 %[45]. 
Hence,, particles experience, depending on the their line of flight through the magnet, 
differentt integral fields and therefore deflections. Therefore, the full magnetic field map 
hass to be taken into account in the trajectory reconstruction. For a detailed description 
off the LHCb magnet see the magnet technical design report [45]. 
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Figuree 2.12: The top plot shows the magnetic field components Bx, By and Bz as a 
functionn of z along the 2-axis (6X = 6y = 0). The bottom plot shows the 
componentss along a line under an angle #x = 0y = 100 mrad. The dashed 
verticall lines indicate the positions of the tracking stations. 
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Figur ee 2.13: Vertical magnetic field component By in the (x, j/)-plane at z = 450 cm. 

2.3.22 Inner Tracker 

Thee LHCb inner tracker consists of nine stations (T1-T9) of silicon strip detectors. The 
innerr tracker detectors measure the particle trajectories in the high flux region close to 
thee beam-pipe. The inner most dimensions of the inner tracker stations are determined 
byy the outer radius of the beam-pipe. Because of the conical shaped beam-pipe the 
layoutt differs from station to station. 

Thee outer dimensions of the inner tracker stations result from a simulation study of 
thee outer tracker occupancy (see section 6.1). To keep the surface of the relatively expen
sivee inner tracker technology as small as possible, the inner tracker covers a cross-shaped 
areaa around the beam-pipe, reflecting the particle rate distribution as in figure 2.11. 

Eachh inner tracker station consists of four rectangular "boxes", one above, one below 
andd one on each side of the beam-pipe. In figure 2.14 the layout of an inner tracker 
stationn 4 layer is shown. Al l stations are assembled from standard silicon sensors of 
3000 /im thick. The sensors have a fixed size of 11 cm x 7.8 cm. Two options exist for 
thee pitch of the sensors; or a pitch of 237.5 fim resulting in 320 strips per sensor, or 
aa pitch of 197.9 /im resulting in 384 strips per sensor. Measurements[46] on prototype 
sensorr show a single hit resolution of 50 ftm. 

Fromm the silicon sensors ladders are formed. The silicon ladders consist of either one 
orr two sensors connected by a read-out hybrid at one side of the ladder (see figure 2.15). 
Thesee ladders are grouped forming a cross-shaped layer of the inner tracker as shown 
inn figure 2.14. Each station consists of four of these layers, i.e. a x,u,v, and x-layer. 
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Figur ee 2.14: Layout of an inner tracker a;-layer of station 4[46]. 
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Figuree 2.15: Layout of two-sensor and one-sensor inner tracker ladders[47]. 
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celll shape 
cathodee material 

anodee material 
anodee diameter 
celll size 
wiree pitch 
## cells/layer 
supportt structure 
modulee thickness 

straww tube 
400 fim Kapton-XC 

++ 25 /xm aluminium 
gold-tungsten n 

255 /im 
55 mm 

5.255 mm 
64 4 

Nomex x 
0.77 % X0 

Tablee 2.2: Material and geometry properties of the LHCb outer tracker detector. 

efficiency y 
resolution n 
f.maxx in 0.0 T 
imaxx in 1.4 T 
crosss talk 
primaryy ionisations 

97.22 % 
2055 jim 
32.55 ns 
40.99 ns 

6 % % 
300 cm - 1 

Tablee 2.3: Performance parameters of an outer tracker prototype module in the default 
gass mixture Ar(7&)/CFi(l5)/CO2(10) at the start of the efficiency plateau. 

Addingg up all layers of all stations gives a total area of ~ 14 m2 silicon. Depending on 
thee sensor pitch the inner tracker constitutes a total of 344 k or 287 k read-out channels. 

2.3.33 Outer Tracker 

Thee LHCb outer tracker consists of eight stations (T2-T9) of straw tube detectors. This 
thesiss describes the prototype tests and the design considerations leading to the outer 
trackerr layout as presented in the outer tracker technical design report [44]. This section 
summarisess the final layout. Table 2.2 lists the main material and geometry properties. 
Forr a description of the outer tracker electronics and gas system the reader is referred 
too the technical design report [44]. 

Driftt cells are chosen with a straw tube geometry. The straw cathode is produced 
outt of two staggered layers as indicated in figure 2.16. The inner layer is a 40 /im thick 
Kapton-XCKapton-XC44 foil, having a 25 % doping of carbon. The outer layer of the cell is a 25 /mi 
thickk layer of aluminium. The tubes have a diameter of 5 mm and a maximum length 
off 240 cm in station T9. A gold-tungsten wire of 2h[im is used as anode. To position 
thee wire in the centre of the straw wire locators are placed typically every 70-80 cm for 
strawss longer than 1 m. 

Inn order to have a maximum signal latency of less than 50 ns (corresponding to 

Kapton-XCC is a product, name for carbon doped polyimide foils. 
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Figur ee 2.16: Winding pattern of the straw tubes. The two layers are wound from 9 mm 
widee strips of Kapton-XC and aluminium foil, staggered by half a winding 
cyclee [44]. 
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Figur ee 2.17: Cross section of an outer tracker straw tube module[44]. 
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station n 

2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 
9 9 

~end d 

(cm) ) 
227.5 5 
363.5 5 
603.5 5 
703.5 5 
803.8 8 
849.7 7 
895.6 6 
941.5 5 

activee area 

•'•max x 

(cm) ) 
70.4 4 

112.5 5 
186.7 7 
217.6 6 
248.6 6 
262.8 8 
277.0 0 
291.2 2 

y m a x x 

(cm) ) 
58.1 1 
92.9 9 

154.1 1 
179.6 6 
205.2 2 
217.0 0 
228.7 7 
240.4 4 

channels s 

4.33 k 
6.88 k 

11.44 k 
13.11 k 
15.11 k 
16.00 k 
16.88 k 
17.55 k 

101.00 k 

Tablee 2.4: Outer dimensions and numbers of active readout, channels for the outer 
trackingg detector stations. 

twoo bunch-crossings) a fast drift gas is needed5. The measurements and simulations 
presentedd in chapter 4 show this is achieved for a gas mixture containing a small fraction 
off CKi (15 %). The chosen default gas is the mixture Ar/CF^/CÖ2 in the volume ratio 
75/15/10.. In table 2.3 the performance of a full scale prototype, as measured in the test 
beamm is summarised. 

Thee drift tubes are grouped into modules. One standard module6 contains two 
staggeredd layers of straw tubes, with 64 tubes per layer. The wire pitch within a mono
layerr is 5.25 mm. The distance between two mono-layers is 5.5 mm. The two mono-layers 
aree sandwiched between two panels, each consisting of a 10 mm thick layer of Nomex' 
betweenn a 0.1 mm thick carbon facing and a 25 fim thick aluminium foil. The straws 
aree directly glued on the aluminium foil, which acts as a ground foil. It also allows a 
controlledd straight positioning of the tubes over their full length. Each module forms a 
gass tight box and is a self-contained detector unit. See figure 2.17 for a cross section of a 
standardd LHCb outer tracker module. One module corresponds to 0.7 % of a radiation 
length. . 

Moduless are grouped together forming a complete double layer as shown in fig
uree 2.18. Each outer tracker station contains four of these double layers. The number 
off modules depends on the outer dimensions of the station. Table 2.4 gives the position, 
outerr dimensions and number of readout channels per outer tracker station. In total the 
outerr tracker constitutes ~ 100 k readout channels. 
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Figuree 2.18: Subdivision into modules of station T4[44]. 

level l 
0 0 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 

outputt rate 
11 MHz 

<< 40 kHz 
55 kHz 

2000 Hz 

latency y 
4.00 /is 

<<  2048 ^s 
—100 ms/event 

variable e 

characteristics s 
highh pt tracks + pile-up veto 
vertexx topology (secondary vertex) 
level-11 refinement with p-information 
fullyy reconstructed B hadrons 

Tablee 2.5: Summary of the LHCb four level(Level-0 to Level-3) trigger scheme. Shown 
aree the output rate, latency and main characteristics of the trigger levels. 
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Figuree 2.19: The pt distribution of the charged hadrons with the highest pt in the 
event,, for pp inelastic events and Bd —> n+?Y~ events[7]. 

2.44 LHCb trigger 

Thee total event rate at the LHCb interaction point is about 16 MHz. Only a small 
fractionn of these events contain B hadrons, and even a smaller fraction have decays 
whichh are interesting for the study of CP-violation. Furthermore, the storage capacity 
off the data collection system limits the output rate to about 200 Hz. To achieve this 
enormouss rate reduction a sophisticated trigger scheme is required. LHCb has a four 
levell (Level-0 to Level-3) trigger system. The main aspects are summarised in table 2.5. 
Beloww an overview of these trigger levels is given. For a detailed description see the 
LHCbb technical proposal[7]. 

Usee is made of the fact that the decay products of B hadrons have a relatively large 
transversee momentum, pt, compared to the particles produced in minimum bias events. 
Figuree 2.19 shows the pt distribution of the highest pt charged hadrons in an event, 
forr pp inelastic events and for Bd -> TT+IT~ events. The Level-0 trigger exploits this 
characteristicc by triggering on high pt tracks. The trigger combines four high pt particle 
triggers.. The calorimeter system provides the input for a photon, electron and hadron 
highh pt trigger. The muon system provides a high pt muon trigger. In addition the 
Level-00 trigger contains a pile-up veto to suppress bunch crossings with more than one 

DIff events of more bunch-crossings would overlap the track reconstruction pattern recognition pre
sentedd in chapter 6 would become much more complicated. 

6Inn the magnet stations some modules in the border region have a reduced size because of limited 
space. . 

Nomexx is a product name for honeycomb structured carbon plates. 
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decay y 
mode e 
BBdd - » 7T+7T-

BBdd - J/iPKs 

BBdd - • Z>°K*° 
B ss -> DJ7T+ 
BBss-+-+  D;K+ 

BBss - J /V0 

trigger r 
efficiency y 

0.17 7 
0.19 9 
0.13 3 
0.16 6 
0.16 6 
0.23 3 

Tablee 2.6: Summary of the trigger efficiency for various B meson decays[7]. 

proton-protonn interaction8. The pile-up veto detector determines the number of primary 
vertices.. The Level-0 trigger has a fixed output rate of 1 MHz and a fixed latency of 
4 . 0 / JS [ 48 ] . . 

Thee LHCb Level-1 trigger relies on the existence of secondary vertices in B events. 
Ass input the hit-clusters from the vertex detector are used. These hits are combined 
too form track segments from which a primary vertex is reconstructed. Tracks with 
aa significant impact parameter with respect to this vertex are selected and used in a 
searchh for secondary vertices. From this a probability for the event to be a non B event 
iss calculated. Events with a high probability are rejected by the trigger. The Level-1 
triggerr reduces the data rate to below 40 kHz in a maximum latency of 2048 /is. 

Thee Level-2 trigger is basically a refinement of the Level-1 trigger by adding mo
mentumm information. Low momentum tracks can have relatively large kinks due to 
multiplee scattering. These kinks can cause an artificially large impact parameter faking 
aa displaced secondary vertex. By using the momenta for the tracks found in the Level-1 
triggerr the error on the impact parameter can be computed properly. This information 
cann be used to reject fake secondary vertices[7]. The Level-2 trigger reduces the rate to 
approximatelyy 5 kHz. It is estimated that a latency of ~10 ms/event can be achieved. 

Thee last trigger level, Level-3, uses combined event information of several detec
torr systems to perform a full or partial reconstruction of B hadron final states. Four 
topologicall classes of B hadron decays with distinct signals are reconstructed. 

•• Charged two body decays with the vertex mass compatible with the B meson 
masss (e.g. B —• 7T7T, B —• KTT, B  KK and B —• /z/i). 

•• Di lepton decays with the lepton vertex compatible with a displaced vertex from 
aa Jfil>  {e.g. B - • J/il)K8, B - • J/ifx/) and B -> J/IJJK*). 

•• Low mult ipl ic i t y decays wi t h neutrals. Two track decay vertices giving, with 
thee addition of a 7r° or photon, the B meson mass (e.g. B —> p+n~, B —»• p°n° 
andd B - • A'*7). 

8Eventss with two interactions cause two primary vertices and roughly double the amount of hits 
inn the detectors. The presence of primary vertices introduces an ambiguity in assigning the secondary 
(B)(B) vertex to the primary vertex at trigger time. Furthermore, too many hits in the detectors makes 
thee pattern recognition difficult. Therefore, bunch crossings with multiple interactions are rejected. 
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•• Decays w i t h D mesons, i.e. B decays where a combination of tracks make up 
thee mass of a D meson (e.g. B# —> Dsn or Bs —• D^K*). 

AA fifth class is reserved for reconstructing non B events. In reconstructing the events 
off these classes similar cuts are applied as in the full off-line reconstruction but now 
withh looser criteria. The final output rate at the Level-3 trigger is 200 Hz. This trigger 
levell will likely be realized by using the reconstruction power of computer farms. A 
maximumm latency is not yet specified as one can easily add more CPU power to achieve 
thee required processing time. The events selected by the Level-3 trigger are stored on 
tape.. The amount of minimum bias events in this sample is estimated to be smaller 
thann 1 %[7]. See table 2.6 for a summary of the performance of the LHCb trigger for 
variouss decay channels. 



Chapterr 3 

LHCbb Outer Tracker straw detector 

Thee LHCb outer tracker is built out of gas filled drift tubes. The subject of this chapter 
iss the physics of drift tubes. Section 3.1 gives a theoretical overview of the operation 
principlee of gas filled drift detectors. Section 3.2 discusses the selection of the gas 
mixturee for the LHCb tracker. The various prototypes of the outer tracker that have 
beenn constructed are discussed in section 3.3. These prototypes have been tested in a 
particlee beam at CERN. Chapter 4 describes these tests in detail. Section 3.4 discusses 
thee selection of the detector material. Section 3.5 summarises the decisions made. 

3.11 Operation principle 

Fastt gas filled chambers to detect ionising particles have become a standard technique in 
particlee physics experiments since 1968 when the first multi-wire proportional chamber 
wass operated[49]. The research[50] on gas detectors from then is still relevant to date. 
Thiss section briefly reviews the operation principle of the drift tubes used for the outer 
trackerr in LHCb. 

3.1.11 Creation of ionisation clusters 

AA charged particle traversing a gaseous medium will undergo electromagnetic inter
actionss with the gas constituents. These interactions will slightly deflect the particle 
fromm the original trajectory and cause it to lose energy. If the energy transfered in the 
interactionn is higher than the ionisation potential of the gas constituent. (0(lQ eV)), 
electron-ionn pairs can be liberated. In case these ejected primary electrons have enough 
energyy they can cause further ionisation by producing secondary electron-ion pairs. 
Thesee ionisations will usually occur close to the primary ionisation resulting in clusters 
off ionisation. The cluster size, i.e. the number of ionisations per primary electron, de
pendss on the energy transfer in the primary collision. It ranges from one ionisation to 
moree than 20 [51]. 

Inn a gas, the number of primary interactions per unit length is relatively small. As 
theyy are independent the primary ionisation follows Poisson statistics, i.e. the proba-
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Figur ee 3.1: A particle traversing a gas filled drift tube at a distance dtrack from the 
wire.. It causes Poisson distributed clusters of electron-ion pairs along the 
trajectory.. Under the influence of the electric field the electrons drift to
wardss the anode wire. Close to the anode wire gas amplification takes 
place. . 

bilityy P(n; I) to find n primary ionisations for a particle traversing a length I is: 

PPM=M= && nn"*&"*&  , (3.1) 

wheree A is the average distance between subsequent ionisations. With the default outer 
trackerr gas mixture ylr(75)/CF4(15)/C7O2(10) (see chapter 4), a minimum ionising par
ticlee creates on average about 30 primary ionisations per cm[50, 52], corresponding 
too A ~ 0.33mm. A typical event inside the LHCb straw is schematically depicted in 
figurefigure 3.1. 

3.1.22 Drift of electrons and ions in gases 

Thee liberated electrons will scatter off the gas constituents with their direction ran
domisedd at every collision. In case no (electromagnetic) force is applied the electrons 
movee randomly with an average energy of ffcT, i.e. the thermal energy. Under normal 
conditionss this corresponds to a velocity (v) of about 107 cm s^1. 

Inn case an electric field E is applied the charge carriers will experience a force caus
ingg them to drift towards the anode wire. On a macroscopic scale the scattering of 
thee electrons and ions with the gas constituents can be modelled as a frictional force 
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Figuree 3.2: Effective momentum transfer cross section as a function of the electron 
energyy e for argon [53]. 

proportionall to the velocity. The equation of motion then is: 

du du 

dt dt 
eEeE — Ku (3.2) ) 

wheree u is the macroscopic drift velocity, K a characteristic constant for the frictional 
forcee and e and m the charge and mass of the charge carrier. Solving equation 3.2 for 
uu gives: 

)) , (3-3) 

Thee ratio  ̂ defines the characteristic time r . Because of the small mass electrons will 
quicklyy reach the asymptotic value for i > r , i.e. 

eEr eEr 
(3.4) ) 

AA maximum drift time of 40 ns corresponds in an 2.5 mm outer tracker straw tube to 
ann average macroscopic drift velocity u of 6 • 106 cm s _ 1 . 

Onn a microscopic scale r can be seen as the average time between two collisions. 
Thiss time depends on the cross section a for collisions of the electrons with the gas 
constituents,, the number of constituents N, and the average fractional energy loss per 
collisionn 7/[54], i.e. 

No No 
(3.5) ) 
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Figuree 3.3: Simulated drift lines in a 5 mm radius straw tube in the fast gas mixture 
Ar(70)/CF4(30)) in a 1.6 T magnetic field along the wire. The drift lines 
spirall around the anode. 

Thee interaction cross section a for a particular gas molecule is usually not a constant 
ass it depends on the excitation levels of the molecule as well as the electron energy. A 
discussionn of the calculation or determination of these cross sections is beyond the scope 
off this thesis. Figure 3.2 shows the cross section as a function of the electron energy for 
argon. . 

Whenn a magnetic field B is applied perpendicular to the electric field E the electron 
willl move under an angle with respect to the electric field lines. This angle aL, called the 
LorenzLorenz angle, is defined by the ratio of the velocity perpendicular(ux) and parallel(ui|) 
too the electric field. Modifying the equation of motion 3.2 to include a magnetic field 
componentt e[u x B], it can be shown that the Lorenz angle is given by[54]: 

tann aL 
eBr eBr 

m m 
(3.6) ) 

Thee magnitude of the macroscopic velocity, in the presence of a magnetic field, uB is 
givenn by[54]: 

eEreEr u 
UUBB = , , , = , , = = u cos aL , (3.7) 

W l ++ W2T2 / l + t a n 2 a L 
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whichh shows that the presence of a magnetic field reduces the drift velocity. This effect 
iss larger for gases with a large r, i.e. for gases which are fast without a magnetic field. 
Moreover,, a drift gas with a large Lorenz angle causes the electrons to spiral around 
thee anode as can be seen in figure 3.3. Hence, the effective drift distance is larger with 
consequentlyy a larger drift time. These effects are taken into account in selecting a 
fastt outer tracker gas mixture, since part of the detector will operate in over one Tesla 
magneticc field. 

Thee drift process of the ions is different from that of the electrons. The ions will drift 
towardss the cathode with a velocity that is smaller than that of the electrons (typically a 
factorr 1000). This is mainly due to the fact that the ions are heavier which prevents them 
fromm reaching the asymptotic value of the macroscopic drift velocity u (see equation 3.3). 
Inn gas mixtures an interesting charge transfer process takes place between the ions. All 
ionss will transfer the energy in a few collisions to the gas constituents with the lowest 
ionisationn potential. The result of these reactions is that the positive charge is mainly 
carriedd by the gas component with the lowest ionisation potential, which for the LHCb 
trackerr is C02 {I0 = 13-7 eV). 

3.1.33 Gas amplification 

Iff the electric field E is high enough drifting electrons will gain sufficient energy to ionise 
neww gas molecules. This property is exploited in drift tubes in which the radial electric 
fieldd is given by: 

E{r)E{r)  = —^- , (3.8) 
da da 

wheree V is the applied voltage, da and db the radii of anode wire and cathode tube and 
dd a distance from the wire. As an electron moves towards the anode wire the electric 
field,, and hence the energy of the electron, will increase. Close to the wire the energy 
willl be high enough to cause ionisation. This process will quickly repeat itself for the 
liberatedd electrons resulting in an avalanche of ionisations. The net effect is an enormous 
increasee of the number of charges contributing to the signal development. This process, 
calledd gas amplification, can result in signal gains of up to 106. At standard operation 
conditionss the LHCb outer tracker drift tubes operate at a modest average gas gain of 
2xx 104[55]. 

3.1.44 Signal development and time measurement 

Thee pulse shape of the electrical signal induced on the wire is important as it determines 
thee drift time measurement. Figure 3.4 shows the current signal produced in a 166 cm 
longg Kapton-XC straw tube by a 55Fe radiation source. The 55Fe produces a cloud 
off about 200 electrons at a small "point" in the straw volume. Therefore, the signal 
producedd is equivalent to the signal produced by a very large single ionisation cluster. 
Itt can therefore be used as a calibration source. 

Thee signal from the 55Fe source contains two superimposed components. The elec
tronss created in the avalanche drift towards the anode in a fraction of a nanosecond 
creatingg a steep small pulse. The ions drift to the cathode in the order of a microsecond 
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Onss 100 ns 200 ns 

Figur ee 3.4: Current signal produced in a 166 cm long Kapton-XC straw tube by a 55Fe 
radiationn source[56]. The gas mixture used is Ar(65)/CF4(30)/CO2(5). 
Thee spikes at the falling edge are superimposed reflected signals caused by 
improperr termination of the straw tube. 

causingg a signal with a long tail. The steep leading edge of the signal forms an excellent 
signaturee to trigger the measurement of the (drift-)time. Electronically this is achieved 
byy measuring the time at which the signal amplitude passes a certain threshold. 

Thee signal produced by a traversing particle is a super-position of the signals created 
byy the individual cluster arriving in the avalanche region. A single electron amplified 
byy the average outer tracker gas gain of 2 x 104 leads to a deposited charge of 3 fC. 
Thee cluster with the shortest distance to the wire arrives first. The arrival time of this 
clusterr provides the measurement of the track position. Therefore, the outer tracker 
electronicss triggers on the leading edge of an induced signal surpassing a threshold of 
22 fC. 

3.22 Drift gas selection 

Importantt considerations for the selection of the gas mixture are, the signal gain, the 
maximumm signal collection time and stable detector operation. The following sum
marisess these considerations. 

signall  gain 

Firstly,, the signal gain should be sufficient in order to efficiently detect and measure a 
traversingg particle. In principle, avalanche multiplication occurs in all gases. However, 
inn noble gases multiplication is known to occur at already modest electric fields com
paredd to polyatomic molecules. Polyatomic molecules have many rotation and vibration 
modess that can absorb the energy of the electrons[50]. This energy is not used to ionise 
aa molecule. Consequently, multiplication is less likely to occur in a collision with a poly-
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atomicc molecule. LHCb uses argon as noble gas because of the high ionisation potential 1 

andd relatively low cost compared to for example xenon or krypton. 

signall  col lect ion t im e 

AA second important requirement on the outer tracker drift gas is that it must be fast 
enoughh to keep the maximum signal collection time below 50 ns (corresponding to two 
bunchh crossings). Adding CF$ to an argon based drift gas is known to increase the drift 
velocityy [57]. This can be explained in the following way. From figure 3.2 it can be 
seenn that the cross section a for electrons to interact with argon is small for energies 
aroundd ~ 0.3 eV. Furthermore, because argon is a noble gas, the fractional energy 
losss per collision r\ is small up to the energy needed for ionisation. As can be seen 
fromm equation 3.5 in combination with 3.4, a low interaction cross section results in a 
highh macroscopic drift velocity u. In the drift region of the straw tubes it is therefore 
ann advantage to keep the energy of electrons in argon below ~ 0.5 eV. CF4 has a large 
electronn scattering cross section for energies > 0.5 eV, and a significantly higher 7?[57, 54], 
"High"" energy electrons interacting with CF$ will therefore lose a large fraction of their 
energy,, moving them into the low cross section region around ~ 0.3 eV. The overall 
resultt is that the average electron cross section is smaller, and hence the average drift 
velocityy u higher. Accordingly LHCb has decided to use CF4 together with argon. 

Thee use of CF4 also has a drawback. CF4 is strongly electronegative2. Consequently, 
driftingg electrons have a significant probability to be captured by a CF4 molecule. Hence, 
nott all electrons liberated by the traversing particle will reach the anode3. This has a 
directt effect on the detection efficiency as the signal size is reduced. Furthermore, it 
effectss the resolution as the electronics trigger on the leading edge of the signal (see 
sectionn 3.1.4) created by the avalanche of the first arriving cluster. As depicted in fig
uree 3.1 this is the cluster nearest to the wire. Capturing of the electron(s) in this cluster 
thereforee affects the resolution. The test-beam measurements described in chapter 4 
showw that the consequences of the above mentioned effects are acceptable. 

stablee operat ion 

Thee third requirement for the drift gas is that stable operation conditions are ensured 
att high particle rates. The excited atoms of a noble gas only returns to the ground 
statee by emitting photons with an energy corresponding to the ionisation potential or 
higher.. These photons can cause excitation of electrons from e.g. the cathode. These 
neww electrons in turn can cause a secondary avalanche. This process can repeat itself 
makingg the detector unstable. To prevent this from happening often a quencher is 
addedd to the gas mixture to absorb the emitted photons. The existence of many energy 
dissipationn modes in polyatomic molecules make them good quenchers. Often used 
quencherss are CH  ̂ and CO-i. Aging studies have been performed with both quenchers 

1AA high ionisation potential prevents argon ionisation before the multiplication region. 
2Att electron energies of a few eV the cross section for electron capture is large: ~ 10"18 cm2[57]. 
3Anotherr process which eliminates the electrons is the recombination of electrons with the cre

atedd ions. Because the ions have a relatively long lifetime space charge builds up at high rates. 
Measurement[58]] show that at rates of about 1 MHz cm - 1 this effect starts to contribute. 
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characteristics s 
## cells/layer 
cathodee material 
wiree material 
wiree diameter 
length h 
celll shape 
celll size 
pitch h 

9002-9005 5 
32 2 

i) ) 

4) ) 

255 /im 
0.33 m 

honeycomb b 
8.00 mm 
9.00 mm 

6030-6034 4 
16 6 

2) ) 

4) ) 

255 /xm 
0.33 m 

straww tube 
5.00 mm 
6.00 mm 

06044 + 2004 
32 2 

2)) or  3) 

4) ) 

255 fira 
2.00 m 

straww tube 
5.00 mm 
6.00 mm 

5 5 
64 4 

3) ) 

4) 4) 

255 /xm 
22 x 1.6 m 

straww tube 
5.00 mm 

5.255 mm 

1)) Pokalon-C; 2) double Kapton-XC; 3) Kapton-XC + aluminium; 4) gold-tungsten 

Tablee 3.1: Characteristics of LHCb outer tracker prototypes. 

togetherr with argon and CF4. These studies indicate that the combination of CF4 with 
CHCH44 damages the cathode surface and causes aging of the anode wire[44, 58]. Therefore, 
LHCbb has chosen to use C02 as quencher. 

3.33 Outer Tracker prototypes 

Thee use of small drift tubes for the LHCb outer tracker was inspired by the R&D work 
onn the Honeycomb Strip Chamber[51] for the ATLAS muon detector and by the drift 
chamberss used in HERA-B[59]. A common property of these drift tubes is the use of 
smalll drift cells (order 1 cm) with a cathode made out of a thin folded foil4. Since 
19988 several prototype drift cell modules for LHCb have been built. Both prototypes 
withh a honeycomb-like cell geometry as well as prototypes with a straw geometry have 
beenn constructed. Other parameters that have been varied are the cell size, wire to wire 
distancee (pitch), cathode material, electrical shielding and module length. The main 
characteristicss of the most relevant prototype modules are presented in table 3.1. They 
aree described below. 

aluminiumm < 
11 mm Rohacel l 

\ \\ * 
Pokalon-CC A ' ? 

\\  r 

100 mm 

\\ t 
55 mm 

88 mm Rohacel l 

BB 5 mm 

100 mm 

Figuree 3.5: Cross section of 8 mm honeycomb prototype modules 9002-9005. 

Thee use of MWPC[41] is not a sensible option because the electric field configuration prevents drift 
timee measurements with a good resolution. 
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Thee honeycomb modules 9002-9005 contain two staggered mono-layers of 32 
driftt cells each. The mono-layers are mounted directly on top of each other and 
sandwichedd between two 10 mm thick layers of Rohacell foam. The drift cells are 
constructedd out of a Pokalon-C5 foil. By means of a folding machine[51] the foils 
aree folded forming a half honeycomb structure. Two of these foils are glued on 
topp of each other forming a full honeycomb. A honeycomb cell is 5 mm thick and 
88 mm wide. The wire pitch inside a mono-layer is 9 mm, leaving 1 mm for gluing 
thee foils. Every drift cell contains a 30 cm long gold plated tungsten wire with a 
diameterr of 25 /jm. Figure 3.5 shows a cross section of a module. 

aluminiu m m 

Kapton-X C C 

100 mn 

55 mm 

100 mn 

Figur ee 3.6: Cross section of 5 mm straw tube prototype modules 6030-6034. The cross 
sectionn of the combs to support the tubes is also shown. 

Thee straw tube modules 6030-6034 contain two staggered mono-layers of 16 
driftt cells each. The two mono-layers are sandwiched between two 10 mm thick 
layerss of Nomex. Straw tubes made out of Kapton-XC are used as the cathode of 
thee drift cells. The straw positions are fixed by placing them in aluminium combs 
att the edges of the module. The straws have a 5 mm diameter, the wire to wire 
pitchh is 6 mm inside a mono-layer. Every drift cell contains a 30 cm long gold 
platedd tungsten anode wire with a diameter of 25 /im. Figure 3.6 shows a cross 
sectionn of the modules and the combs. 

Thee straw tube modules 2004 and 0604 are similar to the modules 6030-6034. 
Theyy are also made out of two mono-layers of 5 mm straw tubes sandwiched 
betweenn two 10 mm thick supporting layers of Nomex. The main difference is 
thee larger spacing between the mono-layers as well as between the mono-layers 
andd support structure. The mono-layers in the modules contain 32 straw tubes 

5Pokalon-CC is a product designation for a carbon-loaded polycarbonate. 
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Figuree 3.7: Cross section of 5 mm straw tube prototype modules 2004 and 0604. The 
crosss section of the combs to support the tubes is also shown. 

andd are 2 m long. In order to test the electrical properties two types of straws 
aree used. Half of the straw tubes in each mono-layer consist of double Kapton-
XCC windings. The other half of the straws contain a Kapton-XC winding on the 
insidee and an aluminium winding on the outside. In addition module 0604 has an 
extraa aluminium foil positioned between the two mono-layers to improve electrical 
shieldingg in order to reduce cross talk between straws in different layers. 

Too guarantee sufficient mechanical precision the straws are supported by alu
miniumm combs at the edges and at 66 cm from the edges of the module. The 
255 nm. diameter gold-tungsten wires are supported by wire-locators in the combs 
att 66 cm. See figure 3.7 for a cross section of the modules and the combs. Fig
uree 3.8 shows a photograph of module 2004 when it was constructed. 

•• Straw tube module 5 is a full scale prototype of the outer tracker. It is 3.2 m 
longg consisting of two 1.6 m long half-modules. Each half-module consists of two 
staggeredd mono layers sandwiched between two 10 mm thick supporting Nomex 
panels.. A single mono-layer contains 64 straw tubes with an inner diameter of 
5.00 mm and a cathode consisting of a 40 /im thick inner winding of Kapton-XC 
andd a 25 /xm thick aluminium outer winding. The outer aluminium winding is 
usedd to improve electrical shielding in order to reduce cross talk between straws. 
Thee tubes are directly mounted on an aluminium grounding foil that is attached 
too the Nomex panels. The 25 ^m diameter gold-tungsten wires are supported by 
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Figur ee 3.8: Photograph of one half of module 2004 during construction. Shown is a sin
glee layer of double Kapton-XC(dark, right) and the Kapton-XC/aluminium 
(light,, left) straws mounted in the straw support combs. The combs are 
attachedd to the Nomex layer. The zoom (see the inset) shows the mounting 
off the wires on the read-out board. 
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aluminiu m m 

Kapton-X C C 
aluminiu m m 

5.255 mm  N o m e x 

55 mm Nomex x 
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100 mm 

Figuree 3.9: Cross section of 5 mm straw tube prototype module 5. 

wire-locatorss in the centre of each tube and at both ends of the wire. The wires of 
bothh half modules are not connected and not electrically terminated. See figure 3.9 
forr a cross section of the module. 

3.44 Material selection 
Thee selection of the cathode material is based on an optimisation between the following 
factors: : 

•• thin and low Z (to minimise radiation length) 

•• good electrical conductivity 

•• resistant to high rates (i.e. no aging) 

•• low cost per detection cell 

•• easy to manufacture. 

Extensivee aging studies have been performed on different kinds of cathode materials [60, 
58,, 44]. In addition prototype modules have been tested for their electrical properties[56]. 
Thee following briefly summarises these studies. 

Freee fluorine radicals created by CF 4 dissociation are known to aggressively react 
withh various materials. This is shown to be the case for aluminium and copper[60]. For 
thiss reason several carbon doped polymers have been tested as cathode material. Adding 
carbonn is done to increase conductivity. Polycarbonate foil Pokalon-C is used as cathode 
materiall in the HERA-B honeycomb drift cells. The LHCb prototype modules 9002-
90055 (see previous section) also use Pokalon-C. Hera-B has experienced aging problems 
withh Pokalon-C and has decided to coat the foils with a gold layer [61]. Together with 
thee fact that Pokalon-C is no longer produced by the manufacturer6 it is chosen not to 
usee this material. Measurement on Kapton-XC [44] show it to be sufficiently radiation 
hardd for the LHCb environment and is therefore chosen to be used for the outer tracker. 

"Restartingg the production would imply rebuilding the production facility with considerable costs. 
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Duee to the fact that folding Kapton-XC requires an impractical high temperature 
off about 400 C the honeycomb construction method is not used. Kapton-XC can be 
woundd to form straw tubes {see figure 2.16). Straw tubes have the additional advantage 
comparedd to honeycombs that they are electrically symmetric7. Therefore, it is decided 
too build straw tube drift cells. A detailed study of the electrical properties[56] shows 
thatt having an outer layer of aluminium significantly improves conductivity and reduces 
crosss talk. The reduction of cross talk is confirmed by the test-beam measurements in 
sectionn 4.7. 

3.55 Conclusions 

Thee LHCb outer tracker is built out of layers of gas filled drift tubes. The main com
ponentt of the gas mixture is argon. To obtain a sufficiently fast drift gas the mixture 
containss a significant CF4 component. CO2 is used as a quencher. The exact gas mix
turee can be varied to match the operation criteria (i.e. maximum drift time, resolution, 
efficiencyy and cost) required. Chapter 4 shows drift time measurements for different gas 
mixtures. . 

Thee disadvantage of using CF  ̂is that it is strongly electronegative, i.e. free electrons 
cann be captured by the CF  ̂ molecules forming fluorine radicals. Furthermore, created 
fluorinee radicals can cause aging of the detector materials. Extensive aging test have 
beenn performed on various cathode materials with various gas mixtures. The polymer 
Kapton-XCC is shown to be radiation tolerant in the chosen gas mixture at the expected 
particlee rates. Studies on the electrical properties of the drift tubes show that the 
additionn of an aluminium layer significantly improves conductivity and reduces cross 
talk.. Therefore, it is chosen to produce straw tube drift cells with a cathode constructed 
outt of an inner layer of Kapton-XC covered by a layer of aluminium. 

Variouss outer tracker prototype modules have been built. The next chapter shows 
measurementss performed on these prototypes in a test beam. These test beam mea
surementss together with the conclusions presented here and with the occupancy consid
erationss of chapter 6 have lead to the final outer tracker module design as presented in 
sectionn 2.3.3. 

7Inn the corners of the honeycombs the electrical field is badly defined causing ionisations in this area 
too take a unacceptable long time to drift towards the anode. 
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Chapterr 4 

Outerr Tracker prototype tests 

Promm 1998 until 2001 several of the prototypes described in section 3.3 have been tested 
inn a particle beam. The short prototype modules 9002-9005 and 6030-6034 were used 
too measure drift cell properties for varying drift gas, high voltage and magnetic field. 
Propertiess measured are the maximum drift time, drift time spectra, efficiency, reso
lutionn and cross talk. The full scale modules 0604, 2004 and 5 were studied to test if 
similarr performance is achieved for full scale modules and to verify uniform operation 
overr the full length of the drift cells. 

Thiss chapter describes these tests. In section 4.1 the experimental setup is described. 
Inn section 4.2 the software is described. In sections 4.3 till 4.7 the analysis and results 
aree presented. In section 4.8 the results are summarised and conclusions are drawn. 
Somee of the results are as well presented in LHCb notes [55, 62, 63]. 

4.11 Test beam setup 

Alll tests are performed in a pion beam at the CERN PS accelerator complex. A typical1 

testt setup is shown in figure 4.1. The setup consists of stations of prototype modules, 
aa large bending magnet, scintillators and readout- and data acquisition- electronics. 
Thee magnet is used to test the performance of the prototypes in a magnetic field. The 
scintillatorss trigger the passage of particles. The following subsections describe the 
particlee beam, magnet and electronics used in the test beams. 

4.1.11 Particle beam 

Thee PS accelerates protons up to an energy of 25 GeV. Part of these protons are ex
tractedd from the PS into the "East Area" where, via targets, secondary beams are 
produced.. The PS operates with a "super-cycle" of 14.4 seconds delivering 1 to 3 spills 
off particles with a duration of 300 to 500 ins on these secondary beam production tar
gets.. The maximum number of protons in a spill is 2 • 1011. The LHCb outer tracker 
testss are performed at the secondary beam called T7. Beam magnets and slits allow 
thee controlling of the content, intensity and shape of the T7 beam. In most of the 

lrThee exact configuration of the prototypes into stations was different in each test beam period. 
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magneticc field 

SC C 

longg modules 

Figuree 4 .1 : Typical test beam setup. The particles travel from left to right. Some 
prototypess are placed in a magnetic field, others are in a field free region. 
Twoo scintillators (SC) trigger the passage of a particle. 

testss a 9.5 GeV ix~ beam is used. The beam intensity can be varied from a minimum 
instantaneouss rate of about 20 kHz, i.e. ~ 6000 particles in a spill of 300 ms, up to a 
ratee of a few MHz. 

4.1.22 Magnet 

Too test the detector behaviour in a magnetic field the conventional CERN magnet 
MN222 is used. This magnet has a maximum field of 1.37 T within a gap volume of 
1.00 x 1.0 x 0.5 m 3 between the coils. 

4.1.33 Electronics 

AA block-diagram of the data acquisition electronics used in the test setup is shown in 
figurefigure 4.2. The individual components are briefly described below. A more detailed 
descriptionn can be found elsewhere[64]. 

A S D B L R R 

Directlyy connected to the detector modules is a board supplying the high voltage 
too the detector and performing the first step in the signal readout. On the board 
ASDBLR(Amplifierr Shaper Discriminator with Base Line Restoration) chips[65] are 
mounted.. The input to these chips is the analog signals from the detector wires. The 
outputt is a digital signal, i.e. information on the pulse height and shape is not stored. 

beam beam 

SCC short modules 

""  x 
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Figuree 4.2: Block-diagram of electronics used in the test beams. The detector setup 
iss schematically depicted on the left side. On the right side the DAQ 
componentss are shown. 

Everyy ASDBLR chip handles 8 readout channels. A study on the operational properties 
off the chip used in the LHCb outer tracker is presented elsewhere [66]. 

T D C C 

Thee digital output of the ASDBLRs is further processed by the datimizer boards [67]. 
Thee most important component of a datimizer board is the TDC chip. The 32 chan
nell TDC32 chip[68] developed at CERN is used. This chip provides a time to digital 
conversionn with a binning of 0.78 ns, and contains, apart from the TDC, a data buffer 
off 256 words deep. It is highly configurable for the needs of specific experiments via a 
JTAG[69]] interface. The TDC is operated in "data-driven" mode and triggers on the 
leadingg edge of the signal from the ASDBLRs. To improve the quality of the data, from 
20000 onwards the tests were done with gated TDC inputs, reducing the input trigger 
ratee of the TDC. 

N I M R O D D 

Thee NIMROD [70] is a VME module. It receives a clock and a clock synchronised trigger 
fromm the DDAQT module (see below) and distributes this to the TDCs. The TDC data 
off a maximum of 16 datimizer boards are combined to an event by a single event builder 
NIMRODD module2. 

2Thee NIMROD (NIKHEF MDT Read Out Driver) was originally designed for the ATLAS muon 
chambers(MDT)) to collect the data from a maximum of 16 Front End Links (in our case the datimizers) 
andd to send these data via a high speed link to a higher level data acquisition module. 
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V M EE control ler 

Thee VME controller is a Motorola processor running a real time Lynx OS system. On 
thee processor a data acquisition program is running steering the various VME compo
nentss (see section 4.2.1 for a brief description of this software). The main task is to 
communicatee parameter settings with the NIMROD and to read out the event data. 
Thee data is read out via the VME bus and stored on disk. 

D D A Q T T 

Thee coincidence of the signal of two scintillators, one placed before and one after the 
stations,, is used as a primary trigger. This primary trigger signal is fed into the trigger 
processorr unit called DDAQT[71]. The DDAQT has the possibility to reduce the trigger 
ratee by outputting every n t h trigger of the input triggers, i.e. pre-scaling. This secondary 
triggerr signal serves as input for the NIMROD. These secondary triggers are given with 
aa resolution of 25 ns corresponding to the (NIMROD) clock. Since the timing of the 
triggerr pulse should be known with a higher precision, the primary trigger is fed into a 
dedicatedd TDC channel on a datimizer board to provide a precision time measurement 
(inn steps of 25/32 — 0.78 ns) of the trigger signal. 

4.22 Software 

Forr the prototype tests both online and offline software is used. The online software 
iss used to control the data acquisition hardware and for monitoring the data taking. 
Thee online software consists of the LLDAQ software described in section 4.2.1 and the 
monitoringg and control software described in section 4.2.2. 

Thee offline software consists of three components, event reconstruction, analysts and 
simulation.simulation. The event reconstruction is essentially the reconstruction of the particle 
trajectoriess (section 4.2.3). Several modules have been developed for the analysis of 
thee test beam data. The analysis algorithms are briefly described together with the 
presentationn of the test beam results in sections 4.3 to 4.7. Simulation software was 
usedd to compare the detector measurements with theory. 

4.2.11 Low level da ta acquisition 

Thee Low Level Da t a AQuisition (LLDAQ) software directly steers the hardware mod
uless (the NIMROD, DDAQT and VME controller) of the test beam electronics. It 
initialisess the modules at the start of data taking and does the readout of the event 
dataa from the NIMROD into software buffers. This data is subsequently written to 
disk.. At the same time the buffers can be accessed by external processes to perform 
onlinee analysis. The LLDAQ software is based on software used by the L3+Cosmics 
experiment[72]] for their (similar) electronics modules. 
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4.2.22 Online monitoring and control 

Onlinee monitoring and control software is especially developed for the LHCb outer 
trackerr tests. It is written in C++ within a ROOT[73] framework. Interaction with the 
userr mainly occurs via Graphical User Interfaces (GUI). Three of these interfaces are 
brieflyy described below. A more detailed description is given elsewhere[74]. 

Thee run controller  is used to start and stop a data taking run. Via pop-up windows 
thee settings of the run can be entered, which are then communicated to the LLDAQ 
software.. Furthermore, the run settings are stored into log files. During data taking 
itit provides statistics on the data acquisition, e.g. number of events processed, data 
acquisitionn errors, etc. 

Thee second GUI is the online event display. It allows a display of events in text 
ass well as graphical form. In text form the hit wires with corresponding measured TDC 
valuess in the event are displayed. The graphical representation gives a 3D view of the 
testt beam setup. The wires hit in the event can be overlayed. See figure 4.3 (top) for a 
picturee of the event display. Shown are the wires in a station hit by a passing particle. 

AA third GUI is the histogram display. It enables the online gathering and display 
off statistical information on the event data. Especially useful histograms are a wire map 
(too look for dead or tripping channels) and drift time spectra. See figure 4.3 (bottom) 
forr a picture of the histogram display. 

4.2.33 Event reconstruction 

Beforee analysing the drift cell properties, e.g. the efficiency, resolution and cross talk, 
thee events must be reconstructed. Tracks are reconstructed using the measurements of 
thee prototype detector planes, i.e. no external high precision tracking system is used. 
Trackss are found using a pattern recognition algorithm based on an idea of Tolsma[51], 
Thee algorithm consists of the following steps: 

•• Make a list of all hit combinations between hits in different detector layers. For 
eachh combination there are 4 "hit pairs" corresponding to the left/right ambiguities 
ass illustrated in figure 4.4. 

•• All hit pairs are used as track seeds. The seed with the longest lever-arm is 
consideredd first, forming an initial track candidate. The residuals (see section 4.6) 
off all hits with respect to the line joining the two hits of the track candidate are 
calculated.. If a residual is smaller than 4 a (where a is the calculated error), with 
aa minimum of 0.5 mm, the hit is added to the candidate. In case of a left/right 
ambiguityy the combination with the smallest residual is chosen. 

•• A track candidate is required to consist of a minimum of 3 hits. 

•• Hit pairs contained within the track candidate are removed from the list of seeds. 
Thee above procedure is repeated on the remaining seeds until no seeds are left. 

•• Some of the track candidates found will have hits in common. To prevent this 
doublee counting, hits are required to be only used by one candidate. This is 
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Figur ee 4.3: Pictures of the online event display (top) and histogram display (bottom) 
usedd in the test beams. 
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of: : 

Figuree 4.4: The measured drift time corresponding to a particle traversing a drift cell 
cann be represented by a circle of constant drift distance around the wire. 
Fromm a single cell it is unknown at which "side" of the wire the particle 
traversed,, i.e. it has a left/right ambiguity. Shown is a particle (solid 
line)) traversing two drift cells and circles of constant drift distance (dashed 
circles)) corresponding to the resulting drift time. The dashed lines corre
spondss to the three additional hit pairings that can be made due to the 
left/rightt ambiguity at reconstruction time. 

achievedd by fitting the candidates and selecting the track with the highest quality 
QQ defined as: 

QQ = N-wJ2x? , (4.1) 

withh N the number of hits on the track, \t the contribution of hit i and w a 
weightt factor3 set to 0.1. All hits used by this track are removed from the other 
candidates. . 

•• If more than one track candidate with at least 3 hits remains, the next highest 
qualityy candidate is selected and the above selection procedure is repeated on 
(possible)) remaining candidates. 

Thee track fit is performed in the time domain, i.e. a \ 2 minimisation is performed 

XX22 = Y\ (thit~T(drec°A , (4.2) 

wheree i^t is the measured drift time, T the drift time-distance relation (see section 4.4) 
thatt converts the fitted shortest distance to the wire dTeco to a time, and at the resolution 
off the measurement ihi t (see section 4.6). To determine the drift time-distance relation 
andd the resolution an iterative approach is followed using the fitted tracks. This ap
proachh is shown to converge in a few iterations, resulting in a good fit (average reduced 
XX22 of 1.3) [62]. 

Thee modules are aligned using a software alignment procedure described elsewhere[62]. 
Ann alignment precision better than 50 \xm is obtained. 

3AA selection based on a total x2 criterium only tends to bias tor the selection of tracks with a small 
numberr of hits. The quality criterium mentioned above does not have this problem[75]. 
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4.2.44 Simulation with Garfield 

Too compare measurements with theory the computer program Garfield[76] is used. 
Garfieldd is a program used to make detailed simulations of drift chambers. It inter
facess to the Magboltz program[77] for the computation of electron transport properties 
inn arbitrary gas mixtures. An interface to the Heed program[78] is used to simulate 
ionisationn of gas molecules by particles traversing a chamber. 

Garfieldd can be used to calculate and plot a wide variety of quantities relating to 
driftt chambers. In this thesis Garfield is used to simulate the response of individual drift 
cellss of the outer tracker prototypes to the passage of an ionising particle. Simulated are 
thee creation of ionisation clusters along the trajectory, the drift of the charge carriers, 
thee avalanche near the anode including attachment, the induction of a signal on the 
anodee wire, the shaping of this signal corresponding to the ASDBLR, and finally the 
measurementt of the drift time defined by the moment that the signal exceeds a threshold. 
Thesee simulations are used to obtain the electron drift trajectories and drift time spectra. 
Fromm the drift time spectra the maximum drift time is extracted. The dependency on 
gass mixture, high voltage and magnetic field is studied for several cell geometries. 

4.33 Drift time 

Ann important measurement characterising the behaviour of a drift cell is the drift time 
spectrum,, i.e. the distribution of measured drift times for a uniformly irradiated cell. 
Thee shape of such a spectrum is determined by the cell geometry, gas mixture, the 
magneticc field and the applied high voltage. The left plot in figure 4.5 shows a measured 
driftt time spectrum for the short 5 mm straw tube drift cells of module 6033 in the gas 
mixturee AT(80)/CÖ2{20). The right plots in figure 4.5 show the measured drift time 
spectraa in the gas mixture / lr(65)/CF4(30)/CO2(5) for different values of the magnetic 
field. field. 

Comparisonn of the left and right plots shows three things. Firstly, the spectrum 
forr the gas mixture without CFA is broader. This is due to the slower drift velocity 
inn this gas mixture. Secondly, the right plot shows the widening of the spectra due 
too an increase in magnetic field. The latter is caused by the longer drift path in case 
off a magnetic field as discussed in section 3.1.2. Finally, the spectra in the fast gas 
mixturee contain a 'shoulder' for small drift times. This shape of the drift time spectrum 
iss rather well reproduced by the simulation program Garfield as is shown in figure 4.6 
(rightt figure). 

Thee shoulder in the spectrum can be understood qualitatively by a combination of 
twoo things: the dependence of the drift velocity on the distance to the anode wire and 
thee electron attachment due to CF^. In figure 4.6 (left) the drift velocity dependency 
accordingg to Garfield/Magboltz is shown. At very small distances the velocity is high, 
causingg the steep edge in the drift time spectrum for small drift times. The dip in 
thee drift velocity around 0.4 cm /^sec-1 corresponds to the shoulder in the drift time 
distributionn of figure 4.5. Electron attachment can prevent the closest cluster from 
reachingg the avalanche region, causing a more distant cluster to pass the threshold with 
consequentlyy a longer drift time. This distance is larger for tracks passing near the 
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Figur ee 4.5: Drift time spectra in a 5 mm straw tube drift cell of module 6033. left) 
Inn the gas mixture Ar(80)/CC>2(20) with no magnetic field, right) In the 
gass mixture Ar(65)/CF4(30)/CO2(5) with different values for the magnetic 
field. . 

Figur ee 4.6: left) Electron drift velocity versus dtrack in 5 mm straw tubes in a 
Ar(65)/CF4(30)/CO2(5)) gas mixture and an applied voltage of 1800 V 
obtainedd with Garfield [76]. right) Simulated (solid line) and measured 
(dashedd line) drift time spectrum in these tubes under the same condi
tions. . 
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Figuree 4.7: A particle traversing a gas filled drift tube at a distance rftrack from the 
wiree causes the closest ionisation cluster at a distance dciuster. The closest 
distancee of the reconstructed track to the wire is drPro. 

wiree (see figure 4.7), causing a shift of these hits to larger drift times in the drift time 
spectrum. . 

Ann important quantity that can be directly extracted from a drift time spectrum is 
thee maximum drift time (tmax) in the cell. The total signal collection time, i.e. drift 
timee in the tube plus signal propagation time along the tube, for an LHCb drift cell is 
requiredd to be within two LHC bunch crossings (50ns). The signal propagation time is 
~~ 3.8 ns /m [56]. This requirement has the consequence that the limits on the maximum 
driftt time range from ~ 45 ns in the small magnet stations down to ~ 35 ns in the 
largee stations in the track seeding region. As discussed in section 3.1.2 a magnetic 
fieldfield increases the drift time and hence imax . Fortunately, in LHCb only the small 
chamberss (with consequently a small signal propagation time) will be positioned in 
aa large magnetic field. The maximum drift time imax is defined as the time interval 
containingg 98 % of the signals, with 1 % of the signals arriving before the beginning and 
11 % after the end of the interval. 

Tablee 4.1 shows the maximum drift time in 8 mm honeycomb cells for various gas 
mixturess without and with a 1.0 T magnetic field along the wire direction. Both mea
suredd £max values on the prototype modules 9002-9005 in a test beam as well as simulated 
valuess with Garfield are shown. Due to problems with the test beam electronics4 [62] the 
amountt of valuable data is limited. Within the limited statistics available, measurements 

4Thesee problems occurred in the 1998 and to a smaller extent in the 1999 test beam periods. The 
problemss where solved in the test beams of 2000 and 2001. 
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Ar/CFAr/CFAA/C0/C02 2 

mixture e 
8 0 / 0 / 2 0 0 

8 8 / 7 / 5 5 

8 1 / 1 4 / 5 5 

6 8 / 2 7 / 5 5 

7 1 / 2 9 / 0 0 

testt beam 
Garfield d 
testt beam 
Garfield d 
testt beam 
Garfield d 
testt beam 
Garfield d 
testt beam 
Garfield d 

'•max x 

BB = 0.0 T 
110 0 
110 0 
70 0 
70 0 
60 0 
64 4 
55 5 
60 0 
45 5 
40 0 

(ns) ) 
BB = LOT 

110 0 
125 5 
90 0 
88 8 
90 0 
80 0 
65 5 
60 0 

110 0 
120 0 

Tablee 4.1: Simulated and measured maximum drift times tmax in the 8 mm honeycomb 
cellss of modules 9002-9005 for various gas mixtures and magnetic fields along 
thee wire direction. The measurement accuracy is estimated to be 20 %. 

BB (T) I 0.0 0.5 0.72 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.37 1.6 1.8 2Xf 
tmaxx (ns) 1 26.9 27.4 28.4 29.1 30.4 32.8 35.4 39.7 44.2 49.6 

Tablee 4.2: Simulated maximum drift times £max for 5 mm straw tube in a 
J4r(65)/CF4(3O)/C02(5)) gas mixture for various magnetic field values along 
thee wire. 

andd simulation agree. 
Onlyy the gas mixture without C02 (i.e. 71% argon and 29% CF4) stays within the 

requiredd maximum of 45 ns drift time in case no magnetic field is applied. However, 
iff the field is turned on the increase in drift time is large; it is even larger than for 
relativelyy slow drift gases. This is caused by the increased Lorentz angle resulting in 
aa longer effective drift distance as explained in section 3.1.2. The maximum drift time 
inn 8 mm honeycomb cells is too large to be used for the outer tracker. Therefore, drift 
cellss with a smaller cell size are required. 

Tablee 4.2 shows simulated maximum drift times in a 5 mm straw tube in the gas 
mixturee J4r(65)/CF4(30)/CO2(5) for various magnetic field values along the wire. It is 
seenn that straw tubes up to a field of ~ 1.8 T are expected to stay within the required 
455 ns for the small magnet stations. The long stations are expected to stay within the 
requiredd 35 ns up to ~ 1.4 T. 

MeasurementsMeasurements of £max have been performed on the short 5 mm straw tubes of modules 
6030-60344 for a wide variety of conditions, e.g. gas mixture, high voltage and magnetic 
field.field. Table 4.3 summarises measured imax values for several gas mixtures at four values 
off the magnetic field. The simulated r.max with Garfield (see table 4.2) and the measured 
fmaxx in the test-beam for the gas mixture Ar(6b)/CF4(30)/CO2{5) are in good agreement 
(measuredd values are 1-2 ns larger). As expected the maximum drift time decreases as 
thee amount of CF4 in the gas mixture is increased. These measurements show that 
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mixture e 
Ar/CFAr/CF44/C0/C02 2 

8 0 / 0 / 2 0 0 
6 5 / 5 / 3 0 0 
755 / 15 / 10 
7 5 / 2 0 / 5 5 
700 / 20 / 10 
7 0 / 2 5 / 5 5 
6 5 / 3 0 / 5 5 

BB = 0 T 
41.2 2 
39.0 0 
32.5 5 
31.4 4 
31.4 4 
29.2 2 
28.2 2 

'ma3 3 

BB - 0.72 T 
43.2 2 
40.5 5 
34.5 5 
33.1 1 
33.0 0 
30.9 9 
30.1 1 

<< (ns) 
BB = LOT 

44.8 8 
42.2 2 
36.3 3 
35.1 1 
35.2 2 
32.8 8 
32.0 0 

BB = 1.37 T 
49.1 1 
45.1 1 
40.9 9 
40.8 8 
39.3 3 
37.5 5 
36.0 0 

Tablee 4.3: Measured maximum drift times fmax in the 5 mm straw tube cells of modules 
6030-60344 for various gas mixtures and magnetic fields along the wire. 

55 mm straw tubes, with a Ar/CF4/C02 gas mixture containing 15 % of CF4 are fast 
enoughh to meet the LHCb timing requirements in all stations. 

4.44 Distance-drift time relation 

Ann outer tracker drift cell measures the time between a particle traversing a cell and 
thee arrival of the first electron clusters in the avalanche region near the wire. Particle 
trajectoriess are, however, described in space coordinates making the shortest distance at 
whichh the particle past the wire interesting. Therefore, a relation between the measured 
driftt time and the shortest distance of approach is needed. 

Thiss relation in general depends on many variables and parameters, e.g. gas mixture, 
celll geometry, applied high voltage and magnetic field. Due to the statistical nature of 
thee energy loss process involved the time measured (thi t) for particles traversing at the 
samee minimum distance dtrack will fluctuate. As the number of created clusters along 
thee trajectory is limited (about 30 per cm), the distance of the closest cluster to the 
wiree Cluster is not equal to the particle distance of closest approach dtrack (see figure 4.7). 
Thee relative difference between these distances is largest for particles passing near the 
wire. . 

Twoo distance-time relations can be identified: 

•• A T(rf)-relation is used to describe the behaviour of a drift cell. It gives the best 
estimatee of the expected drift time for an ionisation cluster created at a distance 

^clusterr • 

•• A £>(£)-relat ion is used to give the best estimated distance (4it of the distance of 
closestt approach dtrack of a traversing particle given a drift time measurement thlt. 

Becausee of the mentioned effects these relations are not the inverse of each other. Es
peciallyy at small distances/times they do not coincide. This chapter describes the be
haviourr of the drift tubes. Hence, the deduction of the r(d)-relation is described. A 
D(t)D(t) relation is obtained in a similar way. 
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AA T(d) relation can be obtained from a theoretical model by simulating it with 
aa computer program like Garfield. However, to be certain that the calculated relation 
matchess reality one should always verify it by measurements. There are several methods 
too determine a T(d)-relation from data. 

AA firs t way to determine a T(d)-relation is to measure it by using an external high 
precisionn reference tracker, e.g. a silicon detector telescope. With such a system the 
trajectoryy of a traversing particle and hence the distance of closest approach dtrack is 
preciselyy measured. The detection cell provides a measured drift time t^it corresponding 
too that distance. The T(d)-relation is obtained by fitting it to a sample of data points 
(thit,, dtrack)- This method has the disadvantage that a precise reference tracking system 
hass to be present. In LHCb there is no external system to provide this. 

AA second method obtains the 7f(cf)-relation by integrating the drift time spectrum. 
Thee integral of the drift time spectrum up to a drift time t ît corresponds to the number 
off particles which results in a drift time smaller than this time. The integral of the 
distancedistance distribution corresponds to the same number of particles but now as a function 
off the drift distance. If a cell is uniformly irradiated the drift distance distribution will 
bee flat. Consequently, integration leads to a linear function of the distance. Therefore, 
aa number of particles in the integrated drift time spectrum directly maps to a distance. 
Hence,, a normalised integrated drift time spectrum gives an approximate T(d)-relation. 

Figur ee 4.8: Scatter plot of measured drift time ihit in straw tubes of module 6033A 
versuss predicted distance to wire from reconstructed tracks dTeco in the 
remainingg layers of the modules 6030-6034. A high voltage of 1800 V and 
aa magnetic field of B = 1.37 T is applied. An Ar(65)/CF4(30)/CO2(5) gas 
mixturee is used. The superimposed curve is the fitted T(d) relation. 

Severall effects limit the precision of this method. Firstly, due to the statistical 
naturee of the processes involved the drift spectrum will be smeared. Secondly, the 
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methodd assumes the cell efficiency to be independent of the distance. Finally, the cell 
irradiationn is never completely uniform. 

AA t h i r d more accurate method uses the result of the second method as an input. 
Studies[5l]] have shown that an accurate measurement of the distance drift time relation 
cann be achieved by using the data from the drift tubes itself. The method is based on 
thee assumption that the track parameters resulting from a fit through the individual 
detectorr hits will provide a better estimate of the distance between a track and the wire 
thann the individual hits. This method named auto-calibration is an iterative method. 
Itt starts with an initial estimate of the T(rf)-relation using the previous method and 
usingg this relation to determine the hit positions. With these hit positions a track fit is 
done.. The tracks are used to predict the distance dUaiCk at which the track passed the 
wire.. The reconstructed dtrack is defined as dieco. The difference between treco — T(dreco) 
andd the measured drift time thit is used to correct the r(d)-relation. This is done by 
minimisingg the x2 function 

22 V ^ I 1 ("reco.ij — *hit.i 
xx = M — T U — 

forr a large set of tracks with respect to the parameters describing the r(d)-relation. A 
3 dd order spline function with 6 parameters is used to describe the T(d)-relation. With 
thee corrected r(rf)-relation the tracks are refitted, and the procedure is repeated. After 
aa few iterations this procedure converges to a stable relation. 

Becausee there is no external high precision reference tracker in the prototype tests it 
iss decided to use the third method to determine the T{d) relation. Figure 4.8 shows the 
measuredd drift time in straw tubes of module 6033A versus the predicted distance to 
thee wire for tracks reconstructed from hits in all other layers of the modules 6030-6034. 
Thee superimposed curve is the fitted T(rf)-relation. 

4.55 Efficiency 

Efficientt track reconstruction in LHCb requires a high efficiency of individual detection 
cells.. The hit efficiency is defined by the probability that an ionising particle traversing 
aa detection cell is observed, i.e. causes a hit. The efficiency is determined by calculating 
thee ratio of the number of observed hits (:Vhjt) over the number of expected hits (A7

reco) 
inn a given cell from the track fit, i.e. 

ee = — . (4.3) 
N N 
11 T reco 

Too determine the efficiency tracks are reconstructed using all layers except the layer 
underr consideration. From the reconstructed track a prediction is obtained for the track 
positionn in the test layer and accordingly a distance to the wire of the closest cell. If an 
actuall hit is recorded in that cell it is said to be efficient for that distance. 

Inn the ideal case of no electron attachment and a fully efficient readout electronics 
thee single cell efficiency is given by: 

C(/)) = l - P ( 0 ; 0 = l - e x p ( y ) , (4.4) 
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Figur ee 4.9: Drift cell efficiency as a function of predicted distance between track and 
wire,, for the gas mixture ^r(65)/CF4(30)/CO2(5) at HV=1800 V in mod
ulee 6033. The fitted curve is explained in the text. 

wheree / is the length of the trajectory in the cell, and A the average ionisation distance. 
P(0;; I) represents the probability that no cluster is created as given by equation 3.1. The 
trackk segment I in the cell is short for particles traversing a cell close to the boundary. 
Thee shorter the track segment the smaller the number of a primary ionisation clusters 
created,, hence the lower the detection efficiency. 

Figuree 4.9 shows the efficiency in a drift tube of module 6033 as a function of recon
structedd distance dreco between track and wire. The figure shows that for a large part of 
thee drift tube the efficiency is close to 100 %. The error on the predicted position of the 
trackk in the cell results in an apparent non-zero efficiency outside the cell boundary. It 
alsoo tends to hide the shape predicted by equation 4.4. The shown curve is the results 
off a x2-fit to the data, taking into account the parametrisation of the efficiency as a 
functionn of I, the distance traversed in the drift cell, i.e. 

e(l)e(l) = eo(l-exp(—)) . 

Thee distance / is related to the nominal distance to the track dtrack by: 

(4.5) ) 

// = 2 J/?2 dd2 2 

"track k 
(4.6) ) 

Becausee of the error in dreco a convolution is done with a Gaussian centred at dreco 

withh variance a2. The fit of this toy model is reasonable and results in5 e0 = 99.2%, 
5Duee to misalignment the centre of the efficiency plot slightly deviates from zero. This offset is 

fittedfitted to be 49 ^m. 
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AA = 835 ^jm and a = 198 fim. The fitted A is roughly a factor 3 larger than the 0.3 mm 
expectedd for Ar(65)/CF4(30)/CO2(5) (see section 3.1.1). A possible explanation for 
thiss is given by the loss of electrons due to attachment. This effectively reduces the 
numberr of used clusters, which corresponds to an increased average ionisation distance 
A.. This is roughly in agreement with the attachment coefficient for this gas mixture of 
aboutt 4 [44]. 

Thee average efficiency over the cell range of -2.5 mm to +2.5 mm is calculated 
fromm the average efficiency determined from curves as figure 4.9 multiplying it with a 
geometricall correction factor for the dead area between two cells. For the short 5 mm 
straww tubes of modules 6030-6034, which have a pitch of 6 mm, this correction factor is 
6 /5 .. This leads to an average efficiency of 96.4 % in figure 4.9. 

Figuree 4.10 shows the average efficiencies as function of the high voltage for five gas 
mixturess in the straw tubes of these short modules. The region where the efficiency as 
functionn of the voltage is (almost) constant is called the efficiency plateau. Gas detectors 
aree usually operated at such a plateau because it ensures stable and uniform operation 
underr small variations in conditions. The arrows point to the beginning of the plateau, 
whichh is taken as the lowest high voltage at which the efficiency exceeds 95 % (in steps 
off 50 V). In the summary table 4.4 on page 80 the corresponding high voltage is given. 

Thee full scale prototype module 5 is tested in the gas mixture / l r (75) /CF 4 (15) / -
COi{COi{ 10). Figure 4.11 shows the dependence of the efficiency on high voltage for these 
chambers.. An average efficiency of 97 % is obtained at 1600 V. The prototype is tested 
att 10 points along the length of the wire. Figure 4.12 shows the efficiency as a function 
off position along the tube at 1600 V. A slight increase of efficiency is observed towards 
thee centre of the module at x — 0. This is explained by the fact that the wires are not 
electricallyy terminated at the centre of the module. This causes signals to be reflected at 
thee wire end. Both the direct and reflected components of the signal will contribute to 
thee signal on the ASDBLR. Signal from the centre of the module will have a maximum 
amplitudee because both components will arrive at the same time, hence the efficiency 
iss higher. 

4.66 Resolution 

AA track is reconstructed by fitting a line through the measured hits. To properly weigh 
thee measurements of the drift cells in the track reconstruction a prediction of the pre
cisionn of the measurements is required. As for the drift-time distance relation one can 
definee a resolution in the time and in the distance domain. In accordance with common 
practisee we report here on the coordinate resolution. 

Thee error on the measured distance dhit = £>(*hit) is given by the residual: 

rtrackk — «hit — «track i (.'**'J 

wheree dtrack is the closest distance of approach of a particle to the wire. On average 
thee residual is zero. The coordinate resolution adha is given by the square root of the 
variancee on the residual. 
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Figur ee 4.10: Efficiency and coordinate resolution as a function of high voltage for var
iouss gas mixtures in straw tubes of module 6033. The left axis shows the 
efficiency,, the right axis shows the resolution. 
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Figur ee 4.11: Efficiency and resolution as a function of high voltage for straw tubes of 
modulee 5 in the gas mixtures J4r(75)/CF4(15)/CO2(10). 
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Figur ee 4.12: Efficiency as a function of position along the straw tubes in one half-
modulee 5 in the gas mixtures Ar(75)/CF4(15)/C02(W)-
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Inn the test-beams no external high precision tracking system was available to deter
minee dtrack with an accuracy much better than the resolution of the drift cells. Therefore, 
aa track is reconstructed from the measurements of the drift cells, resulting in a recon
structedd distance dreco (see figure 4.7). The error on dTeco depends on the geometrical 
configurationn of the setup, the number of measurements and their assumed precision. If 
thee measurement precision is assumed constant over the whole cell the precision of the 
reconstructedd distance is proportional to the measurement precision, i.e. 

^ d r e c oo = / * < ^ h i t , ( 4 - 8 ) 

Thee factor ƒ is a constant which follows from the geometry of the setup and the number 
off hits on the track. Because ƒ is independent of <7dhit it can be determined by fitting a 
trackk with an arbitrary assumption on this measurement precision. 

Thee residual can be determined as: 

'' reco *-%k "reco  V " / 

Thee variance of the residual is the sum of two contributions, one due to the error of 
thee measured distance, the other due to the error in the distance calculated from the 
reconstructedd track, i.e. 

22 2 , 2 

(T r r K uu = <7dh.( + &dtl.lu 

wheree the geometrical factor ƒ defined in equation 4.8 is used. To determine <7̂ h.t the 
scaledscaled residual is defined as: 

Scaledd = V 1 / i l + P) ' r r e c o • (4 -11 ) 

Thee scaling factor 1 + / 2 , typically 1.1-1.2, depends on the number of hits on the track. 
Thee variance of the scaled residual will be equal to a\ . . Therefore, the coordinate 
resolutionn can be obtained from the scaled residual distribution. 

Figuree 4.13 shows the average scaled residual distribution for a 5 mm straw tube. 
Thee fitted curve is a Gaussian with a constant background term over the range 0 mm. 
Thee non-Gaussian background is less than 3% of the total distribution. Therefore, the 
resolutionn is defined as the o of the Gaussian. Figure 4.10 shows the average resolution 
forr different gas mixtures as a function of the applied high voltage. In all cases the 
resolutionn improves with high voltage. This is mainly due to the increased efficiency for 
detectingg the closest ionisation cluster(s). The resolutions determined at the start of 
thee efficiency plateau are summarised in table 4.4. 

Alsoo for the full scale prototype module 5 the resolution is determined. Figure 4.11 
showss the dependence of the resolution on high voltage for this prototype in the gas 
mixturee j4r(75)/CF 4(15)/C0 2( lO). A resolution of 205 /*m is obtained at 1600 V. 
Figuree 4.14 shows the resolution as a function of position along the tube at 1600 V. A 
slightt improvement of resolution is observed towards the centre of the module at x = 0. 
Thiss is explained by the fact that at this position, the signal amplitude has a maximum 
duee to the non electrical termination of the wires. 
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Figur ee 4.13: The scaled residual distribution averaged over a 5 mm straw tube in the 
gass mixture Ar(65)/CFi(S0)/C02(5) with no magnetic field and a high 
voltagee of 1700 V. The shown curve is a fitted Gaussian with a constant 
backgroundd term. 
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Figur ee 4.14: Resolution as a function of position along the straw tubes in one half-
modulee 5 in the gas mixtures Ar(75)/CF4(15)/CO2(l0). 
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Figur ee 4.15: Drift time difference of cross talk hits w.r.t. 
tubess of module 6032. 

signall hits in the 5 mm straw 

4.77 Noise and cross-talk 

Variouss effects can cause a hit to be registered even if no particle crossed the detection 
cell.. Possible sources of these noise hits are internal reflections within a drift cell, cross 
talkk between cells, pick-up from external electrical sources and reflections or cross-talk 
withinn the readout electronics. 

Too make a quantitative estimate of the noise level in the prototypes all hits that 
aree measured but not predicted are defined as noise hits. To make sure that these hits 
aree not caused by other tracks only those events are used in this study which have one 
reconstructedd track. The cross talk level is defined as the average number of noise hits 
perr event in a layer. 

Inn the 1998 and 1999 tests of modules 6030-6034 some layers showed a high cross 
talkk level (> 15%). The drift time difference of the cross talk hits w.r.t. the signal 
hitt provided an interesting structure as indicated in figure 4.15. It shows a ~ 40 ns 
widee distribution around zero with a narrow peak, superimposed on this distribution at 
++ 20 ns and a long flat tail towards large positive values. The peak at 20 ns indicates 
thee presence of time delayed cross talk. Further study shows that the correlation only 
occurss between channels within the same ASDBLR chip [62]. A dedicated electronics 
study[66]] confirms that for a number of ASDBLR chips extra signals are created on all 
otherr 7 channels if the pulse height on a given input is larger than 50 fC (with a 2 fC 
threshold).. In later test beam periods these bad chips where not used and the effect 
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disappeared. . 

Figuree 4.16 shows the cross talk level as a function of the high voltage for five gas 
mixturess in the short 5 mm straw tubes of module 6033. In these figures again the 
arrowss indicate the beginning of the efficiency plateau. The cross talk is typically 6 % 
perr mono-layer in these chambers. In table 4.4 the cross talk in these chambers for high 
voltagee settings at the beginning of the efficiency plateau is summarised for the five gas 
mixtures. . 

Measurementss on the full scale prototype modules 2004 and 0604 show a very large 
increasee of the cross talk level (> 50% [55]). Extensive lab tests show that this cross 
talkk can be suppressed by shielding the straws with aluminium[56]. Therefore, the full 
scalee prototype module 5 has an outer 25 /xm thick aluminium cell layer. Figure 4.17 
showss the dependence of the cross talk level on high voltage for module 5 in the gas 
mixturee Ar(75) /CF 4 (15) /C0 2 ( lO) . An increase in the cross talk level is observed for 
voltagess above the working point. This is explained by the increased signal amplitude 
resultingg from an increase in the operating voltage. At the 1600 V working point the 
crosss talk is 6 %. Figure 4.18 shows the cross talk as a function of position along the 
tubee at this working point. The cross talk is slightly larger towards the centre of the 
modulee (x — 0), as expected by the previously mentioned larger signal amplitude at this 
position.. Cross talk between the two staggered layers of a half module and between the 
twoo half-modules is negligible (< 0.4 %) [44]. 

4.88 Summary and conclusions 

Thiss section summarises the results of the prototype tests. Test were performed on 
shortt prototype modules and full scale modules. A description of the modules is given 
inn section 3.3. The measurements on short prototype modules were used to study the 
driftt cell behaviour as a function of drift gas, magnetic field and high voltage. The 
fulll scale prototypes were used to verify whether the operation of full scale chambers is 
uniform,, especially from the electrical point of view. 

mixture e 
Ar/CFAr/CF44/C0/C02 2 

8 0 / 0 / 2 0 0 
755 / 15 / 10 
7 5 / 2 0 / 5 5 
700 / 20 / 10 
6 5 / 3 0 / 5 5 

HV V 
(kV) ) 
1.40 0 
1.55 5 
1.60 0 
1.60 0 
1.70 0 

eff f 
(%) ) 
97.2 2 
96.7 7 
95.0 0 
96.2 2 
95.9 9 

a a 
(/mi ) ) 

180 0 
196 6 
218 8 
215 5 
221 1 

*maxx (US 

B=0T T 
41.2 2 
32.5 5 
31.4 4 
31.4 4 
28.2 2 

) ) 
B=1.377 T 
49.1 1 
40.9 9 
40.8 8 
39.3 3 
36.0 0 

cross s 
talk k 
6.11 % 
6.0% % 
5.0% % 
5.4% % 
4.9% % 

Tablee 4.4: Parameters of gas mixtures at the beginning of the efficiency plateau in short 
55 mm straw tube chambers. 

Thee first short prototype modules, numbered 9002-9005, had 8 mm honeycomb cells. 
Inn these modules the measured maximum drift time in an Ar/CF4/C02 gas mixture 
rangess from 45 ns for 30% CF4 content up to 110 ns when no CF 4 is present. When 
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Figuree 4.16: Efficiency and cross talk level as a function of high voltage for various gas 
mixturess in straw tubes of module 6033. The left axis shows the efficiency 
thee right axis shows the cross talk level. 
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Figur ee 4.17: Cross talk as a function of high voltage for straw tubes of module 5 in the 
gass mixtures Ar(75)/CF4(15)/C*O2(10). 
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Figur ee 4.18: Cross talk as a function of position along the straw tubes in one half-
modulee 5 in the gas mixtures Ar(75)/CFi(15)/C02(W). 
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aa magnetic field is applied tmax becomes even significantly larger. In view of the LHC 
bunchh crossing frequency an 8 mm cell diameter is therefore too large and a 5 mm 
diameterr drift tube is chosen instead. 

Shortt 5 mm drift tube modules 6030-6034 were built to test the drift cell behaviour. 
Measurementss on these chambers show that an Ar/CF4/C02 gas mixture containing 
aa small fraction (15 %) of CF 4 is fast enough to meet the LHCb timing requirements 
forr all stations whether outside or inside the magnetic field. These measurements are 
confirmedd by simulations with the computer program Garfield. In table 4.4 the measured 
ttmaxmax values for a variety of gas mixtures in the absence of and in a 1.0 T magnetic field 
aree presented. 

Thee single cell efficiency is close to 100% for a large part of the cell volume. Near the 
celll edges the efficiency drops due to the limited number of ionisation clusters formed 
inn the gas. The efficiency is measured as a function of the high voltage and shows a 
plateauu above a certain voltage value. This leads to a typical average efficiency of 97 % 
perr cell at the plateau. 

Tablee 4.4 shows the measured resolution and cross talk level for a high voltage setting 
att the beginning of the efficiency plateau. With the gas mixture ^4r(75)/CF4{15)/-
CO2(10)) a coordinate resolution of 200 /im per drift cell is obtained. The resolution 
slightlyy degrades for an increased CF4 content due to electron attachment. The effect 
iss however small, the  content can be increased to 30% without a major impact on 
thee resolution. 

Thee cross talk level in these small chambers is found to be about 6% at the start of 
thee efficiency plateaus. It does not have a significant dependence on the CF4 content. 
Ass expected the cross talk level increases with increasing high voltage values. 

Thee first full scale modules 2004 and 0604 show an unacceptable large cross talk 
level.. This has led to a design in which the cells are shielded by a thin aluminium 
layer.. The improved full scale prototype module 5 indeed shows a comparable cross talk 
performancee as the short modules. In the gas mixture ^4r(75)/CF4(15)/C02(lO) the 
efficiencyy plateau for this chamber starts at about 1600 V. At this working point the 
averagee efficiency is 97.2 % and the coordinate resolution is 205 yum. The average cross 
talkk within a mono-layer is about 6 %. The cross talk to other layers of a module is 
negligible.. The efficiency, resolution and cross talk level is mostly uniform over the full 
lengthh of these long modules with a slight deviation towards the centre of the module as 
cann be seen in figures 4.12, 4.14 and 4.18. The deviation is explained by the increased 
signall amplitude due to the non electrical termination at the wire split. The larger 
amplitudee results in a better efficiency and resolution. The cross talk however becomes 
worsee because of the increase of the signal amplitude at the centre of the module. 

Thesee results show that full scale outer tracker modules can be built with good 
performance.. The final outer tracker chamber design presented in section 2.3.3 is similar 
too that of module 5. 
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Chapterr 5 

Trackk fitting 

Thiss chapter describes the procedure to fit trajectories through a set of measurements 
off the LHCb tracking detectors. The fit makes use of measurements in the inner tracker, 
outerr tracker and VELO system. At a later stage also muon, calorimeter and even RICH 
informationn may be included. This chapter only describes the track fitting procedure. 
Thee pattern recognition procedure, that assigns individual measurements to their cor
respondingg track, is described in chapter 6. In this chapter it is therefore assumed that 
thee correct measurements on the tracks are known. The results therefore correspond to 
thee assumption of perfect pattern recognition, and can be seen as the best that can be 
obtainedd with the LHCb tracker. 

Thee chapter is divided into four sections. Section 5.1 describes the event simulation 
programss that generate the data used to study track reconstruction. Section 5.2 de
scribess the procedures and algorithms used in the LHCb track fit. Section 5.3 describes 
thee results and performance of the fit. In section 5.4 conclusions are drawn. 

5.11 Event simulation 

Ass the LHC is not yet operational no real detector data is available. Therefore, the 
expectedd detector output is obtained by computer simulation. The simulation consists of 
thee three sequential steps indicated in figure 5.1, i.e. event generation, particle tracking 
andd detector response. 

Alll reconstruction studies, as presented in chapters 5, 6 and 7 of this thesis, are based 
onn these simulated data. In LHCb we have a simulation program SICBMC[79] and a 
reconstructionn program Brunel[80]. In SICBMC the event generation and the final state 
particlee interaction with the detector is performed. Currently1 the detector response is 
includedd in Brunei and is performed before the event reconstruction takes place. The 
reconstructionn results presented in this thesis are obtained by using SICBMC v247rl, 
detectorr description database(DBASE) v240 and Brunei v8. 

!Thee detector response is in principal a simulation step but is included in Brunei for practical 
reasons.. Once an object oriented version of SICBMC exists the detector response will be included 
there. . 
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5.1.11 Event generation 

Inn the event generat ion the physics processes in the 
protonn collisions are simulated resulting in a list of four-
momentaa of particles ("primary" tracks). LHCb uses 
thee Pythia (v6.1) event generator[25] extended with the 
QQQ CLEO Monte-Carlo program[81] to simulate the 
particlee decays. As mentioned in the first chapter (sec
tionn 1.5) the branching fractions for the B meson decays 
usedd to study CP-violation are small. Therefore, apart 
fromm generating large samples of minimum bias events 
(forr background studies), the generator is used to pro
ducee specific B meson decay samples. Not all bunch 
crossingss contain a single interaction, i.e. a part of the 
eventss contain several overlayed interactions. The ef
fectss of such a pile-up are described in more detail in 
thee next chapter (section 6.1). 

5.1.22 Particle tracking 

event t 

generatio n n 

physic ss even t 

particl e e 

trackin g g 

detecto rr  hit s 

detecto r r 

respons e e 

measurement s s 

Figur ee 5.1: Program flow 
off event sim
ulation. . 

Thee GEANT[82] program is used to propagate the gen
eratedd particles through the simulated LHCb detector. 
Thee magnetic field map of the LHCb magnet is taken 
intoo account in the propagation. Particles with a rela
tivelyy short lifetime can decay into more stable particles 
insidee the detector. These processes are simulated in GEANT. The particles interact 
withh the detector materials in several ways. In the next paragraphs the most relevant 
interactionn processes for track reconstruction, i.e. multiple scattering and energy loss, 
aree described. The final output of the GEANT simulation step are, for each particle, 
thee positions where the trajectory crosses the active detector components. 

AA charged particle traversing a medium will be deflected from the original trajectory. 
Thiss is primarily due to elastic Coulomb scattering from nuclei in the material. The 
RutherfordRutherford formula describes the differential scattering cross-section of a particle with 
momentumm p and charge 2 on a single nucleus of charge Z at an angle 9, i.e. [83]: 

da{9) da{9) 
du du 

zZrzZreemmeecc \ ' 

2/3pp sin2 (9/2)) 
(5.1) ) 

wheree re (= 2.817 • 10~15 m) is the classical electron radius and me the electron mass. 
Onn a macroscopic scale a particle will encounter many nuclei. These multiple Coulomb 
interactionss cause a "zigzag" movement through the medium of which all individual 
scatteringg angles are described by equation 5.1. This process is called multiple scattering. 
Thee program GEANT follows a theory formulated by Molière to precisely simulate 
multiplee scattering. The description of this theory is beyond the scope of this thesis and 
thee reader is referred to the GEANT manual[82] or the original publications[84, 85, 86]. 
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Inn addition to multiple scattering, particles will lose energy. The major energy 
losss is due to inelastic collisions with atomic electrons in the medium. There is a wide 
variationn in the amount of energy transferred from the particle to the electrons. Because 
aa particle will encounter many electrons it is common practice to use the average energy 
losss per unit path length. The average energy loss per unit length for a charged (charge 
z)z) particle, traversing at velocity v, that is heavy in comparison with the electrons it 
encounters2,, is given by the Bethe-Block formula [86, 83]: 

dEdE o o Zi z 2m2meeCC p imax 0 ^2 (5.2) ) 

Heree Na is Avogadros number, p, Z and A, the density, atomic number and weight of 
thee medium, / the mean excitation potential and Tmax the maximum energy transfer 
inn a single collision. The quantity S is a correction factor for the density effect [87] that 
playss a role at high energies. GEANT simulates the energy loss such that the average 
losss follows the Bethe-Bloch formula. 

Lightt charged particles (electrons and positrons) suffer an additional energy loss 
duee to Bremsstrahlung. Classically Bremsstrahlung is understood as the acceleration 
off a particle in the electric field of the nuclei. This process results in the emission of 
photons.. The radiation length X0 is defined as the distance required in a certain medium 
too reduce by Bremsstrahlung the mean energy of a high-energy electron by a factor e. 
Thee radiation length is a material constant that is determined and tabulated in the 
literature[88,, 89]. The average energy loss due to Bremsstrahlung is thus given by: 

dEdE E (5.3) 
dxdx X0 

5.1.33 Detector response 

Inn the final simulation step the detector response to the passage of a particle is 
calculated.. In this section the digitisation procedure of the detectors used in the track 
fitfit (outer tracker, inner tracker and VELO) is briefly described. 

Thee digitisation of the outer tracker straw tube detector consists of three sequential 
steps[90]: : 

•• First, a "Geometric digitisation" is performed. It consists of calculating the chan
nell number of the hit straw tube and determining the closest distance of approach 
dd of the track to the wire. 

•• Secondly, the single cell response is simulated, i.e. how a single outer tracker cell 
respondss to the passage of a particle at a distance d. Input to this digitisation 
stepp are the prototype results presented in chapter 4. The cell efficiency is taken 
intoo account by not creating a detector hit for some particles according to the 
efficiencyy profile obtained from test measurements. The distance d is smeared by 
aa Gaussian distribution of 200 /im to simulate the measurement resolution. This 
distancee is converted into a drift-time by applying a T(d) relation. 

2Inn the derivation of equation 5.2 it is assumed that the traversing particle is undeviated from the 
originall trajectory. This holds for particles with a mass significantly exceeding that of an electron. 
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•• Finally, the response of the readout electronics to the created signal is simulated. 
Thiss step takes into account a 20 ns dead-time (in case a cell would be hit twice 
closelyy after each other, only the first measurement will cause a hit) of the elec
tronics.. Furthermore, a readout gate of 50 ns is simulated (see section 6.1). 

Thee response of the silicon strip detectors (inner tracker and VELO) is simulated by 
aa digitisation step followed by a hit clustering step[91]. The digitisation consists consists 
off three steps 

•• First, the charge sharing between the strips induced by a traversing particle is 
calculated. . 

•• Secondly, the detector and amplifier noise on each strip is simulated by means of 
thee addition of a Gaussian distributed value. 

•• Finally, all strips with a charge above a certain threshold are selected as hit. 

Thee clustering algorithm searches for groups of neighbouring hit strips. The measured 
coordinatee is defined as the weighted average of the strip coordinates of the hits in a 
cluster. . 

Thee digitisations resulting from the above simulation steps are in principle similar 
too what can be expected from the real experiment. In case of the outer tracker the extra 
dataa due to pile-up and spill-over (discussed in section 6.1) are taken into account. The 
digitisationss are used as input for the track reconstruction algorithms. 

5.22 Track fitting procedure 

Thee track fit determines the best estimate of the track parameters along the particle 
trajectory.. In LHCb the track fit is used to obtain 

•• the momentum of the particle from the deflection by the B field, 

•• the position and direction of the track in the vertex region, 

•• the direction and position at which a particle traverses the RICH detectors, 

•• the prediction of the particle trajectory when entering the calorimeters and for 
muonss the muon detector. 

LHCbb is a forward spectrometer setup, with detectors at planes of constant z. For 
thiss geometry it is natural to define the track parameters, at reference plane z, as 
xx — (x,y,tx = ^f , t y = ^,K — ^) . The first two parameters correspond to the position 
att the reference plane, the third and the forth to the track direction or slope. The last 
parameterr is the ratio of the particle charge q over the momentum p. The track fit also 
determiness the covariance matrix C of the track parameters x. 

Thee track fit is based on the Kalman filter technique [92]. It is implemented in the 
TRAILL software package [93] which is part of the reconstruction program Brunei [80]. 
Thee use of the Kalman filter in the track fit is described in section 5.2.1. Section 5.2.2 
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k+22 k+1 k k-1 k-2 

Figuree 5.2: Shown is the application of the Kalman filter technique to track fitting. 
Thee vertical lines correspond to the detector planes with indicated on it the 
measurementt points and their errors. The cones represent the uncertainty 
inn the reconstructed track parameters. As can be seen the knowledge of 
thee track parameters is step wise updated with each measurement (Kalman 
filterr technique applied from right to left). 

describess how the detector measurements are used in the fit. Section 5.2.3 describes 
thee track propagation. Section 5.2.4 describes the modelling of multiple scattering and 
energyy loss. Section 5.2.5 describes the Kalman smoothing procedure. 

5.2.11 Kalman filter 

Thee Kalman filter technique was developed in 1960 by Kalman[92] to efficiently update 
thee state vector of a dynamic system as a function of time from a set of measurements 
too the system. Mathematically, the Kalman filter is a set of equations that provides 
ann efficient iterative solution of the least-squares method. Since the introduction the 
filterfilter has been extensively researched and used in areas as diverse as aerospace, marine 
navigation,, nuclear power plant instrumentation, demographic modelling and manufac
turing.. The technique has also proven to be suited for track (and vertex) fitting in high 
energyy physics experiments[94, 95]. 

Inn the case of track fitting, the system state vector is the set of track parameters (i.e. 
xx = (x,y,tx,ty,K) in LHCb). The measurements are defined at the reference detector 
surfaces.. The coordinate system of the detectors can be different from the track param
eters.. For the measurements in the reference frame of the detectors the symbol m is 
used.. The ^-coordinate replaces the role time has in the original formulation of the filter. 
Contraryy to a global track fit, the knowledge of the track parameters is progressively 
improvedd by adding the information of the measurements subsequently (see figure 5.2). 
Thee Kalman filter applied to track fitting consists of repeating a prediction and filter 
stepp for each measurement. In the prediction step an estimate is made of the track 
parameterss at a given z-position using the measurements of previous detector planes. 
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k-1 1 

Figur ee 5.3: Shown is the application of the Kalman filter technique to the measurement 
att reference planes k. From the track state xk-i at plane k — 1 a prediction 
iss made of the track parameters at the measurement plane k, i.e. xyï-1. The 
hatchedd area represents detector material. It is accounted for by increasing 
thee track parameters covariance matrix by the system noise factor Qk. 
Thesee predicted track parameters xfc~ are updated with the measurement 
rrikrrik  by applying the Kalman filter step. This results in the best estimate of 
thee track parameters x&. 

Inn the filter step the predicted track parameters are updated with the measurement 
inn the current plane. The filter step is based on calculating the weighted mean of the 
informationn of the measurement and the predicted track parameters. 

Thee Kalman filter progresses through the detection planes, at each plane updating 
thee track state vector using all preceding measurements. To initiate the procedure initial 
trackk parameters are required. The determination of these initial parameters (seeds) is 
describedd in the pattern recognition chapter (section 6.2). The filter is illustrated in 
figuree 5.3. The mathematics of the Kalman filter is presented below. 

I nn the predict ion step an estimate is made of the track parameters at the current 
(k)(k) measurement, i.e. x£ _ 1 , from the parameters at the previous (k — 1) measurement, 
i.e.. Xfc_i 3. This is done with the prediction relation fa, i.e. 

x*-11 = fa(Sck^) . (5.4) 

Thee form of this relation is determined by the track model. When the system is assumed 
too be linear the relation is approximated by 

x ^ 11 = F*xfc_i , (5.5) 

wheree Fk{=  g#-) is called the propagation matrix. Note that the track parameters before 
andd after the prediction are defined at different z-positions, hence the (true) parameter 
valuess change. The LHCb track model is described in more detail in section 5.2.3. 

3Thee wiggles " on top of the track parameters x indicate it is the best estimate of the parameters 
obtainedd from the fit so far. 

.-ftl, , , 
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Propagationn of the parameters to the next measurement plane also changes the 
covariancee matrix C of the track parameters. The predicted covariance matrix Ck~

l is 
givenn by: 

Ci-Ci-ll = FkCk-1F  ̂ + Qk . (5.6) 

Thee first term corresponds to the prediction due to the track model. The second term 
QQkk is an optional term to allow for "system noise". If the particle traverses material, 
randomm perturbations on the trajectory (multiple scattering) occur. These perturbations 
increasee the uncertainty on the predicted track parameters and accordingly changes the 
covariancee matrix. The term Qk allows to take into account such local multiple scattering 
effects. . 

I nn the filter  step the track parameters and covariance matrix are updated with a 
measurementt mk, e.g. the measured drift distance in an outer tracker drift tube. The 
truee track parameters at the measurement plane k can be transformed in a "true" value 
off this measurement m ,̂rue using a projection relation hk, i.e. 

mmkk™™ = hk{xk) • (5-7) 

Whenn the projection relation is linear this can be written as: 

mm,,TT = Hkxk , (5.8) 

wheree Hk(— p*-) is the projection matrix projecting the track parameters into mea
surementt space. All projections for the LHCb tracking detectors are linear or can be 
approximatedd as such. They are described in section 5.2.2. The measurement errors are 
representedd by the covariance "matrix" 14, which for the LHCb detectors used in the 
trackk fit is a single number. 

Thee predicted track parameters x£_1 as well as the measurement mk provide in
formationn on the true track parameters xfc at the detector reference surface A;. These 
measurementss are combined in a least-squares fit which minimises a x2-function for x^ 
usingg the covariance matrices C£_1 and 14. The x2-function is: 

XX22 = (mfc ~ Hkxk)
TVk

l{mk - Hkxk) + 

Thee first term corresponds to the measurement mk. The quantity r = mk — Hkxk, i.e. 
thee difference between the actual and true measurement, is called the residual of the 
measurement.. It is weighted with 14. The second term corresponds to the error on the 
predictedd track parameters weighted by Ck~

1. 
Minimisationn of equation 5.9 shows the best xk estimate of the track parameters xfe 

too be given by: 
xfcc = x*"1 + Kk(mk- tffcxjr1) , (5.10) 

withh covariance matrix: 
CCkk = (1 - HkKk)C

k
k-

1 , (5.11) 

wheree the matrix Kk is given by: 

KKkk = CtlHT{Vk + HkC
k
k-

lHT
ky

l (5.12) ) 
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Thee filtered state xfc is equal to the predicted state xjJT1 corrected by a term proportional 
too the predicted residual. The magnitude of the correction Kk depends on covariance 
matricess Vk and C*_1. The matrix Kk is often called the gain matrix. 

Thee predicted residual before filtering is: 

rr kk
kk''

11=m=mkk-H-Hkk . (5.13) 

Thee quantity R^T1 is the error on the predicted residual, given by: 

R$-R$-11 = Vk + HkCt'Hl . (5.14) 

Afterr filtering they can be updated to: 

rr kk = (1 - HkKk)r
k
k-

1 , Rk = {1 - HkKk)R
kfl . (5.15) 

Thesee residuals are extensively used in the pattern recognition algorithm described in 
sectionn 6.3. 

Thee track fitting procedure improves the knowledge of the track parameters by sub
sequentlyy adding the information of all measurements for the track under consideration 
usingg the Kalman filter technique. At the last measurement plane, therefore, the best 
estimatee is obtained of the track parameters. This estimate takes into account the 
fulll information of all measurements, multiple scattering and energy losses. In the ab
sencee of the multiple scattering terms Qk (see equation 5.6) the result is mathematically 
equivalentt to a least-squares fit. 

Thee Kalman filter technique used for track fitting has several advantages over a 
globall fit. 

•• The Kalman filter treats multiple scattering and energy loss locally by including a 
noisee term Qk. As a consequence the fitted track better follows the true trajectory, 
evenn when there are "kinks" due to (large) scatters. 

•• A global fit requires inversion of a matrix with the dimension of the state vector 
(i.e.. 5 x 5 ) . The Kalman filter only needs the inversion of a matrix with the 
dimensionn of the measurement as can be seen in equation 5.12. For LHCb all 
measurementss are one dimensional, hence mk and Vk are numbers. This makes 
thee Kalman filter a fast algorithm. 

•• The fact that measurements are added step by step makes the Kalman filter an 
ideall technique for finding the measurements on the track as is discussed in chap
terr 6. A global fit would require a re-fit when a new measurement is added to the 
track. . 

•• A global track fit in principle yields a best estimate of the track parameters at 
aa single predefined reference surface. Using the Kalman smoother relations (see 
sectionn 5.2.5) the best estimate is automatically obtained at all measurement po
sitions. . 
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detectorr wafer 

siliconn strip hit 

Figur ee 5.4: Projection of track parameters into the measurement space of an inner 
tracker. . 

5.2.22 Measurements 

Inn the current LHCb track fit the measurements of the outer tracker, the inner tracker 
andd the vertex detector are used. The vertex detector comprises two different detector 
types,, R detectors and <f>  detectors. Consequently, measurements from four different 
detectorr types are used in the fit. 

Thiss section describes the way these measurements are used in the track fit. Projec
tionss of the true track parameters into the measurement space of a particular detector 
providee the "true" measurements m)^ue via the projection relation hk or projection ma
trixx Hk as described in equations 5.7 and 5.8. 

innerr  tracker  clusters 

Thee inner tracker silicon strip detector measures the centre of gravity of charges collected 
inn clusters of strips as a consequence of a traversing particle[91]. Part of the inner tracker 
stripss are vertically oriented and hence measure the x-coordinate. The other strips are 
installedd under a small stereo angle as. The coordinate u is defined to be perpendicular 
too the strip as indicated in figure 5.4, i.e. 

uu = x cos as + y sin cvs . 

Thee inner tracker detector measures this coordinate, i.e. 

(5.16) ) 

mm = u . (5-17) 

Thee projection relation /i(x), projecting from the track parameter space x into the 
measurementt space is defined by: 

/i(x)) = x cos as + y sin as (5.18) ) 
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Figuree 5.5: Projection of track parameters into the measurement space of an outer 
trackerr straw tube. 

Consequently,, the track projection matrix H is given by: 

H H 

(( cos a,, \ 
s i na s s 

0 0 
0 0 

VV o / 

(5.19) ) 

outerr  tracker  hi t s 

Ann outer tracker drift tube measures the drift time of the electrons of the ionisation 
clusterr nearest to the wire4. The outer tracker, as used in the track fit, therefore 
measuress the d istance of closest approach of the particle to the wire d. The D(t)-
relationn (see chapter 4) provides the conversion, i.e. 

d=d= D(t) (5.20) ) 

Ass for the inner tracker part of the detectors are placed under a stereo-angle as. The 
samee coordinate u as in equation 5.16 is used but now with respect to the wire. The 
projectionn relation /i(x), projecting the track parameter x into the measurement space, 

44 In reality the measured time includes a contribution due to the propagation of the signal along the 
wire.. Furthermore, the time depends on the time of flight of the particle. These effects are taken into 
accountt in determining the readout-gate described in the digitisation section 5.1.3. However, at present 
thesee effects are not included in the track fit. 
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Figuree 5.6: Projection of track parameters into the measurement space of a vertex 
.R-detector. . 

iss then defined as: 

with h 

/i(x)) = Aucos9u (5.21) ) 

(5.22) ) AMM = ut — uw , 

wheree uw is the wire ordinate as indicated in figure 5.5. The angle 6U is the angle the 
traversingg particle projected into the (u,z)-plane makes w.r.t. the z-axis (see figure 5.5), 
i.e. . 

tann 9U = tu = tx cos as + ty sin as . (5.23) 

Therefore,, combining equations 5.16 and 5.21-5.23, the projection relation /i(x) can be 

writtenn as: 

h(x)) = (x cos as + y sin as — uv 
1 1 

yrnf f 
AA little algebra shows the projection matrix H is then given by: 

// cos a5 \ 

H H 

(( dh/dx \ 
dh/dy dh/dy 
dh/dtdh/dtx x 

dh/dty dh/dty 
\\ dh/dn ) 

sinas s 

-- Au tu cosa s 

-Auu tu s ina s 
// 3— 

(5.24) ) 

(5.25) ) 

RR c lus te rs 

Thee ^-detectors of the vertex detector measure the distance to the origin r (see fig
uree 5.6) corresponding to the centre of gravity of the charges collected in clusters of 
stripss as a consequence of a particle traversing the detector plane. Hence, the measure
mentt m is defined as: 

mm = r , (5.26) 
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Figuree 5.7: Projection of track parameters into the measurement space of a vertex 
(^-detector. . 

wheree r is the radial distance of the reconstructed cluster in the vertex detector. 
Thee projection relation in terms of the track state x is: 

h(x)h(x) = \/x2 + y2 . 

Consequently,, the track projection matrix H is given by: 

(5.27) ) 

H H 

( ( \A2+w2 2 

v v 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

\ \ 

(5.28) ) 

cpcp c lusters 

Vertexx detector (^-clusters measure the angle <j> t or "almost <p" as indicated in figure 5.7. 
Thee angle <f> t is the 4> coordinate of the strip that is hit at the inner radius of the silicon 
wafer.. There is a difference between <j> t and the azimuthal angle of the strips <f>  as the 
stripss are tilted under an angle at (</>  = <pt — at). 

Insteadd of using the angle <j> t a distance is used as the measured quantity in the 
trackk fit. The vertex 0-detector measurement is defined as the shortest distance d to an 
imaginaryy strip through the origin under the angle <j> t — at. From figure 5.7 it becomes 
clearr that the measurement m then satisfies: 

dd = Rsin(at) (5.29) ) 

wheree R is the inner radius of the silicon wafer. At first sight this looks surprising as 
theree is no dependence on the angle <pt, i.e. the measurement value is the same for all 
clusters.. However, the actual measurement does not only correspond to the value d but 
includess the determination of the strip that is hit and hence the angle <f> t. 
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Thee projection of the track parameters x on the strip uses this angle and is given 
by: : 

h(x)h(x) = -xsin((pt - at) + ycos(4>t — at) . (5.30) 

Consequently,, the track projection matrix H is given by: 

(( - sin(0t - at) \ 
COs(4>COs(4>tt - Q ( ) 

H=H=  0 . (5.31) 
0 0 

\\ o / 

Pulll distributions 

Thee Kalman filter fit assumes all measurements to be Gaussian distributed (with a 
equall to the assigned measurement error) around the true value. A useful monitoring 
quantityy is the pull of the measurement, namely the difference between the measured 
andd the Monte Carlo value divided by the calculated error. If all measurements are 
Gaussiann and have been attributed with the correct error the pull distribution should 
followw a Gaussian distribution centred on zero with unit variance. In figure 5.8 the pull 
distributionss of the four measurement types are presented. 

Thee top left histogram of figure 5.8 shows the pull distribution of the outer tracker 
hits,, i.e. (d — dtTue)fe,i- The fitted curve is a Gaussian centred at zero with a = 1.0, 
indicatingg the errors are correctly estimated. 

Thee top right histogram in figure 5.8 shows the pull distribution of the inner tracker 
clusters,, i.e. (u — utrue)/eu. The distribution does not have a Gaussian shape, rather 
itit is block shaped with a RMS of 0.99, The block like shape is explained by the fact 
thatt coordinate measurements correspond to the discrete values of the strip positions. 
Becausee of the large strip pitch most measurements are due to a single strip causing a 
blockk shape. The small deviation from a perfect block is because some clusters consists 
off 2 strips. 

Thee bottom right histogram in figure 5.8 shows the pull distribution of the ^-clusters, 
i.e.. (d — dtrue)/£d- This distribution is similar to that of the inner tracker. It has as well 
ann RMS close to one. 

Thee bottom left histogram in figure 5.8 shows the pull distribution of the .ft-clusters, 
i.e.. (r — rtrue)/er. Again, the coordinate measurements have discrete values causing a 
non-Gaussiann shape. Because the average strip pitch is smaller in this case the shape is 
differentt from that of the ^-clusters. The distribution has an RMS of 0.99. 

Thee non-Gaussian pull distributions for the inner tracker and the VELO measure
mentss indicate that non-Gaussian effects can be expected in the track fit. The conse
quencess of these effects on the track fit are discussed in more detail in section 5.3.2. 

5.2.33 Track parameter propagation 

Thee trajectory of a charged particle in the absence of detector material satisfies the 
equationn of motion given by the Lorenz force. In case no magnetic field is present the 
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Figur ee 5.8: Pull distributions of the measurement values of the four measurement types 
usedd in the track fit, i.e. (m — ratrue)jem. 
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particlee will move in a straight line. Within a homogeneous magnetic field parallel the 
particlee trajectory becomes a helix. As mentioned in section 2.3.1 the LHCb magnetic 
fieldfield is inhomogeneous and it contains field components along all the coordinate axes. 
Underr these conditions the equation of motion can not be solved analytically and one 
hass to rely on numerical methods. The non-uniformity of the field prescribes the use of 
thee full field map in the track model. 

Thee Kalman filter method allows in an elegant way to take into account external 
influencess on the trajectory like the magnetic field and the detector material. In the track 
reconstructionn a simplified description is used for the detector (with respect to the full 
GEANTT description) by representing the detector components as thin walls of material 
withh the interaction length of these components. This is done to save on the CPU time 
neededd as otherwise a complete navigation is required through the GEANT detector 
description.. The Kalman prediction step of the track parameters and covariance matrix 
(seee equations 5.5 and 5.6), between successive measurements, is divided into a sequence 
off propagation steps from one material wall to the next. In this section the propagation 
off track parameters in vacuum is presented. In the next section the interaction with the 
materiall is discussed. 

Neglectingg the interaction with material, the equation of motion for a particle with 
chargee q in a magnetic field B is: 

dp dp 

It It == g v x B (5.32) ) 

Expressingg the time in terms of the ^-coordinate it can be shown[96] that the equation 
off motion can be expressed in the following set of differential equations of the track 
parameters: : 

// x \ 

dz dz 
d_ d_ 

dz dz 

V " / / 

ty ty 

cc  K  Ax(tX7ty, rJJ 
CC  K  J\y\tX, ty, JjJ 

0 0 

\ \ 

== gw (5.33) ) 

wheree the functions Ax and Ay are: 

AAxx = yjl + tx + ty- {ty • (txBx + Bz) - (1 + t2x)By)) 

AAyy = yJÏ+% + Py'{-tx-{tyBy + Bz) + {l  + #v)Bx)) 

(5.34) ) 

(5.35) ) 

andd with c the velocity of light. The changes in position are proportional to the slopes. 
Thee change of the slopes depends on the momentum, the local magnetic field and the 
slopess itself. Note that because the particle is assumed to move in the vacuum the 
absolutee value of the momentum, and hence the fifth track parameter, does not change. 

Becausee the equation of motion in an inhomogeneous magnetic field can not be solved 
analytically,, a procedure based on a Runga-Kutta interpolation method[97] is used to 
solvee the set of equations ^ = g(x) numerically. Contrary to other numerical methods 
too solve a differential equation Runga-Kutta methods do not require differentiations of g. 
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Runga-Kuttaa methods of different order exist. The fourth order Runga-Kutta method 
iss most often used5. A fourth order Runga-Kutta method provides a precision that is 
proportionall to the step size to the fifth power. In case the extrapolation distance dz 
iss too large to obtain the required precision the step size can be divided into smaller 
intervals. . 

Thee LHCb parameter propagation is based on code developed for the Hera-B ex
p e r i m e n t ^ ] .. It uses a fifth order Runga-Kutta method to perform the propagation. 
Thiss code uses "adaptive step size control" meaning that the step size is automatically 
adjustedd to obtain a given numerical precision. The precision is estimated by performing 
ass well a fourth order Runga-Kutta propagation. The difference between the fifth and 
fourthh order solutions is an estimate of the precision. 

Thee Kalman filter fit requires the linearised propagation matrix F in order to prop
agatee the covariance matrix (see equation 5.6). The matrix is defined by Fk = ^lL. It 
iss obtained by numerical differentiation of xjiT1 as function of xfe_i, i.e. by numerically 
determiningg the change in predicted track parameters for small changes in the starting 
parameters. . 

5.2.44 Multipl e scattering and energy loss 

Ass mentioned in the previous section, the LHCb detector description used in the track 
reconstructionn is approximated by material walls with a material thickness equivalent 
too the detector components. In propagating the track through the detector the track 
parameterss and covariance matrix are modified to take into account multiple scattering 
andd energy loss at these material walls. 

Multiplee scattering is a random process with an average scattering angle of zero. This 
meanss that the track parameters remain unchanged. The covariance matrix, however, 
iss increased. In the Kalman filter procedure multiple scattering is incorporated by the 
systemm noise term Q  ̂ in equation 5.6. 

Multiplee scattering is a non-Gaussian effect. The Kalman fit, however, assumes 
Gaussiann errors. As seen from equation 5.1 the cross-section for small angles is large. If 
thee small probability of large angle scattering is neglected and if the number of nuclei 
encounteredd is large (N > 20) the resulting angle of the multiple scattering follows 
roughlyy a Gaussian distribution. It can be shown that the variance of the multiple 
scatteringg in a layer of thickness x is then given by [86]: 

SBSB22=(=(  — )i^r(l + 0.038 l n ^ - V , (5.36) 

withh p the momentum in MeV/c and X0 the radiation length. To correct for the non-
Gaussiann tails in the track fit equation 5.36 is corrected by the factor flls, i.e. 

5Geantt uses a fourth order Runga-Kutta method to propagate particles through the detector. 
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Thee factor is tuned such that the pull distributions of the fitted track parameters have 
aa a close to one (see section 5.3.2). 

Duee to the energy loss the momentum of a track is lower on the downstream side 
off the spectrometer than at the track vertex. In the track reconstruction the average 
energyy loss due to ionisation {see equation 5.2) is approximated by: 

== Ciwi/Xo , (5.38) 

wheree cion is an average energy loss factor for all detector materials of about 50 MeV. 
Contraryy to the scattering angle, the average energy loss is predictive and hence the 
trackk parameter K is corrected accordingly. The effect on the covariance matrix can be 
neglected.. The tuning of parameter the cion is also described in section 5.3.2. 

Forr electrons and positrons above a few tens of MeV the energy loss is dominated 
byy Bremsstrahlung. As this is a highly non-Gaussian effect it is difficult to correct for. 
Inn the track fit an average correction 

-- E/X0 , (5.39) 
rad rad 

cann be switched on [99]. 

5.2.55 Kalman smoother 

Afterr applying the Kalman Filter to all measurements the full information of the particle 
trajectoryy is available at the position of the last measurement. The track parameters 
att previous measurements contain only the information of the measurements up to 
thatt point. To get the full information at all measurement positions (e.g. to get the 
bestt estimate of the track slopes in the RICH detectors) the information at the last 
measurementt is passed "backwards" to the other measurement positions. The smoothed 
trackk parameters are obtained with the smoother equations 

xxnn
kk=5t=5tkk + Ak(x

n
k+1-5tkk+1) , (5.40) 

withh covariance matrix 

C%C% = Ck + Ak(CJ!+1-Ci+1)Al , (5-41) 

andd the smoother gain matrix Ak given by: 

AAkk = CkFk
T

+l(C£+l)-
1 . (5.42) 

Thee index " indicates that the smoothed parameters x£ are obtained for a fit containing 
nn measurements. 

Thee smoothed track parameters are especially useful to reject measurements that 
weree incorrectly added to the track during pattern recognition. The smoothed residual 
off the track parameters w.r.t. a measurement are given by: 

rl=mrl=m kk-H-Hkk9L9Lnn
kk , (5.43) 

dE dE 

dx dx 

( - ) ) 
\dx\dx J 
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withh variance 

R£R£ = Rk-HkAk(CÏ+l-C*+1)Aï;H];  . (5.44) 

Inn case the \ 2 contribution of a measurement is too large it can be removed from the 
track. . 

5.33 Track fitting performance 

Thiss section reports on the performance of the track fit. As the assignment of the 
measurementss to the track, i.e. the pattern recognition, is assumed perfect, the results 
onn reconstructed track parameter precisions should be considered as the best that can 
bee achieved for the given setup. 

Duee to the presence of the detector material a large amount of low momentum 
secondaryy particles are produced in an event. These particles are usually not directly 
relevantt for the reconstruction of the B decay. Therefore, the following track selection 
criteriaa are applied: 

•• track momentum must be larger than 3 GeV/c, 

•• the first hit must lie at a position before z — 1.0 m, 

•• the last hit must lie at a position after z = 9.2 m. 

Thesee criteria select only those tracks that originate from the vertex region and cross the 
fulll tracking system of the spectrometer. Tracks satisfying these selection criteria are 
calledd physics tracks. Furthermore, electrons and positrons at this stage are discarded 
fromm the sample. Because of the highly non-Gaussian energy loss processes they require 
aa special track fit approach. 

Inn section 5.3.1 the resolution and pull distributions of the reconstructed track pa
rameterss are presented. These results are obtained after tuning various fit model pa
rameters.. In section 5.3.2 the tuning of these parameters is discussed. In section 5.3.3 
thee momentum dependence of the resolutions of the track parameters is discussed. 

5.3.11 Resolution and pulls 

AA measure of the reliability of the fit are the pull distributions of the fitted track param
eters.. The pull distributions of the track parameters (x,y,tx,ty,K) at the ^-position of 
thee track creation vertex are given in figure 5.9. The reconstructed track parameters and 
covariancee matrix at the vertex where the track originates are obtained by propagating 
thee track parameters at the measurement position that is closest to the z-position of 
thee vertex, taking into account the remaining material traversed. 

Alll pulls are centred at zero indicating that there is no systematic shift in the recon
structedd track parameter values. Furthermore, the distributions show a Gaussian shape 
withh a tail. This tail is caused by the various non-Gaussian contributions to the fit 
(seee section 5.3.2). The pulls of the coordinate parameters are fitted with a Gaussian. 
Thee 1/p pull (bottom plot) is fitted with a double Gaussian to take into account the 
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Figur ee 5.9: Pull distributions of the track parameters at the «-position of the track 
creationn vertex. 
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parameter r 
X X 

y y 
ttx x 

ty ty 

1/p p 

pull l 
0.99 9 
1.01 1 
1.02 2 
1.04 4 
1.10 0 

resolution n 
27fim 27fim 
28fim 28fim 

1.88 x 10 4 

1.88 x 10"4 

4.00 x 10 3 

Tablee 5.1: Pull and resolution value of fitted track parameter distributions at the track 
generationn vertex position. The 1/p resolution is defined as }

 p'. 

non-Gaussiann effects. In table 5.1 the fitted sigma of the (central) Gaussian is shown. 
Thee pulls are all within 10 % of one, indicating the errors on the fitted track parameters 
aree understood within 10 %. 

Thee residual distributions on the track parameters at their origin are shown in fig
uree 5.10. The distributions are again centred at zero. They have the shape of a Gaussian 
withh long tails. The curves shown are a double Gaussian fit through the distributions. 
Takingg the a of the central Gaussian as the resolution the results summarised in ta
blee 5.1 are obtained. Note that because Ap' — -  ̂ the resolution on K (bottom plot 
inn figure 5,10) as well represents the momentum resolution. An average momentum 
resolutionn (Sp/p) of 0.40 % is obtained. In section 5.3.3 the momentum dependence of 
thee resolutions of the track parameters is discussed. 

parameter r 
X X 

y y 
ttx x 

*v *v 

RICHH 1 
73/xm m 

452/^m m 
2.33 x 10 4 

2.55 x 10 4 

RICHH 2 
66/im m 
245/im m 

2.88 x 10"4 

2.77 x HT 4 

Tablee 5.2: Resolution of directions and positions at the RICH detectors as obtained 
fromm the track fit. 

Inn a similar manner the resolution on the slopes and the positions is determined at-
thee RICH detectors. In table 5.2 the obtained resolutions are shown. For RICH-1 the 
resolutionss at the upstream edge of station 2 are given. For RICH-2 the resolutions at 
thee downstream edge of station 9 are given. 

5.3.22 Tuning the fit 

Inn the track fit several approximations are made. An important one is mentioned in 
sectionn 5.2.3, i.e. the simplified material description used in the fit to prevent the time 
consumingg lookup of the material crossed by a particle. Another approximation is the 
assumptionn that all errors are Gaussian distributed. As shown in section 5.2.2 this is not 
thee case for some of the measurements. Also multiple scattering has non-Gaussian tails 
(sectionn 5.2.4). From the central limit theorem it can be expected that if the number 
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Figur ee 5.10: Resolution distributions of the track parameters at the 2-position of the 
trackk creation vertex. 
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Figuree 5.11: Distribution of the total number of hits per track. 

ff MS 
1.2 2 
1.3 3 
1.4 4 
1.5 5 

X X 

1.10 0 
1.05 5 
0.99 9 
0.96 6 

y y 
1.08 8 
1.04 4 
1.01 1 
0.95 5 

tx tx 

1.15 5 
1.09 9 
1.02 2 
0.98 8 

ty ty 

1.16 6 
1.09 9 
1.04 4 
0.98 8 

1/p p 
1.30 0 
1.20 0 
1.10 0 
1.06 6 

Tablee 5.3: Pull values at the track creation vertex of the fitted track parameters for 
55 GeV/c particles for various values of /MS-

off measurements and material walls is large the fitted track parameters will, at least 
approximately,, be Gaussian distributed. In figure 5.11 it is shown that the average 
numberr of hits on a track is indeed large (74). 

Thiss section describes the tuning of the parameters /MS and cion in equations 5.37 
andd 5.38 to obtain proper pull distributions and a good fit.  The results presented in the 
previouss and next section are obtained with the tuned parameters. 

Thee average energy loss factor clon is tuned by requiring the 1/p pull distribution to 
bee centred at zero. In case the energy loss factor is too large the pull is shifted towards 
negativee values, and inversely if it is too small a shift to positive values is obtained. 
Thee pull is found to be best centred for cion = 40 MeV, i.e. an average energy loss of 
400 MeV/X 0 in the radiation walls. 

Thee factor JMS is used to correct for the non-Gaussian effects in multiple scattering. 
Inn table 5.3 the standard deviation of the fitted Gaussians to the pull distributions of 
thee track parameters6 at their origin is given for various values of /MS- For /MS = 1-4 
alll pull distributions are close to one. This value is used in further studies. 

Thee 1/p pull is fitted with a double Gaussian. 
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Figur ee 5.12: Top) The reduced \2 distribution in the track fit. Bottom) The distribu
tionn of the x2-probability P(x2 > S) in the track fit. 

Thee fit of a trajectory through the measurements (and material) will yield a total 
XX22.. If all errors would be Gaussian distributed the distribution of reduced x2 values, i.e 
thee total x2 divided by the number of degrees of freedom, will follow the x2 distribution 
andd have an average value of one. The top plot in figure 5.12 shows the reduced \ 2 

distribution.. As shown the average value is indeed close to one, indicating a good fit. 
AA better test of the goodness of a fit is the x2 probability distribution. The bottom 

plott in figure 5.12 shows the distribution for the track fit. When the errors are correctly 
takenn into account this distribution is flat. This is the case apart from deviations for 
smalll probability values and a peak at zero probability corresponding to large x2 values 
duee to some bad fits. These tracks correspond to the tails in the pull distributions, e.g. 
aa particle that experienced a large angle scattering in the material. 

5.3.33 Momentum dependence 

Inn table 5.1 the average momentum resolution Sp/p for reconstructed tracks with P > 
33 GeV/c is shown to be 0.40 %. It can be shown[96] that there are two main contributions 
too the momentum resolution: 

•• The error due to the position measurement is proportional to p, i.e. Sp/p ~ p. 

•• The error due to multiple scattering is given by Sp/p ~ 1//3, which for relativistic 
particless is almost constant. 

Thee bottom plot in figure 5.13 shows the average momentum resolution as a function 
off momentum. The resolution is worse for high momentum tracks. This is because the 
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Figur ee 5.13: Track parameter resolutions as a function of the momentum. The top 
plotss show error distributions of the calculated position at the track ver
tex,, as a function of 1/p. The middle plots show error distributions of the 
calculatedd slope at the downstream edge of station 9, as a function of 1/p. 
Thee bottom plot shows the average momentum resolution as a function 
off p. 
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errorr on the position measurements start to play a dominant role. 
Ass each particle travels a different path it will encounter different amounts of ma

terial.. Also, the trajectory will be measured by detectors with different coordinate 
resolution,, i.e. inner or outer tracker. Therefore, the average momentum resolution 
cann not easily be understood by one single relation combining the above mentioned 
contributions. . 

Becausee the multiple scattering angle has a l / p dependency (see equation 5.36) the 
resolutionn on the track direction is expected to have a similar behaviour. The middle 
plotss of figure 5.13 show the error distribution for the track slopes tx and ty at the 
downstreamm edge of station 9, as a function of I/p. Because the pull distribution of the 
trackk slopes are Gaussian with a standard deviation close to unity, the calculated error 
cann be interpreted as the resolution. The figure shows the track slope resolution indeed 
too roughly have a l / p dependence. 

Thee top plots in figure 5.13 show the error distribution for the track positions x and 
yy at the track origins, as a function of I/p. The plots show the position errors also to 
dependd on the momentum. The distributions show that the spread in calculated error 
onn the position for a given momentum is larger than that for the slopes. This is because 
thee resolution on the position depends on the distance between the track creation vertex 
andd the first measurement. 

5.44 Conclusions 

Inn this chapter the LHCb track fitting procedure is presented. It is based on the Kalman 
filterr formalism. The following features are included in the fit: 

•• Four different types of measurements; the outer tracker hits, inner tracker clusters, 
VELOO R clusters and VELO (f> clusters. 

•• The energy loss of particles due to detector material. 

•• The random perturbations on the trajectory due to multiple scattering are locally 
takenn into account. This results in a reconstructed track that follows the true 
trajectoryy as close as possible, including the reconstruction of actual kinks in the 
trajectory. . 

•• The presence of an inhomogeneous magnetic field resulting in a complicated track 
modell is taken into account by using a step-wise bth order Runga-Kutta method 
forr propagating the track parameters. 

•• The particle trajectory is parameterised by the track parameters x = (x, y, tx,ty,K,). 
Thee Kalman filter technique allows determining the best estimate of these param
eterss at all positions along the trajectory. Typical positions are the track vertex 
(forr the reconstruction and analysis of the underlying physics event) and the two 
RICHH detectors (to be able to perform the RICH pattern recognition algorithms). 

Resultss are presented for tracks originating from the vertex region and crossing the 
fulll tracking system of the spectrometer. The obtained pull distributions of the track 
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parameterss are shown to be correctly centred at zero. Furthermore, all pulls are within 
100 % of unity. This shows that the errors on the track parameters are well understood. 

Att the track vertex an average position resolution of ~ 27 ^ra is obtained. The 
averagee error on the slopes at the vertex is ~ 1.8 x 10 - 4 = 0.18 mrad. At the RICH 
detectorss the error on the slopes is ~ 0.27 mrad. An average momentum resolution of 
0.400 % is obtained. For low momentum tracks this resolution is dominated by multiple 
scattering.. For large momenta the resolution of the measurement devices plays a more 
importantt role. 



Chapterr 6 

Pat ternn recognition 

Inn the description of the track fitting procedure in chapter 5 it is assumed that the 
associationn of the detector measurements to the tracks is known. Starting from the 
sett of all measurements provided by the tracking detectors, it is a pattern recognition 
problemm to group these measurements according to individual particle trajectories. This 
chapterr describes pattern recognition algorithms for track reconstruction in the LHCb 
trackingg detectors. 

Thee algorithms are in the first place developed to perform detector optimisation 
studiess and to study the tracking and physics performance of the LHCb detector. Sub
sequently,, they are used as a reference and benchmark for future algorithms. 

Sectionn 6.1 gives an overview of the particle fluxes in the LHCb experiment resulting 
fromm pp-collisions at a luminosity of 2 x 1032cm~2s_1 as described in chapters 1 and 2. 
Sectionn 6.1 also describes the resulting detector occupancies. These numbers set the 
scalee of the pattern recognition problem. 

Thee LHCb detector surface gets larger with increasing z (see figure 2.3), reflected 
inn the fact that the particle flux decreases as a function of z, i.e. moving downstream 
fromm the interaction region. In the region before RICH-2 the magnetic field is relatively 
weak.. These conditions make it the most suitable region to start finding tracks. The 
trackingg stations T6-T9 are placed in this region for this purpose. From the track 
candidatess found in these stations a momentum estimate at the percent level is obtained 
byy assuming that the particle originated from the vertex region. The other tracking 
stationss are positioned in such a way that the particle trajectory is measured at enough 
placess to efficiently follow the track from the seeding region all the way to the vertex 
detector. . 

Thee above-mentioned procedure is referred to as "upstream" pattern recognition. 
Ann alternative approach is to find the tracks in the vertex detector and follow them 
downstream.. However, since in this case no initial momentum information is available 
itt is hard to propagate these tracks through the magnet. In this thesis "upstream" 
patternn recognition is studied. 

Thee pattern recognition procedure is split into two sub-tasks, track seeding and track 
followingfollowing (sec figure 6.1). The task of track seeding is to find track segments in stations 
T6-T9.. Section 6.2 describes a track seeding algorithm. The task of track following is 
too follow these tracks towards the vertex region by searching in the tracking stations 
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Figur ee 6 .1: Flow diagram of total pattern recognition procedure. 

T1-T55 for the measurements corresponding to these tracks. Section 6.3 describes a track 
followingg algorithm. Section 6.4 presents the performance of these algorithms. 

6.11 Particle rates and detector occupancies 

Inn section 1.5 the expected multiplicities for charged primary particles are presented for 
singlee interactions. Figure 1.10 shows that the average number of expected primaries 
withinn the LHCb acceptance for a fefc-production process is 34. The interaction of these 
primariess with the material of the LHCb detector creates many secondary particles. The 
totall number of particles seen by the detector is therefore significantly larger than the 
numberr of primaries. 

Figuree 6.2 shows the position of the origin of all primary and secondary particles in a 
samplee of 500 B —+ ir+-n" events. The figure shows a "silhouette" of the position of the 
materiall in the detector. Only about 30 % of the particles originate from the primary 
interactionn vertex region. The bottom figure zooms in on the region close to the z-axis. 
Clearlyy visible is the conical structure of the beam-pipe. About 30 % of the particles in 
ann average event are created in the beam-pipe material. 

Bothh the number of primaries in the event as well as the number of secondaries 
generatedd per primary particle follow statistical distributions with large fluctuations. 
Therefore,, one expects low as well as high track multiplicity events. Figure 6.3 shows 
thee event display of two simulated B —> 7r+7r~ events, one with a low (top plot) and one 
withh a high (bottom plot) track multiplicity. Most tracks are produced in the forward 
(smalll angle) direction. Some low momentum particles (mainly electrons) spiral in the 
magneticc field. All these tracks can create hits in the detectors. 

AA read-out event is defined as all the data collected in a time window (read-out gate) 
relativee to the bunch-crossing time. For all sub-detectors, except the outer tracker, a 
timee window corresponding to the bunch-crossing interval of 25 ns is used. For the outer 
trackerr a read out gate of 50 ns is used because the signal collection time can exceed the 
bunch-crossingg interval. In addition to the hits generated by a given (B) interaction, 
theree are two types of "background" hits present in a read-out event: 

•• The first source of background is due to pi le-up events. As shown in figure 2.2 
theree is a significant probability for a multiple of pp-interactions to occur in a 
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Figur ee 6.2: Position of the origin of all primary and secondary particles in 500 
BdBd —> n+n~ events. The top figure shows the vertices for all particles 
fromm the VELO up to RICH-2. The bottom figure zooms in on the region 
closee to the beam-pipe. The labels indicate the position of LHCb detector 
componentss and the beam-pipe. 
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Figur ee 6.3: Event displays of two simulated B —» n+n events. Top) event with low 
trackk multiplicity. Bottom) event with high track multiplicity. 
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singlee bunch-bunch collision (10 %l at the nominal luminosity 2 x 10 3 2 cnr 2 s _ 1 ) . 
Alll interactions will create particles and hence signals in the detectors. Effectively 
aa multiple of events is overlayed. 

•• The second source of background is due to the spill-over from previous bunch-
crossings.. There are two types of spill over data: 

-- As shown in figure 6.3 some low momentum particles spiral in the magnet. 
Thee time they spend within the acceptance of the LHCb spectrometer can 
reachh hundreds of nanoseconds. Consequently, the event data can contain 
hitss caused by particles originating from much earlier bunch-crossings. The 
effectt is large in the magnet stations {up to 19 % in T3) and small in the 
seedingg stations (< 4 %)[100]. 

—— The outer tracker read-out gate corresponds to two bunch-crossings. Hits 
fromm a previous bunch-bunch collision with drift times larger than ~ 25 ns 
willl be observed within this time window. Hits from a succeeding bunch-
bunchh collision with drift times below 25 ns will also be in the time window. 
Consequently,, an event can contain outer tracker hits due to both neighbour
ingg bunch-crossings. These hits will occur in the current read-out event with 
ann apparent drift time offset of 25 ns compared to their true drift time. 

Thee above background hits are taken into account in the simulation. If a detector 
channell is hit a second time within the (dead) time window only the first hit is used. 
Bothh pile-up and spill-over depend on the luminosity. The results reported in this 
chapterr are obtained for the nominal (2 x 1032cm~2s_1) luminosity conditions. 

Ann important quantity for the optimisation of the detector and for the pattern 
recognitionn performance is the detector occupancy. The occupancy is defined as the 
fractionn of channels in a specified detector region that is hit in a read-out event. 

Thee occupancy is defined by both the particle rate and the granularity of the detector. 
Thiss is the reason why LHCb has chosen to use a high granularity technology for the 
hott regions close to the beam-pipe, i.e. the inner tracker, and a relatively large cell size 
forr the more quiet outer tracker region. The exact boundary between the outer- and 
innerr tracker results from a study[44] optimising for a low occupancy while keeping the 
siliconn detector surface limited. The outer tracker occupancy was required to be smaller 
thann 10 % for stations T6-T9 and smaller than about 15 % for stations T2-T5. 

Figuree 6.4 shows the average occupancy as a function of x in one of the outer tracker 
seedingg stations (T7). Clearly visible is the decrease as a function of x due to the 
decreasee in particle rate2. The steps at x = 255 mm and x = 596 mm are due to the 
cross-shapedd geometry of the inner tracker (see section 2.3.2 and figure 6.5). Figure 6.4 
alsoo shows that, considering only occupancy, a larger cell size (~ 10 mm) in the outer 
regionss of the acceptance could be envisaged. However, the prototype measurements 
describedd in chapter 4) show that even 8 mm diameter drift cells result in a too large 
signall collection time. Drift tubes with a 6 mm diameter would satisfy the drift time 

lrThiss corresponds to 25 % of the bunch-bunch crossings in which an interaction takes place. 
2Too first approximation the particle rate scales as 1/r2. where r is the distance to the beam axis. 
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Figur ee 6.4: Average occupancy as a function of ir-position in outer tracker station T7 
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Figur ee 6.5: The "top", "side" and "corner" areas of highest outer tracker occupancy. 
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Figuree 6.6: Occupancies in the hottest outer tracker areas for each station. The areas 
are:: 1) above and below the inner tracker, 2) aside of the inner tracker, 3) 
inn the corner of the cross. 

requirement.. However, the reduction in number of channels would not outweigh the 
impliedd increase in complexity to produce modules with different cell sizes. Therefore, 
aa uniform cell size of 5 mm is used everywhere. 

Thee inner tracker has a cross-shaped geometry because the particles are relatively 
moree spread along the horizontal axis (see figure 2.11). Due to the cross geometry of 
thee inner tracker each station has three different lengths of outer tracker straw tube 
modules.. The areas indicated in figure 6.5, i.e. top, corner and side area, cover the 
regionss with the highest outer tracker occupancy for these different modules. The exact 
shapee of each inner tracker station is optimised by taking into account the occupancy 
requirementt for each of these areas. Figure 6.6 shows the average occupancies for the 
areass as a function of the station number. It is seen that the average occupancies are 
withinn the requirement for all stations except T3. 

Thee large event-by-event fluctuations in track multiplicities cause also large fluc
tuationss in the occupancy. Figure 6.7 shows the outer tracker occupancy distribution 
onn event basis for the region just above the inner tracker (top area in figure 6.5) in 
onee of the magnet stations (T3). In this region the average occupancy is 17 %, where 
ass an occupancy tail of up to 40 % is observed. Both the trigger electronics and the 
reconstructionn algorithms have to be able to cope with these fluctuations. 
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Figur ee 6.7: Outer tracker occupancy distribution on event-to-event basis in the region 
justt above the inner tracker in station T3. 
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Figur ee 6.8: Flow diagram track seeding procedure. 
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6.22 Track seeding 

Thee stations T6-T9 are used to find initial track seeds. To start the Kalman filtering 
proceduree an initial track state, i.e. the track parameters at a certain reference plane is 
requiredd for each track. The track seeding task is to determine these initial track states, 
i.e.. the track seeds. 

Thee current implementation of track seeding contains two components, track seg
mentt finding and track seed initialisation (see figure 6.8). In section 6.2.1 an algorithm 
iss described that finds initial track segments in the seeding stations. These segments 
havee information on track position and direction, but only limited information on the 
particlee momentum. Section 6.2.2 describes how a better estimate of the track momen
tumm is obtained. Furthermore, it describes the determination of the initial track seed 
parameterss used in the track following algorithm. 

6.2.11 Track segment finding 

Thee track segment finding algorithm consists of three sequential steps. In the first step 
aa search is made for local (i.e. within a station) track segments (so called "stubs") in the 
(x,, z)-projection. In the second step these stubs are linked together to form 2D-tracks 
spanningg all the seeding stations. In the third step the information of the stereo angle 
layerss is added by searching for straight lines in the (y, z)-projection3. Below a brief 
outlinee of these three steps in the algorithm are given. A more detailed description is 
givenn elsewhere [101]. 

2DD stub search 

InIn the first step of the algorithm track stubs within a station are formed. The search 
iss performed in the (x, z)-projection. Because of the low magnetic field the particle 
trajectoriess within a station can be approximated by straight lines. 

Pairss of hits are formed from the hits in all4 X-layers. The .AMayers are located at 
thee upstream and downstream side of each station. The X-measurements thus have a 
relativelyy large lever-arm to form a stub. The stub candidates with a slope larger than 
1.00 rad are discarded. The remaining pairs are validated by using other hits. This is 
donee differently for the inner and outer tracker: 

•• For the outer tracker an additional X-layer hit is required to be close (within 
0.88 mm) to the line joining the hits of the pair. Because of the double-layer 
structuree of the outer tracker such a hit is likely to exist5. In most cases this 
requirementt resolves the left/right ambiguity. In case a hit is found it is added to 
thee stub. 

3Trackss are nearly straight lines in the (y, z)-projection as the B-field is predominantly vertically 
oriented. . 

4Too reduce combinatorics the outer tracking stations are divided in an upper and lower part (sector). 
Onlyy hits within the upper (lower) sector are combined. For the inner tracker layers a similar procedure 
iss followed. 

r>AA particle crossing an outer tracker station parallel to the z axis, i.e. 0 = 0, causes on average 
44 x 5/5.25 = 3.8 X-layer hits. 
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•• For the inner tracker no additional X-layer hits exist6. Instead the hits in the 
stereoo angle layers U and V are used for validation. Every stereo angle hit is 
convertedd into a y-measurement using: 

uu x , 
y=-y=- 7 , (6.1) 

sinn as tan as 

wheree u is the measured stereo coordinate and x the interpolated coordinate of the 
stubb at the 2-position of the stereo layer. The resulting y-coordinate is required 
too lie within the physical boundary of the inner tracker sector. An inner tracker 
stubb is considered valid if a pair of hits from the U and V layers respectively are 
foundd with a resulting track-slope in the (y,z) projection less than 0.3 rad. 

Typicallyy a few hundred stubs are found per event[l01]. 

Stubb l inkin g 

Inn the second step 2D-track segments spanning the seeding stations are obtained by 
linkingg the stubs in individual stations together by applying the following procedure: 

•• Stubs are matched by comparing for every stub the parameters x and tT with 
thee stubs in the other stations. If the parameters match ( A T < 0.4 mm and 
AtAtxx < 30 mrad in the outer tracker) the stubs are linked together forming chains 
off up to four stubs. 

•• For every chain a track segment is formed by fitting a parabola through the hits 
assignedd to the stubs7 . 

•• A search is made for hits close to the parabola that are not yet assigned to the 
trackk segment. If additional hits are found the segment is refitted. 

•• To avoid "double counting" hits are only allowed to be used by one (the "best") 
segment.. The selection of the best segment is based on the number of hits in the 
segmentt and the \ 2 (< 25) of the fit. 

Onn average about 140 candidates are selected per event[101]. 

Stereoo layer  search 

Inn the third step a 3D-track segment, is made by adding the information of the stereo 
layerr measurements. For every 2D-track segment a search is made for corresponding 
hitss in the {y, z) projection by applying the following procedure: 

•• All stereo angle hits are converted into y measurements by using equation 6.1 and 
assumingg it originated from the 2D-(x,z)-track segment. 

6AA particle crossing an inner tracker station parallel to the z axis produces only 2 X-layer hits. 
7Notee that still a small magnetic field is present in this region. 
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p p 
<<  10 GeV/c 
>> 10 GeV/c 
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0.188 mm 
0.088 mm 

<Jy <Jy 

1.88 mm 
0.88 mm 

aau u 
1.00 x 10"3 

0.44 x 1Q-3 

°u °u 
2.22 x 10"3 

0.99 x 1Q-3 

Tablee 6.1: Resolution on the track parameters of the reconstructed track seeds at the 
downstreamm edge of station T9 for two momenta ranges[101]. 

•• In the (y, z)-plane a search is made for hits that lie on a straight line using an 
algorithmm similar to the one used in the test-beam (see section 4.2.3). 

•• The best hit combination, i.e. the one with the most hits and lowest x2i m 

thee (y, z)-plane is selected. These stereo hits are added to the 2D-track segment 
formingg a 3D-track. 

Thee final result is a collection of track segments containing hits of both the vertical 
ass well as stereo angle layers. In table 6.1 the obtained position and direction resolutions 
onn the reconstructed track parameters at a reference plane8 in the seeding region are 
given.. As can be seen the resolution for high momentum tracks is significantly better 
thann for low momentum tracks. From the fitted parabola to the track segment hits 
inn the (x,z)-plane a momentum resolution óp/p ~ 20%[101] is obtained. A better 
precisionn is obtained with the method described in the next section. 

6.2.22 Track seed initialisation 

magneticc field 

(0,0)) ; j 

z z 
magnet t 

Figuree 6.9: A particle experiences a so-called pt-kick when traversing the magnet. 

AA momentum estimate can be obtained from a track vector, i.e. position and slope, in 
thee seeding region by assuming the particle originated from the vertex position (0,0,0). 

8Thee (x, y) plane at z position of the last layer in station T9 is used as reference plane. 
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Figuree 6.10: Momentum resolution obtained with pt-kick method. 

Thee magnetic field causes a deflection of the particle trajectory from a straight line 
(seee figure 6.9). The integrated magnetic field ƒ B  dl the particle experiences can be 
representedd by a deflection at a plane at distance 2magnet, i.e. the particle experiences 
aa so called pt-kick at this plane. Given the position x and direction 9{= arctantj) 
off a particle at a reference plane z — zt downstream of the magnet and assuming it 
originatedd from the vertex the momentum of the particle is given by: 

P P 
qfB-dl qfB-dl 

1 A / 11 + 

(6.2) ) 
tann fl 

[Zk [Zk + + 
wheree q is the charge of the particle. The plane (z 
experiencess the pt-kick is defined by J^maB'"'' B  dl \ i: i: 

-magnet/ / 
°° B 

att which the particle 
dl.dl. As the magnetic 

fieldfield is not homogeneous it depends on the particle trajectory. By extrapolating the 
expectedd particle trajectory through the magnetic field an estimate of this "centre of 
thee magnetic field" is obtained. 

Inn figure 6.10 the momentum resolution distribution obtained with this method is 
shown.. Fitting a double Gaussian through the distribution results in a resolution of 
0.9%.. This resolution is sufficient for seeding the Kalman filter in the track following 
algorithm. . 

Thee track segments found with the method described in the previous section are not 
directlyy used as an input to the track following. Instead the hits on these segments 
aree refitted with the 3D-track fit presented in chapter 5. This gives a more accurate 
estimatee of the track position and slope. The position and slope, together with the 
momentumm estimate obtained with the p rkick method, are used as the input track seed 
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Figuree 6.11: Flow diagram track following procedure. 

too the track following algorithm of the next section. The errors on the track parameters 
off the track seed should, in principle, be taken infinitely large because the seed is not an 
actuall measurement. However, for the track following algorithm to work properly, the 
errorss are required to be finite9. Therefore, the calculated error on the (re)fitted track 
parameterss increased by a scale factor (3.0) are used as initial track seed errors. 

6.33 Track following 

Thee track following procedure consists of two components: intra-station pattern recog
nition,, i.e. the search for possible track continuations within a station, and inter-station 
patternn recognition, i.e. linking together, branching and terminating track candidates 
betweenn the stations (see figure 6.11). The two steps are outlined in section 6.3.1 and 
sectionn 6.3.2. A more detailed description is given elsewhere[102]. 

6.3.11 Inter station following 

Thee track following algorithm starts from the initial track candidates found in the 
trackk seeding stage. These candidates are extrapolated to the next upstream tracking 
station.. The intra station following algorithm discussed in the next section searches for 
possiblee continuations for each track candidate in this station. The hits of the possible 
continuationn are added to the track candidate by applying the Kalman filter. If more 
thann one distinct continuation is found the track branches into a multiple of candidates. 
Alll found candidates are extrapolated to the next station. This procedure is repeated 
loopingg over all tracking stations as depicted in figure 6.12. 

9Inn case the errors are infinitely large the search window (see section 6.3.2) covers the whole station. 
Furthermore,, the cluster selection relies on the track parameter errors. 
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Figuree 6.12: Graphical representation of track following procedure. 

Too be able to compare track candidates a track quality factor Qtrack is defined by 
-fouterr (-Winner), i-e. the number of outer (inner) tracker measurements, the Xi contribu
tionn of all measurements and a weight factor w: 

/track k 

iVoute e 

X, X, E*JJ +2 
Winner r 

NNh h 

j=0 j=0 

(6.3) ) 

Thee weight factor w is set to 0.1. This implies that a measurement with a \ 2 contribution 
<< 10 (> 10) has a positive (negative) contribution to the quality. The quality factor 
containss a separate term for the outer and for the inner tracker, with the inner tracker 
partt given a double weight because the maximum expected number of measurements in 
thee inner tracker is half. 

Too limit the number of track branches after each station two criteria are applied: 

•• The track parameters of the candidates of each seed are required to be different. 
Trackss are considered identical if the track parameters (x, y, tx, ty) differ less than 
100 a. If two candidates are identical only the one with the highest quality, Qtrack* 
iss kept. 

•• A maximum of 10 candidates per track seed are allowed. If more candidates are 
foundd only those with the highest quality are kept. 

Inn some cases no track continuation is found within a station, e.g. due to a particle 
passingg through an insensitive part of the detector or due to an inefficiency in the intra-
stationn following. Therefore, a track is allowed to skip a whole station, i.e. have no 
assignedd hits in station n but continue in station n + 1. 
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Figuree 6.13: Graphical representation of the intra station hit clustering method. The 
leftt figure shows the "true" track and the predicted track together with 
aa "background" track. The vertical lines from the measurements (circles) 
too the predicted track indicate the residuals. As seen in the right figure 
thee residuals corresponding to the correct ambiguity measurements (solid 
lines)) have approximately the same value. The wrong ambiguity residuals 
(dashedd lines) and the background residuals (dotted lines) are spread in 
residuall space. 

Afterr applying the algorithm to all tracking stations a collection of track candidates 
exist.. An initial track seed can result in either no track candidate, one track candidate 
orr a multiple of candidates. The reason for finding no candidates can be either an 
inefficiencyy in the track-following algorithm or due to the fact that the initial seed was 
false.. In case a multiple of candidates is obtained some of them will be ghost tracks 
(seee section 6.4). To reduce the number of ghost tracks additional selection criteria 
aree applied. For every initial track seed the candidate with the highest quality Qbest is 
selected.. For the remaining candidates of the seed to survive they must be 

•• well reconstructed, i.e. have a quality within 95 % of Qbest, 

•• different, i.e. have at least 15 % different hits then the selected candidate(s). 

6.3.22 Intra station search 

Inputt to the intra station search are all the tracking hits in a station and the track 
candidatess found in the previous stations. The track candidates are extrapolated to 
thee 2-position of each of the detection layers (to give a predicted hit position). An 
intraa station search algorithm should, for every candidate, combine those hits that 
formm continuations of the track candidate. There are several ways to do this. The 
algorithmm presented in this section is a so called "global" algorithm, which means that all 
measurementss are treated in the same way. After assigning all consistent measurements 
too a track candidate the track parameters are updated. This is different with respect to 
aa "local" algorithm in which case each measurement is considered in sequence. 
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Thee algorithm uses the fact that measurements caused by the same particle will 
"cluster"" around the (predicted) trajectory. It is therefore a hit-clustering algorithm. 
Forr all measurements within a broad window around the predicted trajectory the dis
tancee of the predicted track position to the measurement, i.e. the residual, is calculated. 
Whenn the predicted track would follow the true particle trajectory the residuals of the 
measurementss will all be consistent with zero, within the small error caused by the de
tectorr measurement precision. The residuals of measurements caused by other particles 
willl not cluster around zero. This also holds for wrong left/right ambiguity assignments 
off outer tracker hits. If the predicted track deviates from the true trajectory the resid
ualss of the true measurements will still approximately be the same but shifted from 
zero.. This feature is exploited in the hit clustering method by assuming measurements 
causedd by the same particle to be clustered around the same residual (see figure 6.13 
forr a graphical representation). The intra station search consists of the following four 
steps:: selecting hits in a region of interest, hit clustering, cluster selection, and track 
continuation. . 

Reg ionn of interest 

Too reduce the combinatorics only those hits that are close to the predicted track position 
inn a layer are considered. This Region of Interest (Rol) is defined by a rectangle around 
thee predicted track position with size: 

RoIRoIx<yx<y = 5ax>y + offsetT>{, , (6.4) 

withh ax<y the error on the x, ^-position of the trajectory at the measurement layer. In 
casee of Gaussian errors practically all measurements are within the 5 a region. Due 
too the non-Gaussian effects reported in chapter 5 this is not the case. Therefore, an 
additionall offset is determined for each station with a maximum size of 20 mm. 

Cluster in g g 

Forr all hits in the Rol, the residual w.r.t. the predicted track state is calculated, i.e. 
rr  = m — fr(x), as was defined in section 5.2.1. The hits are then clustered into groups 
off hits which have approximately the same residual (see figure 6.13). There are two 
criteriaa defining a cluster: 

•• Two hits belong to the same cluster if their difference in residual is smaller than 
aa distance dmaX' For all stations dmax — 0.7 mm is used. 

•• A cluster must contain at least iVmin hits. A conservative value of NmiQ = 3 is 
chosenn for hits in the outer tracker layers. In case the cluster only contains inner 
trackerr hits -/Vmin = 2 is used. 

Clusterr  select ion 

Inn the next step a quality factor is calculated for each cluster. The definition of the 
qualityy factor incorporates three properties of the cluster: 
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•• The number of hits, N, in the cluster. 

•• The average (residual) distance, R, of the cluster to the track prediction; 

wheree r\ is the residual of hit i. The obtained R value is translated into a proba
bilityy by comparing it to the distribution of R values obtained for clusters formed 
byy true tracks. This is achieved by normalising the distribution of true R values 
too 1.0, and parameterising this distribution by a double Gaussian function ƒ with 
standardd deviations o~i and a2- From this distribution the quantity 

P{R)P{R) = 1- / f(x;aua2)dx (6.6) 
J-\R\ J-\R\ 

iss calculated, representing the probability that a cluster shows up at distance R if 
itt was generated by the track. 

•• The spread of the residuals around the average distance R, expressed by the total 

XX22,, i-e. 
NN , „ . 2 

X X £^ tt  , (6.7) 

withh a2 the error assigned to hit i. From this the \ 2 probability P(x2) is calcu
lated. . 

Usingg these three properties the cluster quality is defined: 

QcluslerQclusler = N X (P(R) + P(X
2)) . (6.8) 

Alll clusters for a given track prediction are ordered on quality. The best cluster and 
alll clusters with a quality within 70 % of this best cluster are kept and considered as a 
trackk continuation candidate. 

Trackk cont inuat ion 

Thee remaining clusters are added to the track with the Kalman filter on a hit by hit 
basis,, rejecting measurements with a large \2- For all candidates associated with the 
startingg candidate the track quality Qt.mok (as in equation 6.3) is calculated using only 
thee measurements in the cluster. The track continuation with the best quality, and all 
otherss with a quality within 60 % of the best are accepted as track continuations. 

6.44 Pattern recognition performance 

Alll results are obtained from a sample of 8000 B  ̂ —> 7r+7r~ events overlayed with min
imumm bias events (pile-up) to the nominal luminosity of 2 x 1032cm_2s_1 . As for the 
trackk fit (see section 5.3) only "physics" tracks are considered, i.e. particles satisfying 
thee following track selection criteria: 
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•• track momentum must be larger than 3 GeV/c, 

•• the first hit must lie at a position before z = 1.0 m, 

•• the last hit must lie at a position after z — 9.2 m, 

•• the track must be in the acceptance of the LHCb tracking system, i.e. traverse 
thee tracking stations T2-T9. 

Thiss selects particles originating from the vertex and traversing the tracking stations. 
Thee performance of the algorithms is studied by comparing reconstructed tracks to 

' t rue"" tracks. The matching criteria used to determine if a track is correctly recon
structedd are : 

•• a hit purity of more than 70 %, i.e. ^ ^ > 0.7 with nTeco the total number of 
measurementss on the reconstructed track and ngood the number of measurements 
correctlyy assigned to the track, 

•• a hit efficiency of more than 70%, i.e. ^ ^ > 0.7 with 7itrue the total number of 
measurementss possible on the true track and ng0od the number of measurements 
correctlyy assigned to the reconstructed track, 

•• the track position reconstructed within 10 a of the true position at the upstream 
edgee of station T2 (z = 2111 mm). 

Thee algorithm efficiency is defined as the percentage of physics tracks that are correctly 
reconstructed.. The ghost rate is defined as the percentage of reconstructed tracks that 
havee no hit purity > 70% for any true track. 

6.4.11 Track seeding 

Too study the performance of the seeding algorithm only the hit purity matching criterium 
iss used, i.e. purity > 70%. Figure 6.14 shows the seeding efficiency as a function of the 
momentumm of these tracks. The average seeding efficiency for these tracks is 1 %. 
Thee ghost rate is 27.1  0.1 %. 

Thee current algorithm is used to perform detector optimisation and performance 
studies.. However, it should not be considered the final algorithm. An improved algo
rithmm is currently under study[103]. Furthermore, different approaches to the task can 
bee studied, e.g. a Hough transform or cellular atoma[104] approach. 

6.4.22 Track following 

Thee stand-alone performance of the track-following algorithm is tested by assuming 
ideall performance of the seeding algorithm (i.e. 100 % efficiency and no ghosts). This 
iss achieved by obtaining the true track seeds from Monte Carlo and "smearing" the 
parameterss by Gaussians with the standard deviations as in table 6.2. These are con
servativee values as is seen by comparison with table 6.1, i.e. the resolutions obtained 
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Figuree 6.14: Track seeding efficiency as a function of momentum. 
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Figuree 6.15: Track following efficiency as a function of momentum. 
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Tablee 6.2: Assumed track parameter resolutions obtained from the track seeding for 
thee stand-alone following performance studies. 
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Figuree 6.16: Track seeding followed by track following pattern recognition efficiency as 
aa function of momentum. 

inn the track seeding. These track seeds are followed upstream through the magnet with 
thee track-following algorithm. 

Figuree 6.15 shows the track following efficiency as a function of momentum for 
"physics"" tracks applying all the matching criteria of page 128. The average track-
followingg efficiency for these tracks is 95.5  0.1 %. The efficiency is lower for low 
momentumm tracks. For tracks with momentum larger than 10 GeV/c the average effi
ciencyy is 97.1  0.1 %. The ghost rate is small, i.e. 0.95  0.02 %. 

6.4.33 Combined track seeding and following 

Byy using the track segments found in the track seeding in the track-following algo
ri thmm a complete pattern recognition chain in the tracking detectors is obtained. Using 
thee same track selection and track matching criteria as for track following an average 
trackk reconstruction efficiency of 91.4  0.1% is found. Figure 6.16 shows the pattern 
recognitionn efficiency for tracking as a function of momentum. 
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Figuree 6.17: Distribution of the total number of hits in the outer tracker (top) and 
innerr tracker (bottom) stations. 

Thee distribution of total number of hits in the outer tracker and inner tracker stations 
iss shown in figure 6.17. Due to the large event-by-event fluctuations mentioned in section 
6.11 the total number of hits per event shows a wide distribution. On average an event 
containss about 5000 outer tracker hits and 1600 inner tracker hits. 

Thee efficiency is expected to depend on the track density due to the fact that the 
numberr of combinatorics increases with the track density. Furthermore, the probability 
forr a channel to be hit more than once increases. Channels which are hit more than once 
willl not provide a measurement for all particles, thus effectively decreasing the detection 
efficiency.. Figure 6.18 shows the pattern recognition efficiency as a function of the total 
numberr of hits in the outer and inner tracker. Fitting a straight line through the data 
pointss results in the parametrisations: 

Eouterr = 9 7 . 5 % - 1.0 X 1 0 ~ 3 Nc 

Sinnerr = 9 7 . 3 % - 3 .0 X 1 0 ~ 3 ,¥; 

outerr /0 

% % 

Thiss shows the efficiency for low track densities to be about 97 %. The difference of 
~~ 3% with respect to the 100 %, is almost completely due to low momentum tracks. 

Thee total ghost rate for the combined algorithm is 15.6  0.1%. The ghost rate for 
onlyy track seeding is significantly higher (27 %). This shows that ghost tracks from the 
seedingg get "killed" when searching for track continuations upstream into the detector 
withh the track following algorithm. Figure 6.19 shows the ghost rate as a function of the 
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Figuree 6.18: Efficiency as a function of the total number of hits in the outer tracker 
(top)) and inner tracker (bottom) stations. The shown lines are straight 
linee fits through the data points. 
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Figur ee 6.19: Ghost rate as a function of the total number of hits in the outer tracker 
(top)) and inner tracker (bottom) stations. 

totall number of hits in the outer and inner tracker. As expected the ghost rate increases 
withh the number of hits. 

Thee resolution on the directions and positions at RICH-1 for the efficiently recon
structedd tracks are shown in figure 6.20. From these distributions the resolution is 
determinedd with the same method as in chapter 5 (i.e. double Gaussian fit). The 
resultss are presented in the last column of table 6.3. The first column shows the reso
lutionss obtained for ideal pattern recognition. Comparing these results shows that the 
resolutionn obtained with the pattern recognition algorithms described in this chapter is 
closee to ideal. 
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Figur ee 6.20: Resolution of the fitted position and direction for pattern recognition 
trackss at the downstream side of RICH-1 (Note: The index "PR" stands 
forr Pattern Recognition). 
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Tablee 6.3: Obtained resolution of positions and directions at RICH-1 on perfect pattern 
recognitionn tracks (no PR column) and on full pattern recognition tracks (PR 
column) ) 



Chapterr 7 

Trackingg performance 

Inn this chapter the performance of the LHCb tracking system, in terms of reconstructing 
interestingg B decays and extracting CP violating parameters, is studied. The chapter 
startss with a summary of the event selection criteria for the two benchmark decay modes 
discussedd in section 1.4, i.e. Bs —> DfKT and Bd —> 7r+7r~. These selection criteria 
havee been optimised in separate studies[7, 105] assuming ideal, i.e. 100% efficient, 
patternn recognition. In this thesis trajectory reconstruction including realistic pattern 
recognitionn algorithms are presented. The selection criteria are the same as those used in 
thee LHCb technical proposal[7] in order to allow for a fair comparison of the performance 
results. . 

Sectionn 7.1 summarises the event selection criteria, the expected background and the 
obtainedd mass resolution for the decay Bs —* DfKT. Section 7.2 summarises the event 
selectionn criteria and the expected background for the decay Bj, —> 7r+7r~. Section 7.3 
reportss on the (in)efficiency in the reconstruction of B decays with the pattern recogni
tionn algorithms discussed in chapter 6. Section 7.4 presents the expected event yields for 
thee benchmark channels per year of data taking. Section 7.5 compares these event yields 
andd the resulting resolutions of the CP violating parameters to the results presented 
inn the technical proposal. In section 7.6 a brief outlook is given on possible algorithm 
improvementss and on a recently started study to re-optimise the LHCb detector. 

7.11 Bs - • DfK* 

7.1.11 Event selection 

Thee event selection criteria are designed to select Bs —>  K+K~Tr )KZf: decays (see 
sectionn 1.4.2) from the large sample of events produced in LHCb. In LHCb the event 
selectionss are performed with the AXSEL[106] analysis package. The main selection 
criteriaa of AXSEL are summarised below. 

Firstt a set of well measured tracks is selected, i.e. tracks which have: 

•• at least one hit in the VELO system. This ensures that a high precision measure
mentt of the track is made close to the decay vertices. 
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•• at least 26 hits in the main tracking system. This selects tracks that have enough 
measurementss and traverse the whole magnet thus ensuring that the momentum 
iss well measured. 

•• the momentum measured with a precision better than 1.5 9c, i.e. have — < 1.5 9c. 

•• the RICH particle identification compatible with the assumed mass hypothesis. 
Forr a kaon the probability is required to be at least 90 9c and for a pion larger 
thann 20 %. 

Fromm the tracks thus selected, Ds candidate vertices are constructed by combining all 
oppositelyy charged kaon tracks with a third track compatible with a pion and requiring 
thesee tracks to coincide at a common vertex position. Furthermore, their reconstructed 
invariantt mass should correspond to that of the Ds (1.969 GeV/c2) . These requirements 
aree verified by performing a mass constrained vertex fit. The \ 2 probability of the fit is 
requiredd to be better than 0.5 96. 

Too obtain a Bs decay vertex the reconstructed Ds is combined with all remaining 
kaons.. The invariant mass of the Ds and the kaon is required to be within 30 MeV/c2 

off the Bs mass {5.369 GeV/c2) . The \2 probability of the Bs vertex fit is again required 
too be greater than 0.5 96. 

7.1.22 Background rejection 

Theree are two important sources of background: 

•• combinatorial background, i.e. events with kaons and pions that "by chance" 
satisfyy the right mass and vertex criteria, 

•• events containing a real Ds, especially when this Ds belongs to another B decay 
channel. . 

Too suppress the background events the following additional selection criteria are 
applied: : 

•• The Bs vertex should be upstream of the Ds vertex. 

•• The reconstructed Bs momentum vector should point to the primary vertex. This 
iss established by requiring the impact parameter to be smaller than 100 /mi. 

•• The Bs decay length normalised by the estimated error should be larger than 5. 

Distinguishingg a B decay containing a Ds is mainly achieved by the B mass cut of 
sectionn 7.1.1. 

Ann important Bs decay background is the decay Bs —> DS7T, which has a branching 
ratioo about a factor 20 larger than Bs —»• DfKT. The left plot in figure 7.1 shows the 
masss spectrum of reconstructed Bs —> DfK  ̂ candidates using only the information of 
thee tracking detectors. The mass resolution is sufficient to make a mass cut possible at 
aboutt 5.4 GeV/c 2 rejecting a significant fraction of the Bs -  ̂ DSTT candidates. Still the 
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Figuree 7.1: Mass spectrum of Bs —> DfK  ̂ candidates before partiele identification is 
appliedd (left), and after using the RICH information (right) [37]. 

samplee of Bs —* DfK11 will be severely diluted by Bs —> Ds7r events. To improve the 
separationn power LHCb uses two RICH detectors that provide particle identification, i.e. 
distinguishingg pions from kaons. The right plot in figure 7.1 shows the mass spectrum 
off B, —> D^KT candidates with use of the RICH detectors. 

7.1.33 Mass resolution 

AA precise mass resolution is important for suppression of background events. The re
constructedd B mass resolution depends on the momentum resolution of the individual 
trackss and on the resolution of the opening angle of the decay particles. The angles 
aree mainly determined by the vertex detector, the momenta by the main tracker. In 
figurefigure 7.2 the fitted mass resolution of the Bs as well as that of the Ds are shown. A Bs 

masss resolution of 10.7 MeV/c2 is obtained. 

7.22 Bn 7TT 7T 

7.2.11 Event selection 

Ass for the Bs —» DfK  ̂ decay the selection of Bd —> 7r+7r~ decays is performed with the 
AXSEL[106]] analysis package. The selection criteria are summarised below. 

Againn only well measured tracks are considered in the event reconstruction. In 
particularr tracks are required to: 

•• have at least 1 hit in the VELO system, ensuring precision information at the 
particlee position near to the decay vertices. 
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Figuree 7.2: Obtained Bs and Ds mass resolution for Bs —> DfKT events after applying 
alll selection criteria, (except the mass cut). 

•• be fitted with a reduced \ 2 < 50. This criterium rejects tracks that are "badly" 
fitted. fitted. 

•• have an impact parameter d0 with respect to the primary vertex smaller than 
55 mm (upper limit), measured with a precision ado better than 0.5 mm, and a 
normalisedd impact parameter d0/ado > 3. This criterium selects tracks that are 
likelyy to come from a B decay. 

Alll opposite-sign combinations of such tracks are used to form vertices. For a track 
combinationn to be selected as a candidate Bd vertex: 

•• the tracks should be fitted as a vertex with x2 < 5. 

•• the tracks should make up an invariant mass, under the pion hypothesis, within 
300 MeV/c2 of the Bd mass (5.279 GeV/c2) . 

•• the flight distance, i.e. the distance between the reconstructed vertex and the 
primaryy vertex, should be larger than 0.5 mm. 

7.2.22 Background rejection 

Thee decay Bd —> 7r+7r~ suffers from two main types of background: 

•• generic combinatoric background, 

•• B decays with the same two track topology, e.g. Bd —> K+ir~ or Bs K~TI^ K~TI^ 
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Figuree 7.3: Obtained B& mass resolution for B& —> 7r+7r events after applying all se
lectionn criteria (except the mass cut). 

Thee rejection of two body B background events is obtained by applying a mass cut 
inn combination with the particle identification provided by the RICH detector (see 
sectionn 7.2.1). 

AA large fraction of the combinatoric background is rejected by requiring a well dis
placedd secondary vertex. This is achieved by applying the following cuts: 

•• the momentum vector of the combined track should point to the primary vertex. 
Thiss is achieved by requiring cos9B > 0.95, where 9 B is the angle between the 
momentumm vector and the vector connecting primary and secondary vertex. 

•• the separation in z between the primary and secondary vertex normalised by the 
measurementt precision should be larger than 3, i.e. Sz/agz > 3. 

Inn addition the following kinematic cuts are imposed on the candidate pions and on the 
reconstructedd B meson: 

•• the helicity angle 9n of both pions in the B rest-frame should satisfy | cosö^| < 0.9, 

•• the transverse momentum pt of one pion should be larger than 3 GeV/c. The pt 

off the other pion should be at least 1 GeV/c, 

•• the pt of the reconstructed B  ̂ should be larger than 3 GeV/c. 

Figuree 7.3 shows the fitted mass resolution of the Bj after applying all cuts. A mass 
resolutionn of 21.8 MeV/c2 is obtained. 
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^signall track 

eePR PR 

event t 

BBss - DfK* 
94.77 , 
79.33  3.4% 

BBdd —• 7T + 7T~ 

96.88  0.7% 
93.88 % 

Tablee 7.1: Pattern recognition event reconstruction efficiency e^nt a n d the indi
viduall signal track reconstruction efficiency eSignal track f° r Bs —> DfK^ 
andBrff —• 7T+7r~ signal events. 

7.33 Pat tern recognition performance 

Thee event reconstruction inefficiency due to imperfect pattern recognition is a measure of 
thee performance of the LHCb tracking system. The event reconstruction efficiency c ^ n t 

correspondingg to the pattern recognition performance is defined as the actual number 
off reconstructed B events divided by the number that would be obtained if the pattern 
recognitionn were fully efficient for all tracks within the LHCb acceptance. To determine 
thiss efficiency the following procedure is followed: 

1.. Signal B events are generated with SICBMC1 (see section 5.1). 

2.. The complete event, i.e. including all sub-detectors, is reconstructed with the 
Bruneii software. 

3.. The tracks are fitted with the hits correctly assigned to the tracks. 

4.. By means of the AXSEL routines the event selection criteria of sections 7.1 and 7.2 
aree applied for the B decay under study. 

5.. In case the event passes the physics selection cuts all tracks are reconstructed with 
fulll pattern recognition. If all stable decay products of the B meson are found in 
thee pattern recognition the event is efficiently reconstructed. 

Stepp 4 results in the number of events A^iect assuming ideal pattern recognition. Step 
55 results in the number of events NPR that also have all stable decay products found in 
thee pattern recognition. The event reconstruction efficiency due to pattern recognition 
iss thus e™nt = NPR/Nse]eci. 

Tablee 7.1 shows this event reconstruction efficiency for the benchmark B decay modes 
BBss —* D^KT and Bd —• TT+-K~ . Obviously, the first decay mode has a lower efficiency 
becausee of the four decay particles that have to be reconstructed. Table 7.1 also shows 
thee individual track reconstruction efficiency eSignai track for the decay particles of the 
BB meson. These numbers are higher than the average track efficiency of 91.4  0.1%. 
Thiss is explained by the fact that the momenta as well as transverse momenta(i.e. a 
largee angle 9) of the B decay particles are significantly higher than that of the underlying 
eventss (see figure 2.19 and figure 7.4). The track reconstruction efficiency is higher for 
thiss type of tracks (see figure 6.16). 

1Thee events were 'piled up' with minimum bias events corresponding to a luminosity of 5 x 
10322 cm - 2s - 1 , i.e. high luminosity mode. 
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Figuree 7.4: The simulated momentum spectrum for the pions from Bd 

thee remaining tracks within the LHCb acceptance. 
and d 

7.44 Event yields 

Thee previous section reports on the track and event reconstruction (in)efficiency due 
too the pattern recognition algorithms. From a physics point of view the interesting 
quantityy is the total number of fully reconstructed and tagged events that is expected 
"onn tape" after a year (107 seconds) of LHCb operation. In this section the event yields 
takingg into account the track reconstruction inefficiencies due to pattern recognition are 
presentedd for the two benchmark channels. Note that currently the input to AXSEL 
aree the tracks originating from ideal pattern recognition. This is necessary because the 
combinedd seeding and following of tracks is not yet linked to the measurements from 
thee VELO. 

Att the nominal luminosity of 2 x 1032 arT2 s _ 1 the expected number of bb pairs 
producedd per year in a single interaction is 5.6 • 1011 (see section 2.1). Taking the 
productionn rate ratios of b quarks into Bu, Bd and Bs to be 40 %, 40 % and 12 % [7] 
andd assuming the same ratios for the charge conjugate state the number of produced 
BB mesons are: 

BBuuXXbb + c.c. 

BBddXXbb + c.c. 

BBssXbXb + c.c. 

4.5-10 ' ' 

4.55 • 101 

1.3-- 101 

Heree Xb stands for any hadron with a b quark, and c.c. for the charge conjugate states. 
Onlyy a fraction of the produced Bs and Bd mesons decay via the benchmark chan

nelss of sections 7.1 and 7.2. The branching ratio for Bd —> ir+ir~ is 7.0 • 10~6 [7], re-
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Figuree 7.5: Steps in the event reconstruction that reduce the number of produced 
BB events ArJ?nera e to the number of reconstructed and tagged events on 
tapee Ny™. 
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suitingg in 3.2 • 106 of these decays available in one year of data taking. The branch
ingg ratio for Bs - • D\;K+  is 2.0 • 10"4 and for Bs -> DjK~ 3.1 • 1CT5 [7]. Only 
aa fraction of the Ds mesons will decay into KKTT. The visible branching ratio for 
BBss - f >  is 9.4 • 10~6. This means 1.2 • 106 of these decay are pro
ducedd in a year of LHCb data taking. 

Nott all produced decays are fully reconstructed by LHCb. To get the final number 
off fully reconstructed and tagged events "on tape" several reduction steps need to be 
applied.. These reduction steps are (see also figure 7.5): 

•• Only part of the events have all the B decay products decay inside the LHCb 
spectrometerr acceptance. If not all B decay products are in the acceptance the 
eventt can not be reconstructed. An event is defined to be in the acceptance if 
alll stable particles cross all tracking stations2. The fraction of accepted events is 

^•acceptedd . 

definedd by the ratio -gneratH1| with N™cep the number of accepted events. 

Nott all selected B events pass the triggers. The trigger efficiency is defined as 

^trigger r fcrr ,ed where Aringger is the number of triggered events. 

•• For those events that pass the triggers the tracks are reconstructed by the recon
structionn algorithms including the pattern recognition. The track reconstruction 

/y-trackk . 

efficiencyy is defined as etrack = triL^d where Ngk is the number of events with 
NNB B 

alll stable particles found in the track reconstruction. 

•• The next step is the reconstruction of the B event. For the two benchmark channels 

thiss is achieved by applying the event selection criteria outlined in sections 7.1 

andd 7.2. The event reconstruction efficiency is defined as eevent = frack where 

geventt j s ^ e number of events that pass the selection criteria. 

•• In order to study neutral B meson decays involving flavour oscillations the initial 
flavourflavour of the produced B meson needs to be identified. This is achieved by 
detectingg the flavour of the accompanying B hadron from the charge of decay 
leptonss and kaons3. Several tagging possibilities exist depending on the specific 
BB decay[7], Not all events with the B meson decay fully reconstructed will be 
tagged.. The tagging efficiency is the fraction of these events that will be tagged, 
i.e.. etag = T^FHt, with Wgear the final number of fully reconstructed and tagged 
eventss on tape per year. 

Thee LHCb reconstruction program as described in this thesis is used to determine the 
acceptanceacceptance and the efficiencies etrack and eevent for the benchmark channels Bs —• D^KT 

andd Bd —• 7r+7r". For the trigger efficiency as well as the tagging efficiency the numbers 

22 In fact all stable decay products of the B meson are required to be "physics" tracks using the 
criteriaa denned in section 6.4. 

3Nextt to using the accompanying B hadron for tagging, also a same-side tagging strategy can be 
applied.. In this case the flavour is determined by using the particles produced in association with the 
BB meson. 
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Mode Mode 
BBss -+ DfK* 
BBdd —» 7T+7T" 

acceptance e 
3.37c c 
8.3% % 

^trigger r 

16% % 
17% % 

^track k 

77% % 
88% % 

^event t 

42% % 
33% % 

flag g 

40% % 
40% % 

Arpervear r 
1S1SB B 

823 3 
5212 2 

Tablee 7.2: Event reduction factors and the final expected LHCb event yield for the 
channelss Bs —• DfKT and Bd —• n+n~ in one year of data taking. 

fromm the technical proposal[7] are used. The efficiency (reduction) factors are indicated 
inn table 7.2. Starting from the number of events produced in a year of LHCb running 
thee expected number of fully reconstructed and tagged events on tape is calculated. The 
lastt column in table 7.2 shows that about 800 Bs —• £>*(—> K+K~7r )KT events and 
52000 Bd —> 7T+7r_ events are expected. 

7.55 Comparison 

Thee number of reconstructed events determines the precision with which CP violation 
cann be measured by the LHCb experiment. As mentioned in section 1.4 the benchmark 
decayss can be used to measure the unitarity triangle angles a and 7'. In case of the 
decayy Bd —> 7r+7r~ the unitarity angle a is determined by fitting equation 1.21 to the rate 
asymmetryy between the decay of Bd and Bd to 7r+7r_. In case of the decay Bs —• DfKT 

thee parameters |A| and <p (|A| and q>) are fitted from the rate asymmetry AD-K~{t) 
(A(ADD^  ̂ K.. (£))• From the fitted values and using equation 1.23 the angle 7' is determined. 

Mode e 
BBss - DfK* 
BdBd —» 7T+7T~ 

Arperyear r 

2420 0 
6900 0 

Tablee 7.3: LHCb event yield presented in the technical proposal[7] for the decays 
BBss —> DfK  ̂ and Bd —*  TT^TT" in one year of data taking. 

Inn the technical proposal the expected sensitivity on the measurement of these angles 
iss presented. The results were obtained by performing fits of the parameters of the rate 
asymmetriess to rate distributions obtained with stand alone simulation programs [7] 
simulatingg the number of fully reconstructed events per year. The event yields for 
thee two benchmark decays presented in the LHCb technical proposal [7] are shown in 
tablee 7.3. 

Thee event yields in the technical proposal are higher than those presented in the 
previouss section (table 7.2). In case of the decays Bs —• DfKT the event yield is reduced 
byy a factor 823/2420 = 0.34. In case of the decays Bd —> 7r+7r~ the event yield is reduced 
byy a factor 5212/6900 = 0.76. The new results, however, provide a more realistic 
estimatee of the expected event yields because of two reasons. First of all, the LHCb 
detectorr description has become more realistic. This has resulted in an increase of the 
amountt of material in the detector and thus in the number of radiation lengths and 
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y y 

0° ° 
30° ° 
90° ° 
120° ° 
150° ° 

<7y y 

T PP new 
7.1° ° 
8.8° ° 
9.3° ° 
8.3° ° 
6.5° ° 

8.1° ° 
10.1° ° 
10.7° ° 
9.5° ° 
7.5° ° 

a a 

0° ° 
30° ° 

aaa a 

TP P 
1.6° ° 
3.4° ° 

new w 
2.7° ° 
5.7° ° 

Tablee 7.4: The fitted errors (in the technical proposal ('TP') and in this thesis ('new')) 
onn a (left table) and 7' (right table) from the decays Bd —> TT+TT~ and 
BBss —*  DfK  ̂ for different values of a and 7 corresponding to one year of 
dataa taking. In case of the 7' fit it is assumed that A — 30° and xs = 20. 

numberr of interaction lengths. The material budget for the VELO system increased 
fromm 10% XQ to 19% X0 and per outer tracker station increased from 1.6% to 3.0%. 
Thee total radiation length up to PJCH-2 has increased from 40% X0 up to 60% XQ. As 
aa consequence 

•• of the increase in interaction length more charged hadrons will experience an in
teraction.. Therefore, the probability for a particle to traverse all tracking stations 
hass decreased from 85 — 90% in the technical proposal down to 70 — 80% in the 
setupp described in this thesis. 

•• of the increase in radiation length minimum ionising particles experience more 
multiplee scattering deflections. Consequently the obtained track parameter reso
lutionss are worse. Moreover, it leads to an increase of photon conversions. 

•• there are more secondary particles in the detector resulting in more detector hits. 
Therefore,, the detector occupancy has increased resulting in an increase of multiply 
hitt channels. This leads to a loss in track reconstruction efficiency. 

Secondly,, in the technical proposal the pattern recognition was assumed to be 100% 
efficient.. The results presented in this thesis include realistic track finding and following 
patternn recognition algorithms in the outer and inner tracker. As mentioned in sec
tionn 7.3 the pattern recognition event reconstruction efficiency is ~ 79% for Bs —* DfK^ 
eventss and ~ 94% for Bd —• 7r+7r~ events. The fact that for Bs —• DfK*  four parti
cless need to be efficiently reconstructed and for Bd —> 7r+7r only two explains why the 
reductionn in event yield is larger for Bs —» DfK  ̂ events. 

Thee physics simulations of the technical proposal have not been repeated. Also, the 
eventt selection criteria have not been re-tuned4. However, an estimate of the expected 
sensitivitiess is made under the assumption that the errors scale with the yJV, with N 
thee number of fully reconstructed tagged events in one year of data taking. In table 7.4 
(left)) the obtained errors on a for two different values of a as presented in the technical 

1Thee 30 MeV/c2 Bd mass cut of section 7.2.1 will cut away a fraction of the signal events as can be 
seenn in figure 7.3. This cut has to be re-tuned to cope with the decreased mass resolution because of 
thee effects mentioned above. 
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proposall are presented5. Furthermore, the newly obtained resolutions using the event 
yieldss of table 7.2 and applying the scaling with >/N are presented. In table 7.4 (right) 
thee obtained errors on 7' for different values of 7' for the technical proposal and the 
currentt study are presented for A = 30°. 

7.66 Outlook 

Severall improvements can still be made in the reconstruction of the B decays. The 
currentt pattern recognition algorithms can be tuned and improved at various points. 
Ann improvement can also be made by performing the pattern recognition in several 
passes,, i.e. first finding the "easy" high momentum particles and then another pass 
forr finding the more tough cases discarding the already used hits for the already found 
tracks.. Improved track finding algorithms will be able to reconstruct, tracks that do not 
traversee all tracking stations, i.e. recovering events with some of the B decay products 
absorbedd by the spectrometer. Furthermore, it is envisaged to develop new algorithms. 

However,, the gain of these improvements is limited. Therefore, recently studies 
havee started to improve the performance of the LHCb experiment by a redesign of the 
detector.. The basic idea is to reduce the amount of material in the detector (resulting 
inn the LHCb-light setup). This is achieved by: 

•• keeping only one tracking station just after RICH-1 and three seeding stations in 
thee field free region before RICH-2 (i.e. the station T l before RICH-1, the magnet 
stationss T3-T5 and the seeding station T6 are removed), 

•• reducing the number of stations in the VELO setup and reducing the silicon sensor 
thicknesss to 220yum, 

•• reducing the material thickness of RICH-1 mirrors and frame, 

•• removing the magnet shielding plate 

Trackingg studies for the LHCb-light detector are currently being performed. Pre
liminaryy studies show that the track reconstruction efficiencies for "long11 tracks, i.e. 
trackss that traverse the whole spectrometer, are similar to the efficiency with the classic 
setup.. Currently, results on efficiency for the B meson decay reconstruction are not yet 
available.. Therefore, it remains to be seen if this new detector optimisation will result 
inn higher event yields and hence in an improved capability to study CP violation. 

5Thesee results are obtained assuming no contribution is present from the penguin diagrams. 
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Thee LHCb detector will be situated at one of the interaction points of the Large Hadron 
Colliderr (LHC), the new proton-proton collider that CERN is presently constructing. 
LHCC will produce B mesons at high rate, which makes it possible to perform detailed 
studiess of CP violation in the B meson systems. The LHCb detector is designed to max
imallyy exploit this possibility. This thesis reports on research done on the reconstruction 
off trajectories of charged particles in the LHCb detector and the effect of reconstruction 
inefficienciess on the measurement of CP violation parameters. 

Thee thesis starts with a brief review of CP violation and how it is incorporated 
inn the Standard Model of particle physics. The existence of CP violation was already 
demonstratedd in the mixing of neutral kaons in 1964. It is argued that much larger CP 
asymmetriess are expected to occur in decays of neutral B mesons. This is confirmed by 
thee recent measurements of the BaBar and Belle experiments showing a large asymmetry 
inn Bd mesons decays as represented by the CP violation parameter sin 2/3 ~ 0.78. Since 
thee theoretical uncertainties in calculations involving b quarks are smaller than for the 
muchh lighter s quarks, the neutral B meson decays is an interesting topic to test the 
internall consistency of the Standard Model and, possibly, to look for physics beyond 
thiss model. 

Thee LHC is a circular collider of about 27 km circumference in which two proton 
beamss are brought in collision at a centre of mass energy of y/s = 14 TeV. The bunch 
crossingg frequency is 40 MHz. B events can be distinguished by the existence of a 
secondaryy B decay vertex. At the LHC design luminosity of 1034cm~2s_1 on average 
aboutt 27 interactions will occur per beam crossing. Because matching secondary decay-
verticess to the corresponding primary interaction vertices becomes difficult under these 
circumstancess LHCb has chosen to run at the lower luminosity of 2 x 1032cm -^s^1 and 
willl accept only single interaction events. 

AA simulation shows that both B hadrons are predominantly produced in the same for
wardd cone. This feature is exploited in the layout of the LHCb detector, which is a single 
armm forward spectrometer with a polar angular coverage from 10 mrad to 300(250) mrad 
inn the horizontal (vertical) plane. The main tracking detectors provide the measurements 
too reconstruct the trajectories of charged particles and their momenta as the particles 
aree deflected by a magnetic field provided by a large dipole magnet. In addition to the 
trackingg system the LHCb detector comprises a vertex detector measuring the particle 
trajectoriess close to the interaction region, two Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detec
torss providing particle identification, an electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter for 
measuringg the energy of electrons, photons and hadrons and a muon detector to identify 
andd trigger on the muons in the events. 
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Thee main tracking system consists of nine stations of tracking chambers (T1-T9). 
Thee particle rate near the beam-pipe is much higher then for larger polar angles. There
fore,, to cover the full angular acceptance LHCb has chosen to use two tracking detector 
technologies.. The regions of high track density are covered by an inner tracker based 
onn a silicon technology. The outer tracker covers the remaining part of the acceptance. 
Itt is built out of gas filled drift tubes. 

Inn this thesis the (prototype) tests and the design considerations that have led to 
thee outer tracker design as presented in the outer tracker technical design report, are 
presented.. After a brief review of the operation principle of gas filled drift tubes, the 
selectionn of the drift gas mixture is discussed. The main component of the gas mixture 
iss argon with CO2 as a quencher. To obtain a sufficiently fast drift gas CF  ̂ is added. 
Extensivee aging tests have been performed on various cathode materials of the drift 
tubes.. These measurements show the polymer Kapton-XC to be sufficiently radiation 
hard.. Studies on the electrical properties of the drift tubes show that the addition of 
ann aluminium layer significantly improves conductivity and reduces cross talk. 

Severall outer tracker prototype modules, with different properties are constructed. 
Fromm 1998 until 2001 some of these prototypes were tested in a particle beam. The 
measurementss of various drift cell properties as a function of varying drift gas compo
sition,, high voltage and magnetic field settings are described. Measurements as well as 
computerr simulations point to the use of 5 mm diameter straws as tube geometry. A 
finalfinal full scale (2 x 1.6 m) prototype module shows an average cell efficiency of 97.2 %, a 
positionn resolution of about 200 /an and a cross talk level below 6%. Furthermore, the 
maximumm drift time in these drift cells in a 0.0(1.4) T magnetic field is measured to be 
32.5(40.9)) ns. These properties satisfy the requirements for the outer tracker very well. 

Thee remaining part of this thesis is devoted to track reconstruction procedures de
velopedd for LHCb. Based on simulated data, the momentum, position and direction of 
particless are reconstructed at several important positions in the LHCb spectrometer. 
Too fit these track parameters the Kalman Filter formalism is used. It includes four 
differentt measurement types; the outer tracker hits, the inner tracker clusters and the 
twoo types of vertex detector clusters. The Kalman filter treats multiple scattering and 
energyy loss locally. Therefore, the fitted track will follow the true trajectory as closely 
ass possible. The presence of an inhomogeneous magnetic field results in a complicated 
trackk model. Therefore a step-wise 5th order Runga-Kutta method is used to propagate 
thee track parameters. 

Too be able to check the track fit the expected detector output is simulated. A 
comparisonn of the fitted error on track parameters with the true error {by means of 
pull-distributions)) shows that the errors in these simulations are well understood. At 
thee track creation vertex average resolutions of ~ 27/im on the position and 0.18 mrad 
onn the directions are obtained. The momentum resolution is about 0.40 %. 

Beforee fitting a trajectory the detector measurements have to be assigned to the cor
respondingg particle. In this thesis a set of pattern recognition algorithms are presented 
thatt solve this problem. The pattern recognition procedure is performed "upstream", 
i.e.. opposite to the particle flow direction. It is split into two sub-tasks: track seeding 
andd track following. The task of the track seeding is to find track segments in the track
ingg stations T6-T9. The task of track following is to follow these tracks towards the 
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vertexx region by searching in the stations T1-T5 for the measurements corresponding 
too these tracks. 

Thee performance of the pattern recognition algorithms is studied for particles orig
inatingg from the vertex region and traversing the whole spectrometer. The presented 
trackk seeding algorithm has an average efficiency of . The ghost rate, i.e. the 
percentagee of reconstructed tracks that is not associated to a real particle, is . 
Thee average track following efficiency is . The ghost rate is only 1%. The com
binedd algorithms give an average efficiency of % and a ghost rate of . 

Thee thesis continues with a study of the LHCb performance in reconstructing two 
benchmarkk B meson decay modes that are relevant for measuring CP violation. A low 
trackk multiplicity decay Bd —> 7r+7r and a high track multiplicity decay Bs —> DfKT 

followedd by Df —• K+K~7r  are considered. The Bd in the decay Bd —• TT+IT~ is re
constructedd by the LHCb tracking system with a mass resolution of 10.7 MeV/c2 . The 
BBss in the decay Ba —• DfKT is reconstructed with a mass resolution of 21.8 MeV/c2 . 
Thee event reconstruction inefficiency due to the pattern recognition algorithms is shown 
byy comparing it with ideal, i.e. 100% efficient, pattern recognition. The event re
constructionn efficiency for the two body decay Bd —> TT+IT~~ is about 94%. The decay 
BBss —• DfK  ̂ with four stable decay products has an event reconstruction efficiency of 
aboutt 79% showing the importance of a high track reconstruction efficiency. 

Att the LHCb nominal luminosity of 2 x 103 2cm_ 2s_ 1 the expected number of bb pairs 
producedd in single interaction bunch crossings in one year of LHCb operation is 5 -1011. 
Onlyy a fraction of the B hadrons will decay in one of the benchmark channels. Further
more,, not all produced decays are fully reconstructed by LHCb because of acceptance 
effects,, trigger inefficiencies and track and event reconstruction inefficiencies. Taking all 
thesee effects into account it is expected that about 800 Bs —>• DfKT events and 5200 
BBdd —+ 7T+7r~ events will be observed in one year of data taking. The number of recon
structedd events determines the precision with which CP violation can be measured with 
thee LHCb experiment. The obtained results are compared with an earlier study on the 
LHCbb performance. The thesis is concluded with a brief outlook on possible algorithm 
andd detector improvements. 
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Dee LHCb-detector zal worden geplaatst bij een van de botsingspunten van de Large 
HadronHadron Collider (LHC). de nieuwe protonenversneller die momenteel wordt gebouwd 
opp het CERN. De LHC zal met een hoge frequentie B-mesonen produceren. Dit maakt 
hett mogelijk om gedetailleerde studies te doen naar C P-schending bij B-mesonen. De 
LHCb-detectorr is ontworpen om optimaal gebruik te maken van deze mogelijkheid. Dit 
proefschriftt is het verslag van onderzoek dat is verricht naar het reconstrueren van de 
sporenn van geladen deeltjes in de LHCb-detector en naar het effect van inefficiënties in 
dezee reconstructie op de meting van CP-schendingsparameters. 

Hett eerste deel van dit proefschrift geeft een kort overzicht van C P-schending en hoe 
hett is opgenomen in het Standaardmodel van de deeltjesfysica. Het bestaan van CP-
schendingg is reeds in 1964 aangetoond bij het verval van neutrale kaonen. De verwachting 
iss dat bij het verval van neutrale B-mesonen een veel grotere CP-asymmetrie optreedt. 
Recentee metingen in de Babar en Belle experimenten bevestigen dit in de meting van 
dee CP-schendingsparameter sin 2/3 ~ 0.78. Het feit dat de theoretische onzekerheid in 
berekeningenn met de fe-quarks kleiner is dan met de veel lichtere s-quarks, maakt neutrale 
P-mesonenn een interessant gebied om de interne consistentie van het Standaardmodel 
tee testen en om mogelijke fysische processen te vinden die buiten dit model vallen. 

Dee LHC is een cirkelvormige deeltjesversneller met een omtrek van ongeveer 27 kilo
meterr waarin men twee protonenbundels met een frequentie van 40 MHz op elkaar 
laatt botsen met een massamiddelpuntsenergie van 14 TeV. Een P-meson gebeurtenis 
onderscheidd zich door het bestaan van een tweede vervalpunt. Bij de geplande LHC 
luminositeitt van 1034cm~2s_1 zullen gemiddeld 27 interacties plaats vinden per botsing. 
Omdatt het bij dergelijke omstandigheden moeilijk is om de interacties te onderscheiden 
heeftt LHCb-er voor gekozen om te opereren met een luminositeit van 2 x 1032cm~2s_1 

enn om alleen enkelvoudige botsingen toe te laten. 
P-mesonenn worden altijd paarsgewijs geproduceerd. Uit simulatie blijkt dat beide 

P-mesonenn meestal worden geproduceerd onder dezelfde kleine openingshoek (t.o.v. de 
bundelas).. In het ontwerp van de LHCb-detector is hiermee rekening gehouden door 
dezee uit te voeren als enkelzijdige voorwaartse spectrometer. De primaire positiedetec-
torenn leveren de gegevens waarmee de banen van de geladen deeltjes gereconstruceerd 
kunnenn worden. De impuls van de deeltjes wordt bepaald door meting van de krom
mingg van de deeltjesbanen in het magnetisch veld van een grote dipoolmagneet. Verder 
bestaatt de LHCb-detector uit een vertexdetector die de banen van deeltjes vlak bij het 
interactiepuntt meet, twee Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detectoren die de deeltjes 
identificeren,, een calorimeter om de energie van elektronen, fotonen, en hadronen te 
meten,, en tenslotte een muondetector om muonen te identificeren. 
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Hett primaire positiedetectiesysteem is opgebouwd uit negen tracking stations (TI
TO).. De deeltjesintensiteit nabij de bundelas is veel hoger dan onder een grote openings-
hoek.. Dit is de reden waarom LHCb-gebruikt maakt van twee verschillende detectietech-
nologieën.. De inner tracker (binnenste detector) is gebaseerd op siliciumtechnologie en 
meett in het gebied waar de deeltjes intensiteit het hoogst is. De outer tracker (buitenste 
detector)) is opgebouwd uit strootjes gevuld met een dnftgas en beslaat het overige 
gebied. . 

Hett tweede deel van dit proefschrift geeft een verslag van de tests en ontwerpkeuzes 
diee hebben geleid tot het ontwerp van de outer tracker zoals gepresenteerd in het LHCb-
outerouter tracker design report. Na een kort overzicht van de werking van driftgas-detectoren 
wordtt de keuze van het gasmengsel bediscussieerd. Het hoofdbestanddeel van het gas
mengsell is argon en C02 wordt gebruikt als quencher. Om het gas voldoende snel te 
makenn wordt er CF4 toegevoegd. Om een geschikt kathodemateriaal te vinden zijn er 
uitgebreidee verouder ingst est s verricht voor diverse materialen. De metingen wezen uit 
datt het. polymeer Kapton-XC voldoende stralingsbestendig is. Onderzoek van de elek
trischee eigenschappen laat zien dat de toevoeging van een aluminiumlaag op de kathode 
dee elektrische geleiding significant verbetert en de overspraak (cross talk) vermindert. 

Gedurendee het onderzoek zijn er diverse prototype detectoren, met verschillende 
eigenschappen,, gebouwd. In de periode van 1998 tot 2001 zijn enkele van deze proto
typess getest in een deeltjesbundel. De meetresultaten voor diverse eigenschappen van de 
detectorenn bij verschillende soorten gasmengsel, hoogspanning en magnetisch veld wor
denn beschreven. Metingen en computersimulaties tonen aan dat de geometrie van de 
buizenn moet bestaan uit strootjes met een doorsnede van 5 mm. Voor een prototype op 
waree grootte (2 x 1.6 m) is een gemiddelde cel-efficiënt ie van 97.2%, een positieresolutie 
vann ongeveer 200 ^m en een overspraakniveau van minder dan 6% gemeten. Verder is 
gemetenn dat de maximale drifttijd in deze detectoren 32.5(40.9) ns is bij een magnetisch 
veldd van 0.0(1.4) T. Deze eigenschappen voldoen ruimschoots aan de eisen die gesteld 
zijnn aan de outer tracker. 

Hett derde deel van dit proefschrift is gewijd aan methoden om de deeltjesbanen in 
dee LHCb-detector te reconstrueren. Met behulp van gesimuleerde detectordata wordt 
dee impuls, de positie en de richting van deeltjes op diverse belangrijke plaatsen in de 
LHCb-spectrometerr bepaald. Er wordt gebruik gemaakt van vier verschillende detec-
tormetingen:: de inner tracker clusters, the outer tracker hits en twee type vertex detector 
clusters.. De berekeningen maken gebruik van het Kalman Filter formalisme. Het in-
homogenee magneetveld leidt tot een complex model voor het deeltjesspoor. Daarom is 
gebruikk gemaakt van een stapsgewijze 5e-orde Runga-Kutta methode om de baanpa-
rameterss te propageren. 

Omm de precisie van het reconstructief or malisme te bepalen worden de baanparame-
terss vergeleken met de gesimuleerde deeltjes. Een vergelijking van de berekende fout met 
dee werkelijke afwijking leert ons dat de fouten in de reconstructie goed onder controle 
zijn.. Op het punt waar het spoor ontstaat wordt een gemiddelde resolutie van ~ 27^m 
voorr de positie gehaald en 0.18 mrad voor de richting. De impulsresolutie is ongeveer 
0.40%. . 

Voordatt een spoor berekend wordt moeten de metingen van de detector toegewezen 
wordenn aan het bijbehorende deeltje. In dit proefschrift zijn een aantal algoritmes 
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voorr patroonherkenning behandeld die dit probleem oplossen. Het uitvoeren van de 
patroonherkenningg gebeurt stroomopwaarts, dat wil zeggen tegengesteld aan de richting 
waarinn de deeltjes zich bewegen. De procedure is opgesplitst in twee subtaken; track 
seedingseeding en track following. Bij track seeding is het de taak om delen van het spoor te 
vindenn in de stations T6-T9. Bij track following is het de taak om het spoor terug te 
volgenn naar het botsingsgebied door in de stations T1-T5 te zoeken naar metingen die 
overeenkomenn met het deeltje. 

Dee prestatie van de patroonherkenningsalgoritmen is bestudeerd voor deeltjes die 
startenn in het botsingsgebied en de gehele spectrometer door gaan. Het track seeding 
algoritmee heeft een gemiddelde efficiëntie van 96.8  0.1%. De ghost rate, het percen
tagee van gereconstrueerde banen dat niet gekoppeld kan worden aan een echt deeltje, 
bedraagtt 27.1  0.1%. De gemiddelde efficiëntie van het track following algoritme is 
95.55  0.1% en de ghost rate slechts 1%. De algoritmen achter elkaar uitgevoerd levert 
eenn gemiddelde efficiëntie van 91.4  0.1% en een ghost rate van 15.6  0.1%. 

Hett vierde en laatste deel van het proefschrift is gewijd aan de volledige recon
structiee van twee referentie S-meson vervalkanalen die relevant zijn voor de meting van 
CPP schending. Een verval met een laag (Bd —> TT+IT~) en met een hoog (Bs —> DfKT 

gevolgdd door Df —» K+K~TT ) aantal vervalproducten is bestudeerd. Het Bd-meson 
inn het verval Bd —• TT+TT~ is gereconstrueerd door het LHCb tracking systeem met 
eenn massaresolutie van 10.7 MeV/c2 . Het ö s-meson in het verval Bs —> DfKT is 
gereconstrueerdd met een massa resolutie van 21.8 MeV/c2 . De trackreconstructie-
inefficiëntiee als gevolg van de patroonherkeningsalgoritmen is bepaald door deze te 
vergelijkenn met een ideaal (100% efficiënt) algoritme. The reconstructie-efnciëntie van 
hett gehele Bd —* 7r+7r- verval is ongeveer 94%. Het verval Bs —• DfK^, dat vier verval
productenn heeft, wordt in zijn geheel gereconstrueerd met een efficiëntie van 79%. Dit 
laatt het belang zien van een hoge spoorreconstructie-efficiëntie. 

Bijj de nominale LHCb luminositeit van 2 x 1032cm_2s_1 is het verwachte aantal 
geproduceerdee bh paren per jaar in een enkelvoudige interactie 5 • 1011. Slechts een 
fractiee van de B-hadronen zal vervallen in een van de referentiekanalen. Ook wordt niet 
elkk verval volledig gereconstrueerd als gevolg van de beperkte LHCb acceptance, trigger-
inefficiëntiee en inefficiëntie bij het reconstrueren van de gebeurtenissen. Al deze effecten 
inn overweging nemend wordt verwacht dat ongeveer 800 Bs —• DfK  ̂ gebeurtenissen en 
52000 Bd —• 7T+7r_ gebeurtenissen per jaar volledig worden gereconstrueerd. Het aantal 
gereconstrueerdee gebeurtenissen bepaalt de precisie waarmee C P-schending gemeten 
kann worden met het LHCb-experiment. De verkregen resultaten zijn vergeleken met een 
eerderee studie naar de prestatie van LHCb. Het proefschrift wordt afgesloten met een 
kortee vooruitblik op mogelijke verbeteringen van de algoritmen en de detector. 
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